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Abstract

Can Household Consumers Save the Wild Fish?
Lessons from a Sustainable Seafood Advisory

by

Eric Hallstein

Doctor of Philosophy in the Energy and Resources Group

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Dara O’Rourke, Chair

We humans are literally eating all the fish in the sea. As a direct result of overfishing, nearly all
major wild seafood stocks are now a fraction of their original size. Confronted by a seemingly
insatiable appetite for wild fish and the apparent failure of regulations and management strategies
to stop rapacious overfishing, conservation organizations seeking to reduce overfishing and
promote better fishing practices have increasingly turned to consumer-focused, market-based
mechanisms such as environmental sustainability labels (“eco-labels”) in order to shift patterns of
household consumption towards more environmentally sustainable fish products. Given the recent
proliferation of eco-labels, it is imperative to ask: are eco-labels a successful and economically
efficient way to reduce the environmental costs such as overfishing that the seafood industry
imposes on society? The research presented in this dissertation contributes to the suprisingly
sparse empirical literature on this subject by analyzing consumer response to the FishWise
Advisory, a sustainable seafood eco-label that was adopted by a supermarket chain in the United
States. The FishWise Advisory consisted of a label placed on the pin tag of every fresh seafood
product to inform consumers about the relative environmental sustainability of seafood products.
The Advisory coded the labels using a system of three traffic light colors: green meant “best
choice”, yellow meant “proceed with caution”, and red meant “worst choice”. Using reduced
form and structural econometric models, this research examines the effect of the Advisory on
overall seafood sales and on seafood sales of each color label, consumers’ willingness to pay for
an environmentally sustainable seafood label, the effect of the Advisory on own- and cross-price
elasticities of demand for each color of seafood, and the effect of a counterfactual policy scenario
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of not selling red-labeled seafood on the prices and market share of green- and yellow-labeled
seafood.

Total seafood sales declined slightly (-15.5%, p<0.10). Yellow-labeled seafood sales significantly
decreased (-31.3% to -34.9% depending on the specification, p<0.01). Green- and red-labeled
seafood sales did not change.Yellow-labeled seafood on the mercury safe list had the largest sales
decline (-41.3%, p<0.05). Consumers had a negative willingness to pay for both yellow labels
(-$0.155) and red labels (-$0.0872) seafood and were indifferent to green labels. The Advisory
decreased the own-price elasticity of demand for green-labeled seafood (-2.27 to -1.81) and
red-labeled seafood (-2.06 to -1.58) and only slightly decreased it for yellow-labeled seafood
(-1.99 to -1.89). Cross-price elasticities of demand were essentially zero for all seafood colors,
and remained virtually unchanged after implementation of the Advisory. In the counter factual
policy scenario of no red seafood sales, the optimal price of green-labeled seafood remained the
same at $7.87 (s.e. = 0.1013 in policy simulation and 0.1037 in base case) per pound. The optimal
price for yellow-labeled seafood dropped significantly to $9.65 (s.e. = 0.1436) per pound versus
$13.15 (s.e. = 0.1187) per pound. The market share of green-labeled seafood remained essentially
unchanged at 2.02% (s.e. = 0.000) versus 2.06% (s.e. = 0.040). The optimal market share of
yellow-labeled seafood increased significantly to 0.85% (s.e. = 0.000) from 0.75% (s.e. = 0.010).

One implication of this research is that conservation organizations and other groups seeking to
reduce overfishing need a much better understanding of whether and when eco-labels achieve
their goals before continuing to rely so heavily on using them to change household consumption
patterns as a primary conservation tool for wild fisheries. As a complement to any
consumer-focused efforts, conservation organizations may want to explore other types of
market-based interventions, such as company boycotts; work with governments to enact
regulations that would make labels more effective, such as common standards and requirements
for information disclosure; and continue to use traditional forms of regulation, such as catch
limits and protected areas.

Keywords: Front of pack · traffic-light label · food label ·market-based mechanism ·
environmental sustainability · seafood · overfishing.
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Introduction
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1.1 Introduction

We humans are literally eating all the fish in the sea. As a direct result of overfishing, nearly all
major wild seafood stocks are now a fraction of their original size. Large, predatory fish biomass,
which includes swordfish and codfish, is estimated to be roughly 10% of pre-industrial levels.
Fishing boats are traveling farther, fishing deeper and longer, and using more sophisticated
equipment to catch a dwindling amount of seafood. As populations of the highest quality fish are
decimated, we simply consume the next best alternative. Alaska pollock, once considered
unpalatable, has replaced cod in fish fillets and fish sticks. Even the world market for jellyfish for
human consumption is growing.

Confronted by our seemingly insatiable appetite for wild fish and the apparent failure of
regulations and management strategies to stop rapacious overfishing, conservation organizations
seeking to reduce overfishing and promote better fishing practices have increasingly turned to
consumer-focused, market-based mechanisms such as environmental sustainability labels (I use
the term “eco-labels” in the remainder of this dissertation) in order to shift patterns of household
consumption towards more environmentally sustainable fish products1. The empirical evidence –
increasing per capita seafood consumption in the United States and continued decline in the size
of some of the very fisheries that have been certified - suggests that these mechanisms may be
falling catastrophically short of their objectives (Figures 1.1 and 1.2) [79, 38, 37, 75]. Given the
recent proliferation of eco-labels, it is imperative to ask: are eco-labels a successful and
economically efficient way to reduce the environmental costs such as overfishing that the seafood
industry imposes on society?

Existing research on consumer-focused mechanisms like eco-labels relies largely on attitudinal
and knowledge surveys, consumer choice experiments, and experimental auctions
[8, 76, 70, 55, 61]. These studies can offer insight and valuable methodological approaches for
more empirically-driven work. For example, Bei and Widdows find that that experts and novices
have differential responses to product information; specifically, experts are more likely to be
persuaded by complex information whereas novices react symmetrically [1999]. However, these
studies are also vulnerable to the criticism that they capture consumers’ stated preferences and not
their actual behaviors. The differences between consumers’ stated versus revealed preferences
can be large. In one European survey, 75% of consumers stated a readiness to purchase differently
because of social or environmental criteria, and yet only 3% of consumers had done so [74].

The work presented in this dissertation uniquely uses information about consumers’ behavior via

1In this dissertation, I make a distinction between an environmental “certification” and an “eco-label”. I define
an environmental certification as a third-party verification that a product has met or exceeded a particular set of en-
vironmental standards related to its production, use or disposal. A certification program may include an eco-label
for use on a company’s literature, facilities or products that allows the firm to signal to consumers that a product has
been certified. An eco-label is a product label that informs consumers a product has satisfied particular environmental
criteria - process, impact or both - in its production, use or disposal. The Marine Stewardship Council’s program is
both a certification program and an eco-label. The distinctive blue MSC label is an eco-label that identifies seafood
that has come from a fishery certified as sustainable. In turn, MSC certification requires that a third party, independent
organization, which has been independently accredited to perform MSC assessments by the Accreditation Services
International (ASI), verify that a fishery meets MSC’s environmental standards.
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their actual purchases, rather than their stated preferences via survey questionnaires, to assess
whether consumers respond to eco-labels. Specifically, I investigate consumer response to an
advisory for sustainable seafood - the FishWise Advisory (henceforth the “Advisory”) - that was
adopted by a supermarket chain (henceforth the “Retailer”) in the United States. The Advisory
consisted of a label placed on the pin tag of every fresh seafood product to inform consumers
about the relative environmental sustainability of seafood products. The Advisory coded the
labels using a system of three traffic light colors: green meant “best choice”, yellow meant
“proceed with caution”, and red meant “worst choice” (Figures 5 and 6). The Retailer’s scanner
data generated by this program included four years of weekly sales information at a product- and
store-level. I was able to reconstruct a corresponding weekly product-level record of the FishWise
traffic light colors for each fresh seafood product in every week.

Leveraging methods and insights from behavioral economics, industrial organization and
econometrics, I use the product sales data and corresponding FishWise Advisory color codes to
address four questions related to the FishWise Advisory in the Retailer’s stores:

1. What is the effect of the Advisory on overall seafood sales and on seafood sales of each
color label?

2. How much are consumers willingness to pay for an environmentally sustainable seafood
label?

3. What is the effect of the Advisory on own- and cross-price elasticities of demand for each
color of seafood?

4. What is the effect of a policy of not selling red-labeled seafood on the prices and market
share of green- and yellow-labeled seafood?

Using the reduced-form approach described in Chapter Two, I first identify the effect of the
FishWise Advisory on overall seafood sales as well as the heterogeneous impact of the Advisory
by label color and whether or not the seafood met additional health-related criteria2. Using the
structural models described in Chapter Three, I extend the analysis to estimate the amount that
consumers are willing to pay for environmentally sustainable seafood. Using the parameter
estimates for own- and cross-price elasticities of demand for each color seafood that I obtain from
the structural model, as described in Chapter Four, I answer question four through a simulation to
evaluate the effect of a policy of not selling red-labeled seafood on the prices and market share of
green- and yellow-labeled seafood.

This dissertation contains one of the first analyses using empirical data on consumers’ actual
purchases to investigate consumer response to a traffic light labeling system. I have identified
only one other empirical study on the impact of traffic light labels, a study based on supermarket
scanner data from the UK which found that the introduction of a system of health-related traffic
light labels had no measurable effect on the healthiness of consumer purchases [65].

2The FishWise Advisory’s color labels rate seafood on the basis of environmental sustainability, which is an eco-
nomic externality. In constrast, the mercury and PCB content information supplied by the Advisory is a private benefit.
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The results from this research are particularly timely in both the United States and the European
Union. In the EU many different labeling systems are used, and proposed legislation to require
standard front of pack (FOP) nutritional labels has led to a dynamic debate about which label
designs are most effective and even whether these labels change consumer behavior at all. The
proposed EU legislation favors labels similar to guideline daily amounts, which tell consumers
how much of a product to eat each day in order to stay healthy. The UK’s Food Standards
Agency, however, recommends a traffic light label consisting of four color-coded lights
representing the levels of sugars, fat, saturated fat and salt in a product (Figure 1.1) [24]. With the
April 28, 2010 announcement by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration that they are seeking
public input on ways to “enhance the usefulness to consumers of point-of-purchase nutrition
information”, this debate has now officially crossed the Atlantic3.

Figure 1.1: UK Traffic Light Labels

Source: UK Food Standards Agency, 2010 (http://www.eatwell.gov.uk/foodlabels/trafficlights/).
These are examples of some of the “traffic light” labels currently in UK stores. Although the
design of each label is different, each label follows the UK Food Standards Agency by containing
a traffic light color to represent the healthiness of the choice, color ratings across four health-
related attributes (fat, saturates, sugar and salt), interpretive words included on the color itself or
immediately nearby, and the mass of each type of ingredient per serving.

3http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm209953.htm
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Total seafood sales declined slightly (-15.5%, p<0.10). Yellow-labeled seafood sales significantly
decreased (-31.3% to -34.9% depending on the specification, p<0.01). Green- and red-labeled
seafood sales did not change.Yellow-labeled seafood on the mercury safe list had the largest sales
decline (-41.3%, p<0.05). Consumers had a negative willingness to pay for both yellow labels
(-$0.155) and red labels (-$0.0872) seafood and were indifferent to green labels. The Advisory
decreased the own-price elasticity of demand for green-labeled seafood (-2.27 to -1.81) and
red-labeled seafood (-2.06 to -1.58) and only slightly decreased it for yellow-labeled seafood
(-1.99 to -1.89). Cross-price elasticities of demand were essentially zero for all seafood colors,
and remained virtually unchanged after implementation of the Advisory. In the counter factual
policy scenario of no red seafood sales, the optimal price of green-labeled seafood remained the
same at $7.87 (s.e. = 0.1013 in policy simulation and 0.1037 in base case) per pound. The optimal
price for yellow-labeled seafood dropped significantly to $9.65 (s.e. = 0.1436) per pound versus
$13.15 (s.e. = 0.1187) per pound. The market share of green-labeled seafood remained essentially
unchanged at 2.02% (s.e. = 0.000) versus 2.06% (s.e. = 0.040). The optimal market share of
yellow-labeled seafood increased significantly to 0.85% (s.e. = 0.000) from 0.75% (s.e. = 0.010).

One implication of this research is that conservation organizations and other groups seeking to
reduce overfishing need a much better understanding of whether and when eco-labels achieve
their goals before continuing to rely so heavily changing household consumption patterns as a
primary conservation tool for wild fisheries. As a complement to any consumer-focused efforts,
conservation organizations may want to explore other types of market-based interventions, such
as company boycotts; work with governments to enact regulations that would make labels more
effective, such as common standards and requirements for information disclosure; and continue to
use traditional forms of regulation, such as catch limits and protected areas.

The remainder of this introductory chapter is structured as follows: section two describes the
proliferation of eco-labels in the seafood industry as a response to a global “fisheries crisis”;
section three discusses the economic theory for why eco-labels are expected to be an effective
tool for changing consumption patterns; section four describes the experimental setting and data
and presents the empirical strategy for chapters two through four of the dissertation.

1.2 Eco-labels and the global “fisheries crisis”

In what scientists now widely view as a global fisheries crisis, the volume and intensity of seafood
consumption continue to increase at the same time that the majority of the world’s wild fish
populations are declining precipitously (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). Nearly all major seafood stocks
have been declining since the mid-1980s and are now a fraction of their original size
[79, 47, 56, 75]. Large, predatory fish biomass, which includes swordfish and codfish, is estimated
to be roughly 10% of pre-industrial levels [47]. The problem may be worse than these numbers
suggest. The average trophic level of both fresh and saltwater fish catches is decreasing, leading
to a phenomenon referred to as “fishing down marine food webs”, which has the potential to
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disrupt entire ecosystems [56]4. The decimation of wild seafood stocks is particularly harmful for
the estimated 2.6 billion people worldwide who depend on fish as a source of animal protein and
the 200 million people who earn part or all of their income from activities related to fishing [23].

Figure 1.2: U.S. Annual Per Capita Consumption of Commercial Fish and Shellfish, 1910-
2008
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Source: National Marine Fisheries Service, 2009. Values shown between 1910 and 1980 are for
consumption in first year of decade. This figure shows average annual per capita consumption of
commercial fish and shellfish in the United States. In 2006, 3 regions - Japan, the Unites States and
the EU countries - imported three-quarters of all traded seafood biomass, and developing countries
supplied more than half this seafood.

4Trophic level refers to the position an organism occupies in a food chain – the lower the trophic level, the closer an
organism is to earlier stages in the food chain. The decline in trophic level is likely caused by the preferential removal
of older, longer-lived individuals within species and the gradual switch towards lower trophic level species as higher
level species are over-fished [56].
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Figure 1.3: Global Reported Marine Fisheries Catch, 1970-2000

Source: Watson and Pauly, 2001. Uncorrected figures are from the Food and Agriculture Adminis-
tration and include China’s reported catches, which Watson and Pauly estimate to have been vastly
over-estimated. Watson and Pauly obtained the corrected figures by re-estimating Chinese catches
using a linear regression model described in their paper. The corrected, no anchoveta figures ex-
clude the highly variable Peruvian anchoveta catches. This figure reflects global reported marine
catches and not individual fisheries.

Population growth and higher per capita consumption are expected to drive demand for an
additional 30-40 million tonnes (21 - 28% larger than the current annual catch) of seafood by
2020 [23, 19]. Although the market share of aquaculture in global seafood supply increased to
nearly 47% in 2006, and is expected to reach 60% by 2020 [23], concerns about potentially
significant ecological impacts may ultimately limit the potential of aquaculture to fully substitute
for wild catches [23, 2]5.

Seafood production is a massive, global industry in which demand is driven disproportionately,
and increasingly, by consumers in high-income countries. For example, in 2006, the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) estimates that more than one-third of the
total mass of world seafood production was traded internationally, with the total mass of exports
up more than 50% from a decade earlier. In 2006, three regions - Japan, the Unites States and the
EU countries - imported three-quarters of all traded seafood biomass, and developing countries
supplied more than half this seafood. That same year, U.S. consumers spent $69.5 billion on fish

5For example, rearing carnivorous fish requires many multiples of their harvest weight in feed fish lower on the
trophic chain, thus pressuring those populations; the creation of enclosures themselves may cause significant damage,
such as clearing of ecologically valuable mangroves for shrimp aquaculture; diseases may be transmitted from farmed
individuals to wild populations; and, genetic interbreeding between farmed and wild populations may weaken the
latter [23].
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and shellfish, with roughly half of this spending in retail outlets and the other half in restaurants
[4].

Figure 1.4: Seafood Supply Chain

In confronting the fisheries crisis, governments and other organizations have traditionally sought
to regulate the seafood industry using tools that specifically target production such as catch limits,
gear restrictions and fishing capacity reductions (Figure 1.4). Starting in the 1990s however, both
governmental and non-governmental organizations began to target consumers in the high-income
countries with consumer-focused, market-based mechanisms such as eco-labels and
environmental certifications in order to stimulate demand for more sustainable seafood [23]6. In
this context, “sustainable” consumption is rather loosely defined. The term generally referred to
some combination of reducing overall consumption of wild seafood, encouraging production
methods associated with less harmful impacts on the wild fisheries (e.g. lower levels of associated
by-catch), and shifting consumption towards lower trophic-level seafood, where stocks of wild
fish are considerably more sizable [38, 34]. The FAO’s definition of a seafood eco-label is a “tag
or label certifying that the fish product was produced in an environmentally friendly way. It
provides information at the point of sale that links the product to the production process [23].”

Consumer-focused strategies such as eco-labels are usually designed to provide information that
helps consumers select products that better match their values, which results in greater direct
utility for the consumer and provides firms with an incentive to produce and sell products with
higher levels of attributes perceived as desirable by the public. Within fisheries, well-known

6I use the term “consumer-focused” strategies to distinguish a sub-set of market-based strategies whose primary
objective is to influence the purchasing behavior of consumers. Other examples of consumer-focused strategies include
boycotts and consumer seafood guides. Examples of market-based strategies that I do no consider consumer-focused
include distributor seafood guides and trade associations.
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eco-labels include the Earth Island Institute’s Dolphin Safe Tuna label, the U.S. Department of
Commerce’s Dolphin Safe Tuna label, the Marine Stewardship Council’s MSC certification, the
Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood WATCH program, and the Blue Ocean Institute’s Fish Phone
(Figure 1.5) . The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations estimates that there
are now over 400 such standards, certifications and labels related to wild fisheries and aquaculture
[23]!

1.3 Eco-labels in theory and practice

1.3.1 Eco-labels as “private regulation”

Altering people’s consumption patterns - reducing or shifting consumption - is increasingly
viewed as an effective tool for reducing the environmental, health and social externalities imposed
on society by companies. Consumer-focused, market-based approaches are being applied with
ever greater frequency to global production systems, where other forms of more traditional
regulation have serious limitations. In a shift towards what has been described as “international
private authority” [17, 31], the proliferation of eco-labels and other market-based strategies
suggests that NGOs, nation-states, and even many industries view these non-traditional
mechanisms as a desirable regulatory approach, albeit not an entirely uncontroversial one [14].

Outside of the seafood industry, relatively well-known eco-labels and certifications include the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy Star label (energy efficiency)7, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s Organic seal (organic agriculture)8, the Nordic Swan label
(sustainable production)9, the Forestry Stewardship Council initiative (sustainable forestry)10 and
the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (sustainable forestry)11. Rapid advances in information
technology are also enabling a new generation of “collaborative transparency in which
communities of information users play an active role in shaping the content and format of
information they need” [25].

Several contemporaneous factors appear to have contributed to the proliferation of market-based
mechanisms as a governance strategy. Regulating ocean fishing is inherently challenging because
much of the actual extractive process occurs outside of national boundaries. Even where the
seafood supply chain occurs within these boundaries, many of the firms in the supply chain are
multinational corporations that are often global in scale and scope. As production systems such as
seafood become ever more global, they are no longer as geographically bounded by the traditional
territorial boundaries of the nation-state [33]. At the same time, the nation-state’s regulatory

7http://www.energystar.gov/
8http://www.ams.usda.gov/NOP/indexIE.htm
9http://www.svanen.nu/SISMABDesktopDefault.aspx?tabName=StartPage

10http://www.fscus.org/. FSC is an NGO sustainable forestry initiative.
11http://www.sfiprogram.org/. SFI is the American Forest & Paper Association’s sustainable forestry initiative.
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Figure 1.5: Some Notable Eco-labels

Logo Name Sponsor Year Comments

Dolphin-safe logo Earth Island
Institute

late 1980s
First seafood eco-label.

Dolphin-safe logo U.S. Department
of Commerce

1990 U.S. standard dolphin
safe label.

Marine
Stewardship
Council

Marine
Stewardship
Council

1997 Best established and most
widely discussed seafood
eco-label. In 2007,
approximately 7% of
annual global seafood
catch MSC certified.

Seafood WATCH Monterey Bay
Aquarium

1997 Began as list of
sustainable seafood for
exhibit. In 2000 became a
wallet card.

FishWise Sustainable
Fishery Advocates

2002 Now implemented in > 30
stores in the U.S.
Contains both
sustainability and health
information.

Fish Phone Blue Ocean
Institute

2007
Led by Carl Safina, who
in 1998, produced first
consumer seafood guide
for Audubon Society.
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capacity itself has been weakened as a result of deregulation, liberalization and privatization
policies associated with the dominant economic paradigm of the 1980s and 1990s [6, 11, 31, 58].

Although many economists extol the purported benefits of economic growth in terms of metrics
such as per-capita incomes (see for example, 11), significant concern has also been voiced about
uneven social and economic development [5, 59, 60] and costly environmental and health
externalities associated with globalization[33]. Although “new emphasis [is] being put on
institutions such as the United Nations, NATO, the IMF, the Bank for International Settlements
(BIS), the World Bank and the WTO” [78], to date no comprehensive intergovernmental
regulation of international supply chains has emerged [31]12. Rather, the limitations of bilateral
and multilateral organizations to effectively regulate global commerce is increasingly recognized
[58, 15]. Some critics charge that international organizations like the WTO, IMF and World Bank
are accelerating economic globalization at the expense of low- and medium- income people
around the world [78].

Within this context of globalization, a “global civil society” [17, 78] has begun to emerge in
which various members of civil society are assuming responsibilities traditionally viewed as the
purview of the state [14, 20, 26, 63]. One political scientist describes this phenomenon as
authority “moving sideways’, that is, out of the hands of governments and into the hands of
non-state actors” [31]. Globalization has reduced costs of organizing and allowed activists to
build coalitions and launch campaigns that cross national borders [31]. Customers and
shareholders thus increasingly have the capacity to hold companies accountable [53, 54, 78].

It is in this dynamic policy arena that market-based forms of regulation generally, and
consumer-focused mechanisms more specifically, have emerged and continue to rapidly evolve.
In the seafood industry, decades of effort to regulate overfishing through tools that specifically
target production, such as catch limits, gear restrictions and fishing capacity reductions, have not
succeeded in ameliorating the global fisheries crisis. In this context, the increasing international
trade of seafood, driven disproportionately by high-income countries like the United States and
Japan who are net importers of wild fish, is increasingly recognized as a powerful force behind
the depletion of wild fish stocks and therefore a potentially high-leverage point of intervention to
catalyze far-reaching change in the industry.

1.3.2 Eco-labels in theory

The economic literature contains a great deal of research on the role that information plays in
markets for goods and services. Theoretical models and empirical evidence suggest that full
information leads to more efficient, better-functioning markets; although, in reality, we essentially
never observe markets with “full information”. Conversely, an absence of information,
asymmetric information and high search costs to obtain this information can result in market
failure. Nearly all eco-labels, certifications and other consumer-focused mechanisms aim to

12Here, I distinguish international supply chains from multinational corporations. Seafood production tends to
involve many private producers at many points in the supply chains that stretch around the world. These chains are
very rarely vertically integrated corporations.
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inform consumers about some product attributes of which the consumer might not be aware and
for which obtaining the information is difficult or impossible. For example, a consumer might
prefer to purchase products made in the U.S., a product attribute that would not be obvious from
the product’s color, shape, size, or in most cases, price. The availability of this information should
help consumers make purchases that better match their values. If consumers’ values are consistent
with societally beneficial goals - e.g. reducing adverse environmental, health and social impacts
of production - the aggregated effect of many individual purchase decisions should theoretically
provide firms with an incentive to reduce these impacts.

The FishWise Advisory’s traffic light rating is based on the environmental sustainability of each
product. The environmental damage, such as overfishing, associated with a particular seafood
product is an economic externality in the sense that the purchaser of the product does not bear the
cost of this damage. Consequently, the product’s price does not reflect the true cost of production
[13]. Even if some consumers derive a very high utility from product attributes related to these
environmental externalities, it may be difficult for consumers to purchase products with desirable
levels of these attributes (presumably low levels) because it is unclear how to identify these
“credence” goods [18]. These attributes are generally not observable in the same way as price and
quality13. Even if consumers could obtain this information, potentially high search costs for the
individual consumer means they may not invest in finding accurate information [72]. As Held
notes, “The market system is highly indeterminate – often generating costly or damaging
externalities with regard to health, welfare, income distribution or the environment” [2002].
Except in some cases of monopoly or oligopoly, the fact that these environmental costs are
economic externalities results in more than a socially optimal level of production [30, 39, 68]14.

Since firms do not pay the costs associated with negative externalities of their products and
services, the firms themselves typically have no financial incentive to reduce these costs.
Nonetheless, a firm could benefit from investing in lower environmental impacts in terms of
access to new markets, a gain in share in existing markets, or an increase in profits. However,
empirical evidence suggests that such benefits are elusive. In a book containing arguably the most
comprehensive analysis of the corporate social responsibility movement in the United States and
Europe, “The Market for Virtue: The Potential and Limits of Corporate Social Responsibility”,
David Vogel examines dozens of case studies and formal academic studies to critically evaluate
the business case for corporate social responsibility [2005]. Vogel’s conclusion is that firms are
very rarely rewarded for these investments, leading him to argue that society should have very
modest expectations of how much firms - without laws and regulations mandating changes - will
do to reduce the negative externalities associated with the production of their goods and services.

In the absence of readily available information about the environmental attributes of products,

13“Credence goods” are distinct from “search goods” and “experience goods”. “Credence goods” refers to goods
for which aspects of quality are rarely, if ever, learned with certainty (e.g. timeliness of a doctor’s intervention).
“Experience goods” refers to goods for which the quality is ascertained after the product is purchased (e.g. restaurant
quality). “Search goods” refers to goods for which the quality can be ascertained prior to purchase (e.g. car reliability
through Consumer Reports).

14Coase [1960] argued that self-interested negotiation will lead to the socially optimal solution regardless of the
initial distribution of ownership rights under strict assumptions of costless transactions and perfect information. Sub-
sequent economic work has shown these assumptions to be generally unrealistic.
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market-based mechanisms such as eco-labels hold some promise. For example, a third party can
monitor and verify a seller’s assertions, thus offering credible assurance to a buyer. A third party
can identify products with desirable attributes and brand them with an eco-label, reducing buyer
search costs. An eco-label can provide an incentive to actors at all stages in a production chain to
behave in a certain way, enabling coordination without explicit discussions or agreements. An
eco-label can transform the public good nature of information into at least a partial private good,
giving an incentive to the certifying organization and participating firms to produce this
information.

Eco-labels also have the potential benefit of influencing a dispersed supply chain. In the seafood
industry, this means that changes in consumer purchasing patterns could send a signal to retailers
about which products to source, thereby altering which goods are procured by these retailers from
brands, who in turn influence the products sourced by their first tier suppliers, until finally the
demand signal is felt by fishing boats somewhere in the world.

1.3.3 Eco-labels in practice

The availability of information about a product does not necessarily mean consumers will
incorporate it into their decisions and alter their behavior [35, 39, 42, 44, 54]. Research from such
fields as behavioral economics, psychology, and marketing has identified a variety of potential
cognitive distortions in whether and how people use information. A partial list of these cognitive
biases includes: avoidance of outcomes that have highly emotional or negative consequences, risk
aversion, cognitive limitations on the amount of information a person can process, and
overestimation of unlikely risks over which people have little control [40, 21, 46, 71]. Fung et al,
reviewing a variety of government-mandated disclosure programs, argue that the information
content, the format in which it is presented and the timing of information delivery must all be
consistent with a consumer’s decision-process in order to work [25].

Indeed, the real-world evidence suggests that these consumer-focused mechanisms may be falling
far short of their objectives in the seafood industry. In the United States, per capita consumption
of seafood between 1998 and 2008 increased at an annual average rate of seven percent, from
14.9 pounds to 16.0 pounds [51]. After distributing more than a million wallet cards as part of its
Seafood WATCH program, the Monterey Bay Aquarium conducted a study that showed no
overall change in market demand and no decrease in fishing pressure for targeted species [1].
Given these dismal results, it is fair to ask why the Monterey Bay Aquarium has continued to
distribute these cards. In a review of 30 non-profit organizations with market-based sustainable
seafood campaigns, the Bridgespan Group found no significant change in the buying practices or
fisheries policies of sensitive fish populations [27]. Scientists now believe that the biomass of
Marine Stewardship Council certified Alaska Pollock, the largest single-species food fish fishery
in the world and one that is often cited as an example of a market-based approach helping to drive
an industry towards sustainability, may be as much as 50% below last year’s levels [52].

The Sub-committee on Aquaculture, a sub-committee of the FAO’s Committee on Fisheries, has
commented that the proliferation of certification schemes may be confusing both producers and
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consumers, stating that there is “a need for more globally accepted norms for aquaculture
production” [23].

In 2005, Seafood Choices Alliance polled consumers about their views and purchases of
sustainable seafood 15. 79% of consumers said that environmental concerns were important in
their seafood purchasing decisions, 30% of consumers said they had chosen not to purchase
seafood that was unsustainably harvested, and 40% of consumers stated they were willing to pay
5 to 10% more for products labeled as environmentally responsible [3]. Yet a 2008 survey of the
top twenty supermarkets in the United States showed that all of the supermarkets regularly sold
seafood deemed to be species at risk [77].

Several experts on the use of consumer-focused mechanisms in the seafood industry have
speculated that widespread reliance on these strategies is not justified by empirical evidence about
their effectiveness [36, 38]. Jacquet and Pauly point to the lack of real-world improvement in fish
stocks as evidence that these programs have not been effective. Jacquet and Pauly’s concerns
about labeling programs include a confusing variety of definitions of sustainability across
initiatives, failure to consider the full life cycle impact of bring seafood to market, conflicting
recommendations from different consumer guides, mislabeling and renaming of fish to
unintentionally confuse consumers, inability to accommodate small-scale fisheries and the
relative ease with which producers can cheat because of how hard it is to track an individual fish
as it moves through the global seafood supply chain. Moreover, eco-labels fundamentally require
that busy consumers - not trained in neoclassical economics and short on time - even notice the
labels and make the cognitive effort to understand the information presented on the pin tags. Even
if eco-labels do lower demand for environmentally unsustainable fish, suppliers may be able to
sell this “at risk” seafood with lower retail demand through other distribution channels that are
less influenced by retail consumers such as processed food and even pet food. If this substitution
is sufficiently lost cost for seafood producers and distributors, even eco-labels that reduce retail
demand will not have a significant impact on retail seafood prices or wild catches.

It is very difficult to obtain compelling evidence linking a specific seafood eco-label to changes
deep within a particular supply chain. While Jacquet and Pauly’s critiques may be valid, they also
do not offer a full assessment of all the ways, some of them indirect, in which an eco-label could
have a beneficial impact. For example, eco-labels could be helping to raise awareness about
overfishing, generate funds for aquariums, and even motivate industry agreements that
incorporate sustainability standards.

Very little empirical evidence exists to examine even the first stage in a process that might link
consumers to fishing boats somewhere in the world - namely, whether eco-labels actually affect
consumer behavior. In the seafood industry, I identified only one study on the subject. In that
study, Teisl et al. use consumer purchase data to confirm that the dolphin-safe tuna label increased
the market share of canned tuna containing the label [70]16. One has to look outside the seafood

15The mission of the Seafood Choices Alliance, a program of the U.S. based, non-profit organization SeaWeb, is to
help make the seafood industry more environmentally, economically and socially sustainable.

16Even here, the story for eco-labels that are believed to be effective often turns out to be murkier than one might
expect. The U.S. Marine Mammal Protection Act and the U.S. embargo on non-dolphin safe tuna, and the International
Dolphin Conservation Act may have been the real drivers of the perceived success of the dolphin-safe tuna label [38].
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industry for additional studies on the efficacy of food labels, and even then, the body of empirical
literature is unquestionably quite sparse. Jin and Leslie show that grade cards required by the
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 1990 caused restaurant health inspection scores in Los
Angeles to increase [39]. Kiesel and Villas-Boas showed that consumers are willing to pay a
slight premium for milk products with the USDA organic seal [42]. In the last empirical study
identified on this subject, Batte et al. show that consumers are willing to pay a slight premium for
organic products even when those products are less than 100% organic [7].

A recent review of European research on consumer response to food labels concluded that there is
an urgent need for more research studying consumers’ use of food labels in real-world settings,
and specifically, on whether the labels have an impact on product choices [29]. While a large
number of studies have looked at consumers’ stated preferences for labels
[8, 76, 62, 69, 64, 55, 61], the accuracy of using a label to correctly complete a task such as
choosing the healthiest food[41, 28], and the time required to make a decision using a label [22],
most of the information is self-reported and offers limited insight into how consumers use labels
in actual shopping situations [29]. A handful of large-scale studies have used accompanied shops
and in-store and at-home shopping bag audits to qualitatively understand how consumers use
front-of-package labels [43], but even these studies do not contain rigorous quantitative evaluation
of the impact of the labels on actual purchases.

1.4 Research description

1.4.1 Experimental setting and data

In 2006, the Retailer started using the FishWise Advisory eco-label to inform consumers about
the environmental sustainability and mercury content of its fresh seafood products. The Advisory
informed consumers about the relative environmental sustainability of seafood products using a
system of three traffic light colors, one of which is added to the pin tag label of each fresh seafood
product at the point of purchase. Green, “best choice”, meant that these species were abundant
and/or well managed and caught or farmed in environmentally friendly ways. Yellow, "good
alternative", meant that these species came from fisheries or farms with good quantities, but that
there are still some environmental concerns. Red, "unsustainable", meant that these species were
caught or farmed in ways that cause substantial harm to the fishery and/or food web. In addition
to the traffic light color, each pin tag label contained the product name, country of origin,
production method, catch method and price per pound17.

A typical label would inform the consumer that the product is Petrale Sole, is rated “yellow”, was
caught in California using a bottom trawl, and costs $16.99 per pound (figures 1.5, 1.6, 1.10 and
1.11)18. The Retailer updated these tags weekly on Tuesday nights.

17A seafood does not need to rank highly on all criteria to receive a green rating. A green rating, for example, could
be given to a fishery with low wild stocks, but which has high ratings on all the other criteria.

18I would expect very few customers to even notice, let alone understand, the icon meant to depict that the seafood
was caught using a bottom trawl.
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Figure 1.6: FishWise Pin Tag for Petrale Sole

™

(831) 427-1707      www.fishwise.org

Dredge

Other names: Bottom Dredge

Description: “Dredge” encompasses 
all rigid gears that are designed to 
drag along the seafloor in order to 
“rake” up bottom dwelling species.

Bottom Trawl

Other names: Drag, Otter Trawl 

Description: “Bottom Trawl” encom-
passes net gears that are dragged 
behind a vessel on or near the sea 
floor. Bottom Trawls generally have 
devices to keep them off of the sea 
floor but some are designed to 
“tease” up bottom dwelling fish such 
as Halibut.

Setline

Other names: Bottom Setline, 
Bottom Longline

Description: “Setline” encompasses 
longlines that are designed to be 
anchored and left to soak. 

Hand Methods

Other names: Hand Rakes, Diver 
Caught, Hand Net, Tongs,  Scottish 
Seine

Description: “Hand methods” encom-
passes all methods where a person 
collects or gathers species by hand. 
Hand methods can also mean a net 
that is cast and retrieved by hand.

Gillnet

Other names: 

Description: “Gillnet” encompasses 
all nets designed to capture fish by 
entangling them in the structure of 
the net. Some are pulled behind 
vessels, some are anchored and 
some are left to drift.

Hook and line

Other names: Troll, Hand Line, Beam 
Troll, Rod and Reel

Description: “Hook and line” encom-
passes all methods that employ a 
single hook per line. Trolls can have 
multiple hooks, but are brought in 
when fish are caught. Hook and line 
can also be rod and reel. 

Catch Method Descriptions

If you have questions or comments, please contact FishWise at 831-427-1707

Petrale Sole

$16.99/lb
California, USA

This is an example of a FishWise pin tag for Petrale Sole. Note that this is the information seen
by the consumer at the point of purchase. Starting from the top left and moving clockwise, the
elements of the label are: FishWise logo, symbol for the catch method (the method shown on this
tag means “bottom trawl”), product name, price per pound, country of origin, and color.
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Figure 1.7: FishWise Pin Tag for Dungeness Crab

This is an example of a FishWise pin tag for Dungeness crab. Note the inclusion of country of
origin (Alaska), catch method (trap), production method (wild), FishWise rating (green) and price
($6.99 per pound) information.

At stores using the FishWise Advisory, all products sold at the fresh seafood counter receive the
FishWise label just described. A consumer could therefore choose from a large number of
seafood products, sometimes with multiple label color options within a particular type of seafood
(e.g. yellow- and red-labeled salmon). In addition to the pin tag labels, retailers using FishWise
typically displayed a second, interpretive poster near the seafood counter containing an
interpretive guide to the FishWise labels (Figure 1.9).
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FishWise also identified seafood low in mercury. Mercury content was not included on the pin tag
label, but instead presented on list adjacent to the fresh seafood counter. FishWise restricted the
low mercury list to only contain green- or yellow-labeled seafood (the low mercury list did not
contain any red-labeled products).

The Retailer operates ten stores in the San Francisco Bay Area, Northern California19 (Figure
1.12). On May 17, 2006 the retailer piloted the Advisory at two, randomly-chosen stores and then
fully implemented the Advisory at all stores on September 4, 200620. The gradual phase-in of the
program created a quasi-natural experiment with two treatment stores and eight control stores.

The analysis for this study uses several unique panel data sets. The Retailer provided weekly
product- and store-level scanner data for 2006 and 2007 containing the following fields: date,
store, seafood type (e.g. salmon), product name (e.g., King Salmon), unique product number, unit
sales, dollar sales, units, unit returns, dollar returns, full retail price per unit, discounted price per
unit, cost per unit, gross margin, and country of origin. After digitizing the information, which I
obtained in pdf format, I merged the scanner data with a corresponding data set containing a
product- and store-level record of the dates and details of advertisements and promotions21. I
reconstructed weekly product-level records of traffic light colors and the corresponding rating
criteria using FishWise reports. I verified that colors assigned by the Retailer matched those
suggested by FishWise. I also reconstructed a weekly record of the low mercury list.

19Store locations: 4 stores in Berkeley, 1 store each in Danville, Los Altos, Palo Alto, San Francisco, San Anselmo,
and Walnut Creek. Note that the Retailer sold its Danville store in August 2006 and closed its Walnut Creek store in
December 2006.

20The Retailer began advertising the program in local newspapers on October 9, 2006.
21Details included the product name, unique SKU number, promotional price, and the actual text of the advertise-

ment or promotion.
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Figure 1.8: FishWise Low Mercury List

This is an example of the FishWise January 2008 low mercury list. To be included on this list, it
must be safe for a 154 pound adult to eat an eight ounce portion once a week based on Environ-
mental Protection Agency standards and currently available data on mercury and poly-chlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs). This information about mercury content was not included on the product pin
tag. Instead, it was available to consumers as paper handouts at the seafood counter. To be included
on this list, a product also had to be rated as either green or yellow in terms of environmental sus-
tainability; the list does not contain any red-labeled products.
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Figure 1.9: FishWise Interpretive Poster

For more information visit us online at www.FishWise.org 

Good AlternativeBest Choice

These species are 
abundant, well 
managed and
caught or farmed 
in environmentally 
friendly ways. 

Unsustainable

These species come
from fisheries or 
farms with good 
qualities but they 
still have some 
environmental
concerns.

These species are 
caught or farmed in 
ways that cause 
substantial harm to
the environment.

What Do the Colors on the Labels Mean?

This is an example of the FishWise interpretive poster that is supplied by FishWise for use by
retailers. In a typical store, a poster of this information is displayed immediately adjacent to or
behind the fresh seafood counter.
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Figure 1.10: FishWise Advisory at New Leaf Community Market

This is an example of the FishWise Advisory at New Leaf Community Market in Half Moon Bay,
California. Each pin tag contains country of origin, catch method (the graphic right above each
pin tag, such as a fish hook to represent long line), production method, FishWise rating and price
information. This retailer does not offer red-labeled seafood. Also note, as for example with
halibut where there are both green- and yellow-labeled options, that the retailer may offer more
than one color of each species of seafood. The interpretive poster behind the counter explains the
meaning of each color of the FishWise Advisory and a key to map the catch method graphic to the
catch method.
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Figure 1.11: FishWise Advisory at Bi-Rite Market

This is an example of the FishWise Advisory at Bi-Rite Market, California. Each pin tag contains
country of origin, catch method (the graphic right above each pin tag, such as a fish hook to repre-
sent long line), production method, FishWise rating and price information. In contrast to New Leaf
Community Market (Figure 1.10), this retailer offers red-labeled seafood. The FishWise Advisory
allows each retailer to tailor the format of the pin tag label to meet their branding requirements;
however, the information content of the tag is consistent across participating retailers.
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Figure 1.12: Retailer’s Store Locations

This figure shows the Retailer’s ten store locations in California’s Bay Area. Treatment stores are
shown in blue, and control stores are shown in red.

1.4.2 Research questions and hypotheses

As mentioned in the opening paragraphs, I use a variety of methods from behavioral economics,
industrial organization and econometrics in order to address three questions related to the
FishWise Advisory in the Retailer’s stores:

Q1: What is the effect of the Advisory on overall seafood sales and on seafood sales of each color
label?
–>H1.1: The Advisory will have no overall effect on seafood sales.
–>H1.2: The Advisory will have heterogeneous effects based on the color of the pin tag label:
green-labeled seafood sales will increase, red-labeled seafood sales will decrease, and
yellow-labeled seafood sales will rise less than green-labeled seafood (if yellow-labeled seafood
sales increase) or drop less than red-labeled seafood sales (if yellow-labeled seafood sales
decrease).
–>H1.3 The effect of the mercury content information will depend on the color of the label:
seafood products that are green and have low mercury content will have the greater increase in
sales than seafood products that are only green.
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Q2: How much are consumers willing to pay for an environmentally sustainable seafood label?
–>H2: Consumers’ willingness to pay for an environmentally sustainable seafood label will be
positive for green-labeled seafood and negative for red-labeled seafood. Consumers’ willingness
to pay for yellow-labeled seafood will be lower than green-labeled seafood and greater than
red-labeled seafood (could be either positive or negative).

Q3: What is the effect of the Advisory on own- and cross-price elasticities of demand for each
color of seafood?
–>H3.1: The Advisory will reduce the own-price demand elasticity for green seafood and
increase it for yellow and red seafood.
–>H3.2: The Advisory will have no impact on the cross-price elasticities of demand for each
color of seafood.

Q4: What is the effect of a policy of not selling red-labeled seafood on the prices and market
share of green- and yellow-labeled seafood?
–>H4: The price of yellow-labeled seafood will decrease and the market share of yellow-labeled
seafood will increases; no change in price or market share of green-labeled seafood.

The following sections briefly outline the approach that I use to address each of the research
questions.

1.4.3 Empirical strategy

1.4.3.1 Reduced form model

I start by using a product-specific fixed effects model with errors clustered at the store level in
order to estimate the overall treatment effect of the FishWise Advisory (Table 2.5). Note that this
FE estimator is the panel data version of the differences-in-differences (DID) estimator for two
pooled cross sections. This sub-section describes the five specifications I use to estimate this
overall effect. In all specifications, I regress the natural log of the quantity of seafood sold on an
indicator variable for whether the product was in a treated store during the treatment period, a full
set of store-product fixed effects, a full set of week dummies and additional covariates depending
on the specification. In the basic model, specification one of Table 2.5:

ln(Qist) = β0 + β1tit + β2 (Tis ∗ tit) + cis + vt + εist (1.1)

Qist are the ounces of seafood i sold in store s in week t. The model has i = {1, ..., I}
differentiated products, s = {1, ..., S} stores and t = {1, ..., T} time periods. The panel variable
is a store-product, thus cis is the store-product fixed effect. vt is time-specific fixed effect. titis an
indicator variable that is equal to one during the treatment period and zero during the
pre-treatment period. Tis is an indicator variable that is equal to one for treatment stores and zero
for control stores. The interaction of tt and Ts is equal to one if product i is sold in the treatment
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store s during the treatment period. Thus, B2 is the parameter of interest, representing the average
effect of the FishWise Advisory across all three label colors. This parameter may be interpreted
as the average percentage change in sales resulting from the implementation of the FishWise
Advisory.

The previous specification will capture any constant, unobserved product characteristics that may
be correlated with the observed regressors. In specification two, I include an interaction term of
week and seafood type (e.g. salmon, halibut) to account any time variant (seasonal)
characteristics of different types of seafood.

ln(Qist) = β0 + β1tit + β2 (Tis ∗ tit) + β3(fi ∗ wt) + cis + vt + εist (1.2)

Specifications three to five contain a combination of additional covariates.

ln(Qist) = β0 + β1tit + β2 (Tis ∗ tit) + β3(fi ∗ wt) + x
′

istθ + cis + vt + εist (1.3)

xist is a row vector containing some combination of the following variables, depending on the
specification: natural log of price (ln(price)), an indicator variables for the presence of a product
promotion at the store level (promoist), the percentage discount off the full retail price
(discountist), the fraction of total store sales and fraction of total meat department sales
generated by the fresh seafood counter (p− totalsalesst and p−meatsalesst), the fraction of
seafood products in a store on the low mercury list (p−mercuryst), and the fraction of green,
yellow and red products (p− green, p− yellow, p− red).

Specification three includes the price-related regressors to control for store-level price
variation.The Retailer did not systematically manipulated pricing in the control and treatment
stores during the pre-treatment or treatment time frames. However, the Retailer’s pricing policy
did allow store-level discounting to move expiring product and a very limited number of
store-level promotions. The estimates for price are actual prices, obtained by dividing total sales
by total pounds of seafood sold for that week. My estimate for each product’s discount is the
percentage difference between actual price and list price. I obtained information on the location
and timing of promotions from the Retailer’s database.

Specification four includes the covariates for the fraction of total store sales and fraction of total
meat department sales generated by the fresh seafood counter. Although store-level fixed effects
will account for any unobserved differences across the stores, this covariates will capture the
impact of any weekly variation in sales. For example, weeks with a relatively larger proportion of
sales might attract a subset of the population that is less educated about seafood sustainability
than the customer population in lower revenue weeks.

Specification five includes the covariates for the fraction of seafood products in a store on the low
mercury list and the fraction of green, yellow and red products. Figure 2.2 shows that all ten
stores sold a mix of green, yellow and red seafood in each week; however, this figure also
suggests a correlation between the average number of products sold and average weekly sales.
The Retailer stated that the same products were available in all stores. Since I cannot verify the
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accuracy of this statement, these covariates to address the possibility that any variation in the
availability of each color seafood as well as seafood on the mercury safe list might affect sales.

Next, I estimate the treatment effect of the FishWise Advisory by the color of the pin tag label
(Table 2.6). Specifications six to ten add a set of indicator variables for each of the label colors to
the product-specific fixed effects model previously described.

ln(Qist) = α + β1 (colorist ∗ tit) + γ (colorist ∗ Tis ∗ tit) +

+β3(fi ∗ wt) + x
′

istθ + cis + vt + εist (1.4)

colorist is a set of indicator variables for each of the label colors. β2 is the variable of interest. xist
contains the same variables as those described in the estimation of the average treatment effect.

If the labels provide primarily environmental sustainability information to consumers, I would
expect to see a heterogeneous effect from each of the different label colors sales. I would expect
to see a similar change irrespective of the label color if the labels act only to publicize seafood. In
this latter case, note that the sign of the treatment effect could be either positive or negative. The
FishWise Advisory could cause a negative publicity effect if the labels and information dissuade
consumers from purchasing fresh seafood.

1.4.3.2 Structural model

I next take a structural approach in order to estimate consumers’ willingness to pay for each color
of the FishWise Advisory. I take a structural approach in order to be able to identify the demand
parameters as well as to assess own- and cross-price demand elasticities of each of these products.
I am also able to use the structural model that I develop to answer this question about consumers’
willingness to pay in Chapter four in order to estimates the welfare impacts of the FishWise
Advisory and to evaluate a variety of alternative approaches to labeling.

I assess consumer valuation of the color labels using two types of discrete choice models:
homogeneous logit and mixed logit. The use of discrete choice models allows me to decompose
the product into a bundle of perceived attributes and to estimate consumer demand for these
attributes [e.g., 45, 73]22. For the structural model, I define the information provided by the
FishWise labels and low-mercury list as additional or differentiated product attributes, and I
compute consumer’s willingness to pay for this additional information. In my approach to
analyzing consumer’s valuation of seafood sustainability and health information, I follow the
literature on welfare estimations of new product introductions [e.g., 12, 32, 57, 50]. In this
chapter, I start my analysis using a logit model with market-level data and homogeneous
consumers. My preferred specification, however, is a random coefficients model. The
incorporation of heterogeneous consumers in the random coefficients model gives me a functional
form that is less restrictive in terms of estimated substitution patterns. I also control for the
potential endogeneity of product prices within the discrete choice model framework.

22Other approaches to modeling consumer demand based on product attributes include Lancaster demand and he-
donic demand models.
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In the random coefficients model, as in Berry, Levisohn and Pakes [1995], I start from a random
utility framework [45, 10, 73], where both the product attributes as well as a random term are
assumed to enter linearly. I describe the utility from consuming a certain product as:

Uijm = αj − βipjm +Xjmβx + γTjm + ξjm + εijm (1.5)

where αj is a product fixed effect capturing the intrinsic preference for product j. The shelf price
of product j in market m is denoted by pjm, where a market is defined as a store-week
combination. I include store fixed effects and a time trend in Xjm, and the corresponding
parameters are in βx. The term ξjm accounts for attributes such as shelf position that affect
consumer utility, are observed by consumers and firms, but are not observed by the researcher.
Note that ξjm represents the changes in average utility that all consumers obtain from unobserved
(by the researcher) attributes of product j in market m. In γc I measure consumer’s average
marginal utility for the FishWise label displayed on product j denoted by Tjm, which corresponds
to a matrix of dummy variables equal to one during the treatment period in the treatment stores if
the product is labeled a certain color and equal to zero otherwise. The price coefficient βi is
assumed to vary across consumers according to βi = β + σvi, vi ∼ N(0, 1), where β and σ are
parameters to be estimated. Thus, vi represents the individual’s simulated, unobserved,
characteristic-specific taste shocks23. Finally, εijt is an i.i.d. type I extreme value distributed error
term capturing idiosyncratic consumer preferences and random product characteristics.

The key step of the BLP approach to the problem of endogeneity is to separate utility into a linear,
non-random part that is common to all consumers, δjm, and a non-linear, random part, µijm, that
varies over consumers and allows each consumer’s response to price to be different, thereby
introducing consumer heterogeneity. One of Berry, Levisohn and Pakes’s key insights was that
the source of endogeneity, which is contained in the term ξjm and includes such factors as shelf
positioning that would be common to all products in a store-week but not observable by the
researcher, could be moved into the linear portion of utility that is common to all consumers,δjm,
through the use of a constant for each product in each market. By doing this, standard
instrumental variables estimation can be directly applied in a manner analogous to the way it is
done with ordinary least squares. If I can obtain a consistent estimate of the linear, non-random
part of utility that is common to all consumers, δjm, which I do by inverting the market shares and
iterating to find the δjm that equates the observed and estimated market shares (this is the famous
“Berry contraction”, then I can back out ξjm, the change in average utility that all consumers
obtain from unobserved (by the researcher) attributes of product j in market m.

As in Nevo (2000) I rewrite the utility of consumer i for product j as:

Uijm = δjm (pjm,Xjm,ξjm;α, β, βxγ) + µijm (pjm,vi;σ) + εijm (1.6)

Uijm = [αj − βpjm +Xjmβx + γTjm + ξjm] + (σvipjm + εijm) (1.7)

23If demographic information on the consumer is available, an additional term may be included to represent ob-
served taste heterogeneity [49].
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To allow for category expansion or contraction, as in the Berry Logit, I include an outside good
(no-purchase option).

The distribution of µijt across consumers is denoted by F (µ) . The aggregate estimated market
share ŝjt of product j in market m across all consumers is obtained by integrating the consumer
level probabilities:

ŝjm(δjm, µ) =

ˆ
P (yjm|δjm, µijm)dF (µi) =

ˆ
exp(δjm + µijm)∑K
k=1 exp(δkm + µikm)

dF (µi) (1.8)

I numerically estimate24 the share of product j in market m as:

ŝjm(δjm, µijm) =
1

N

∑N
i=1

(
exp(δjm + µijm)

∑K
k=1 exp(δkm + µikm)

)
(1.9)

When estimating demand, the goal is to derive parameter estimates that produce product market
shares close to observed market shares. For the random coefficients logit model, solving for the
mean utility has to be done numerically [10, 9, 49]. Finally, once this inversion has been made,
one obtains an equation that is linear in the parameter associated with price. If I let θ be the
demand side parameters to be estimated, then θ = (θL, σ) where θL are the linear parameters
(α, β, βx,γ) and σ is the non-linear parameter. In the random coefficients logit model, θ is
obtained by generalized method of moments (GMM) estimator following Nevo’s estimation
algorithm [48].25

Given store-level observed purchases, I obtain estimates of average willingness to pay for each
product attribute by dividing the parameter estimates for the relevant attribute by the marginal
utility of price βi. This aggregate demand system not only accounts for consumer heterogeneity,
but also provides more flexible aggregate substitution patterns than the standard logit model.

Identification in the random coefficient logit model using market-level data requires having
sufficient variation in the attributes of interest across the choice sets (in this case, prices and color
labels). In the context of the FishWise structural model, this means that I am estimating the label
parameters based on a choice set with unlabeled seafood versus a choice set with labeled seafood.
The quasi-experimental setup of the FishWise Advisory, with several treatment and control stores,
provides variation in the label colors that is orthogonal to price. I instrument for price with
wholesale prices to be confident of this orthogonality, as well as to ensure that my parameter
estimates for price are not biased by omitted variables that are correlated with price.

24With standard logit, there is no consumer heterogeneity, (µijm = 0). Since there is a homogeneous, representative
consumer, I don’t need to integrate out the individual consumers because pijm(θL) = pjm(θL) = sjm(θL).

25BLP provided an algorithm for estimating the constants within the procedure for estimating the non-linear param-
eters, and they showed that this algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a unique set of constants Berry [10], Berry et al.
[9? ] The aim of the BLP algorithm is to concentrate the GMM objective function such that it will be only a function
of the non-linear parameters. By expressing the optimal vector of linear parameters as a function of the non-linear
parameters and then substituting back into the objective function, the objective function can be optimized with respect
to the non-linear parameters alone.
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The structural model estimates a single parameter value, βlabel, for each color label, which is the
part of the linear, non-random portion of utility that is common to all consumers, δjm. That is, the
structural model does not include heterogeneous preferences for each color label. The way I
model it in this dissertation, all consumers “care” the same amount about each color label.

Individual-specific parameters for price are estimated independently from βlabel. The price
coefficient βi is assumed to vary across consumers:

βi = β + σvi, vi ∼ N(0, 1) (1.10)

where β and σ are parameters to be estimated. Thus, vi represents the individual’s simulated,
unobserved, characteristic-specific taste shocks.

Some consumers might have no, a positive or a negative correlation between the parameters for
price and color label, and it is possible that all of these types of consumers exist within the
population of shoppers. For example, adding a green label to a product might raise one group of
consumers’ willingness to pay and make those same consumers relatively less sensitive to prices.
Although the nature of the structural models in this dissertation does not allow me to estimate the
demand parameters for such as sub-set of the population, such a group would cause the model’s
parameter estimate for the traffic light label to be biased downward (e.g. average consumers
would not appear as responsive as they are).

The employed model, as with other random coefficient models using market-level data, does not
allow for the sort of correlation between parameters just described. Variation in willingness to pay
is driven by the assumption about the distribution of vi. One way in which the model could be
extended to incorporate positive correlation would be to add a random component to the label:

βlabel,i = βlabel + σlabelui (1.11)

Since σ is always positive, this form would only permit positive correlation. A second way in
which the model could be extended to incorporate an arbitrary form of correlation would be to
generate vi and uias jointly distributed and correlated (no, negative or positive). Adaptation of the
model in this manner would require an assumption about individual heterogeneity relative to the
preference for labels.

This approach would represent an extension to the standard logit model with random coefficients
and market-level data. In the current model, given store-level observed purchases, I obtain
estimates of average willingness to pay for each product attribute by dividing the parameter
estimates for the relevant attribute by the marginal utility of price βi. I vary the assumptions about
the distribution of vi in order to understand the sensitivity of the model to this form of
heterogeneity in the population.

Individual level data, which might be available in other scanner data from other retailers, would
permit the researcher to explicitly model individual-level heterogeneity based on observable
characteristics of consumers such as income and household size, and it would allow the
researcher to explicitly model the sort of negative correlation described at the beginning of this
section. Unfortunately, the Retailer was able to provide only market-level data.
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In the vertical product differentiation discrete choice model, price is not interacted with other
attributes in the utility specification as is typically done for products in an indirect demand
function. Price elasticity estimates are not obtained from an interaction coefficient. Rather, the
current structural model calculates the implied elasticities for products based on the market share
of products with different types of other attributes (in this case, the label color).

ηjkm =
∂sjmpkm
∂pkmsjm

=

{
−pjm
sjm

1
Ns

∑
αisijm(1− sijm) if j = k

pkm
sjm

1
Ns

∑
αisijmsikm otherwise

(1.12)

It is also possible to take a reduced form approach to the estimation of elasticities, which I do as a
comparison to the estimates obtained from the structural model:

ln(Qj) = α + β ∗ ln(pricej) + ε (1.13)

Since price may be endogenous (imagine that seafood that looks fresher commands is marked up
by the retailer and sells more), I instrument for retail prices using wholesale prices.

1.4.3.3 Policy simulation

Finally, I use the structural model demand parameter estimates from Chapter Three in order to
understand how the scenario of selling only green- and yellow-labeled seafood would impact the
price and market share of green and yellow seafood. Although I do not do so in this portion of the
dissertation, a modest extension of the analysis would permit the calculation of the welfare impact
(in the economic sense of change in consumer and producer surplus) of the FishWise Advisory
and of this alternative policy scenario. The motivation for using the model to simulate an
alternative policy scenario, versus conducting additional pilots in retail stores, is largely one of
convenience. In-store pilots are expensive and time-consuming26. If I can use the structural model
from Chapter Three to better understand how alternative policy scenarios might affect the sales of
seafood products, it would help FishWise Advisory to commit its resources to piloting only the
most promising in-store interventions.

I model the Retailer as a local monopolist seeking to maximize profit in seafood sales as a
function of product prices, product costs and the product characteristics. The partial derivatives of
this profit function with respect to each label color yields the first-order conditions for static price
optimization, which I invert to solve for the optimal prices and profit margin. I also outline how I
would use compensating variation to measure the change in consumer welfare from such a
scenario versus the current FishWise Advisory’s traffic light system.

To set up the policy simulation, I assume that Retailer is a local monopolist in seafood sales. This
assumption is consistent with a market in which the Retailer does not compete over seafood sales

26These pilots also require a retail partner willing to engage in the sorts of quasi-natural experiments outlined earlier
in this dissertation, which is often a non-trivial commitment for the retail partner. The difficulty in finding these retail
partners may be one reason why empirical evidence on the efficacy of eco-labels is so hard to find.
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with other retailers. To evaluate the validity of this assumption, I compare the predicted prices
and quantities from the supply model with the actual values observed in the data (Figures
4.1-4.3). I model the Retailer’s profit function for seafood as:

π = M
N∑

j=n

(pj − wj) sj(p1, ..., pN , X; θ)

Profit is a function of the product margin, product market share and the size of the market. In turn,
product share is a function of the prices of all products and product characteristics of each
product. In this function, M is the number of store visitors, X is a vector of product
characteristics, pjis the price of seafood color j (red, yellow or green), wjis the marginal cost of
seafood color j (red, yellow or green), sjis the market share of seafood color j, and
qj(p,X; θ) = Msj(p,X; θ). The Retailer’s objective is to maximize profit, π, over all colors of
seafood.

MaxM
N∑

j=n

(pj − wj) sj(p1, ..., pN , X; θ)

The J first-order conditions (FOCs) for static price competition are obtained by setting the partial
derivative with respect to each label color equal to zero.

∂π

∂pJ
= sJ +

∑

i∈J

∂i

∂pj
(pj − wj) = 0 (1.14)

The partial derivatives of this profit function with respect to each label color yields the first-order
conditions for static price optimization.

To be explicit, for three label colors, these FOCs are therefore
∂π

∂pR
= sR +

∂sR
∂pR

(pR − wR) +
∂sY
∂pR

(pY − wY ) +
∂sG
∂pR

(pG − wG) = 0

∂π

∂pY
= sY +

∂sR
∂pY

(pR − wR) +
∂sY
∂pY

(pY − wY ) +
∂sG
∂pY

(pG − wG) = 0

∂π

∂pG
= sG +

∂sR
∂pG

(pR − wR) +
∂sY
∂pG

(pY − wY ) +
∂sG
∂pG

(pG − wG) = 0

This system of equations can be inverted to solve for the optimal prices and profit margin,
mj = pj − wj.

m = S(p,X; θ)−1s(p,X; θ) (1.15)
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S is the matrix of own- and cross-price share derivatives that has elements of
∂si(p,X; θ)/∂sj(p,X; θ). mj , p, and s are the vectors of profit margins, prices and market shares.
To be explicit, the inversion of this system of equations is.

pR − wR
pY − wY
pG − wG

=




∂sR
∂pR

∂sR
∂pY

∂sR
∂pG

∂sY
∂pR

∂sY
∂pY

∂sY
∂pG

∂sG
∂pR

∂sG
∂pY

∂sG
∂pG




−1 

sR
sY
sG




I have pi from the Retailer’s scanner data, and I can also calculate si from the scanner data. The
Retailer provided product costs, wi, thus allowing me to directly estimate pi − wi. I calculate S
using the simulated individual-specific components of utility.

Given the large standard errors associated with the demand parameter estimates from Chapter
Three (Table 3.1), it is important to recognize that the estimates of price and share in the policy
simulation are imprecise.

One additional extension, which is not done in the this dissertation, is to estimate the welfare
impact of the FishWise Advisory and to compare this welfare impact to other policy scenarios. In
order to calculate the welfare impact of the Advisory, after estimating the new equilibrium prices
and market shares for each scenario, I would use compensating variation to measure changes in
consumer welfare for the introduction of the FishWise labeling program as well as for
counter-factual scenarios such as no red seafood sales. Compensating variation is the dollar
amount a consumer would need to receive in order to be just indifferent between the equilibrium
with the FishWise labels and the equilibrium without the labels, or alternatively, with the
FishWise labels versus some other counter-factual simulation such as only having green FishWise
labels [67]. Thus, for consumers buying seafood, it is the dollar amount a seafood consumer in
the base scenario of no FishWise labels would need to be compensated at the new equilibrium
price with labels to achieve the original standard of living.

One issue that this approach to estimating consumer surplus raises is: what if consumers’
preferences are transitory? For example, a consumer might be trying to impress a friend on the
day he purchased a particular color seafood, or alternatively, might have just seen a movie such as
The Cove about the inhumane treatment and slaughter of dolphins and be temporarily more
sensitive to the labels than normal. In order to identify these transitory preferences and isolate
their impact on consumer surplus, I would need a long-term, panel data set at the level of
individuals. This data set might be possible to obtain if I could convince a retailer to provide
loyalty card data; however, the majority of scanner data is already aggregated at the store-week
level as is the case with the FishWise Advisory.

I would estimate changes in consumer surplus (CS) by simulating restricted choice sets and
comparing the CS in the unrestricted case to the CS in the restricted case. An individual
consumer’s consumer surplus is the utility, in dollars, that the individual receives in a particular
choice situation. That is, an individual chooses the product from among the set of choices that
provides the greatest utility. Consumer surplus can therefore be defined as:
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CSit =

(
1

αi

)
maxj (Uij ∀j) (1.16)

αi is the marginal utility of income, δUi/δYi, with Yi the income of person i. The division by αi
translates utility into dollars [? ]. The researcher, however, does not observe Uij and therefor
cannot use this expression to calculate the decision maker’s consumer surplus.

In the case of random coefficients logit with market-level data [48], recall that I model the utility
of consumer i for product j as:

Uijm = δjm (pjm,Xjm,ξjm;α, βi, βxγ) + µijm (pjm,vi;σ) + εijm (1.17)

Uijm = [αj − βipjm +Xjmβx + γTjm + ξjm] + (σvipjm) + εijm (1.18)

αj is a product fixed effect capturing the intrinsic preference for product j. The price coefficient
βi is assumed to vary across consumers according to βi = β + σvi, vi ∼ N(0, 1), where β and σ
are parameters to be estimated. Thus, vi represents the individual’s simulated, unobserved,
character-specific taste shocks27.The shelf price of product j in market m is denoted by pjm,
where a market is defined as a store-week combination. I include store fixed effects and a time
trend in Xjm, and the corresponding parameters are in βx. The term ξjm accounts for attributes
such as shelf position that affect consumer utility, are observed by consumers and firms, but are
not observed by the researcher. Note that ξjmrepresents the average utility that all consumers
obtain from unobserved (by the researcher) attributes of product j in market m. In γc I measure
consumer’s average marginal utility for the FishWise label displayed on product j denoted by
Tjm, which corresponds to a matrix of dummy variables equal to one during the treatment period
in the treatment stores if the product is labeled a certain color and equal to zero otherwise.
Finally, εijt is an i.i.d. type I extreme value distributed error term capturing idiosyncratic
consumer preferences and random product characteristics.

Recall that the key step of the BLP approach to the problem of endogeneity is to separate utility
into a linear, non-random part that is common to all consumers, δjm, and a non-linear, random
part, µijm, that varies over consumers and allows for consumer heterogeneity in the price
response. In practical terms, the BLP approach moves the source of endogeneity, ξjm, into the
linear portion of utility through the use of a constant for each product in each market such that
standard instrumental variables estimation can be directly applied. If I can obtain a consistent
estimate of δjm, which I do by inverting the market shares and iterating to find the δjm that
equates the observed and estimated market shares, then I can identify ξjm. Unfortunately, as the
researcher, I am still unable to directly observe utility because of εijm.

Let Vijm = δjm (pjm,Xjm,ξjm;α, βi, βxγ) + µijm (pjm,vi;σ). I observe or simulate the components
of Vjm and know the distribution of the remaining portion of utility. Using this information, I am

27If demographic information on the consumer is available, an additional term may be included to represent ob-
served taste heterogeneity [49].
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able to calculate the expected consumer surplus for consumer i as (for convenience, I drop the
subscript m, which reflects that this value is for a particular market):

E(CSi) =
1

Ns
E [maxj (Vij + εij ∀j)] (1.19)

The expectation is over all possible values of εij . Following Small and Rosen [67] and Train [? ],
if each εij is iid extreme value and utility is linear in income28, this expectation can be estimated
as:

E(CSi) =
1

αi
ln

(
J∑

j=1

eVij

)
+ C (1.20)

In order to calculate the change in consumer surplus resulting from the FishWise labeling change,
I would calculate the expected consumer surplus before and after the change and difference the
two results:

∆CS =
1

Ns

[
Ns∑

i=1

1

αi

[
ln

(
J1∑

j=1

eV
1
ij

)
− ln

(
J0∑

j=1

eV
0
ij

)]]
(1.21)

The superscripts 1 and 0 refer to after and before the change. In this formulation, I am able to
change the number of seafood alternatives (e.g. remove seafood products) and change the
attributes of seafood alternatives (e.g. remove the red label). The unknown constant C, which
represents the fact that the absolute level of utility cannot be measured, is the same before and
after the change and thus can be ignored in the estimation of the change in consumer surplus [73].

I would use the new equilibrium prices, p1j, to estimate the change in profits for Retailer under
the counter-factual scenario.

πj(p1j,wj; θ)− πj(p0j, wj; θ)

where p0j is the original set of prices and p1j is the new set of prices. The sum over all seafood
colors yields the total change in producer surplus.

∑

j

[πj(p1j,wj; θ)− πj(p0j, wj; θ)] (1.22)

1.5 Summary of key results

Tables 1.1 and 1.2 summarize the key results of the analysis; these tables are replicated in Chapter
Five, the conclusion.

28The implication of utility being linear in income is that αi is constant with respect to income.
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Table 1.1: Summary of Key Results - Part I

Question Hypotheses Results of analysis

Q1: What is the effect of the
Advisory on overall seafood
sales and on seafood sales of
each color label?

–>H1.1: The Advisory will
have no overall effect on
seafood sales.
–>H1.2: The Advisory will
have heterogeneous effects
based on the color of the pin
tag label: sales of
green-labeled seafood will
increase, sales of red-labeled
seafood will decrease, and
sales of yellow-labeled
seafood will remain constant.
–>H1.3 The effect of the
health information will
depend on the color of the
label: seafood products that
are both green and listed as
low in mercury will have the
greatest increase in sales.

–> Slight decline in overall
seafood sales (-15.5%,
p<0.10).
–> Yellow-labeled seafood
sales significantly decreased
(-31.3% to -34.9% depending
on the specification, p<0.01).
Green- and red-labeled
seafood sales did not change.
–> Yellow-labeled products
on the mercury safe list had
the largest sales decline
(-41.3%, p<0.05).

Q2: How much are
consumers are willing to pay
for an environmentally
sustainable seafood label?

–>H2: Consumers’
willingness to pay for an
environmentally sustainable
seafood label will be positive
for green-labeled seafood and
negative for red-labeled
seafood. Consumers’
willingness to pay for
yellow-labeled seafood will
be lower than green-labeled
seafood and greater than
red-labeled seafood (could be
either positive or negative).

–> Consumers had a negative
WTP for both yellow labels
(-$0.155) and red labels
(-$0.0872) seafood and were
indifferent to green labels.
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Table 1.3: Summary of Key Results - Part II

Question Hypotheses Results of analysis

Q3: What is the effect of the
FishWise Advisory on own-
and cross-price elasticity of
demand for each color
seafood?

–>H3: The Advisory will
reduce the own-price demand
elasticity for green seafood
and increase it for yellow and
red seafood.

–> The FishWise Advisory
labels significantly decreased
the own-price demand
elasticity of green-labeled
seafood (-2.27 to -1.81) and
red-labeled seafood (-2.06 to
-1.58) and only slightly for
yellow-labeled seafood (-1.99
to -1.89). Cross-price
elasticities of demand were
essentially zero and remained
virtually unchanged.

Q4: What is the effect of a
policy of not selling
red-labeled seafood on the
prices and market share of
green- and yellow-labeled
seafood?

–>H4: The price of
yellow-labeled seafood will
decrease and the market share
of yellow-labeled seafood
will increases; no change in
price or market share of
green-labeled seafood.

–> The optimal price of
green-labeled seafood
remained the same at $7.87
(s.e. = 0.1013 in policy
simulation and 0.1037 in base
case) per pound. The optimal
price for yellow -labeled
seafood dropped significantly
to $9.65 (s.e. = 0.1436) per
pound versus $13.15 (s.e. =
0.1187) per pound. Similarly,
the market share of green
seafood remained essentially
unchanged at 2.02% (s.e. =
0.000) versus 2.06% (s.e. =
0.040). The optimal market
share of yellow-labeled
seafood increased
significantly to 0.85% (s.e. =
0.000) from 0.75% (s.e. =
0.010).
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1.6 Conclusions and recommendations

1.6.1 Conclusions

This section provides an abbreviated version of Chapter Five, which contains a detailed
discussion of the major conclusions and recommendations from the research. The first sub-section
lists a few of the most relevant conclusions. The following subsections list a number of
recommendations. I have divided these latter subsections into recommendations for the FishWise
Advisory, general recommendations for consumer-focused approaches, recommendations for
market-based approaches, and recommendations for government regulations and policy makers.
As with all the results of this research, it is important to re-iterate that these conclusions and
recommendations are based on the experience of the FishWise Advisory at a single retailer in a
specific geography in the United States. Additional research is necessary to determine whether
the results of this study are more broadly applicable for other retailers and regions.

1. A traffic light system using red, yellow and green labels system may not be as effective as
desired at providing a market-based incentive to sell more green-labeled and less
red-labeled seafood.

2. On average, consumers do not value an environmental sustainability label. This finding is
consistent with the literature that people have a higher propensity to avoid a bad outcome
than they do to pursue a good outcome.

3. Eco-labels are likely to change household consumption only in some cases under some
circumstances. Those cases and circumstances are poorly understood, and this lack of
understanding warrants additional empirically-based research.

4. Health information appears to be particularly valuable for consumers, and is potentially
more valuable than environmental sustainability information.

1.6.2 Recommendation for the FishWise Advisory

1. Perform additional research of other labeling schemes to find one that has the desired effect
of increasing the sales of green-labeled seafood and decreasing the sales of red-labeled
seafood.

2. Include health information on the pin tag as this health information may be the first priority
for many consumers.

3. Replicate this study over longer time frames, as it may take many years for people to
change their behaviors.

4. Establish standard data collection procedures and data sharing agreements at all retailers
implementing eco-labels. Creating a standard protocol for data collection would help make
much more of this empirical data available and useful for rigorous analysis.
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5. Shift at least some of the organization’s focus upstream to wholesalers and distributors and
horizontally to restaurants. The purchasing departments for these organizations may have
more time and resources than a busy consumer to incorporate environmental sustainability
information into procurement decisions.

1.6.3 Recommendations for market-based approaches

1. Invest in evidence-based labeling programs and share results and data as widely as possible.
Incorporate testable, metrics-driven objectives into the design of labeling programs (e.g.
percentage improvement in a particular fishery, or adoption/retirement of a particular
fishing practice).

2. Focus on change across the entire value chain to more tightly link changes in consumption
patterns to fundamental alterations in the global seafood supply chain.

3. Invest in a wide range of consumer-focused approaches. Conservation groups aiming to
reduce over-fishing in the near term should invest efforts in the full range of
consumer-focused campaigns, such as product boycotts and buycotts and educational
campaigns.

4. Focus on eliminating other market distortions, such as subsidies on fuel and boat
construction, so that the pricing of wild seafood reflects its true costs to society.

1.6.4 Recommendations for government regulators and policy makers

1. Continue to use traditional forms of regulation to address the fishing crisis such as
government regulation, which has had some clear successes (e.g. marine protected areas).

2. Continue to work with national and international organizations to promote global practices
and standards for the extraction of marine resources.

3. Mandate information disclosure of fishing practices.

4. Create and enforce uniform labeling standards.

5. Sponsor research to identify the most effective labels, and act as or create an (anonymous)
information clearinghouse to share the results of industry research.
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Chapter 2

Reduced Form Analysis
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2.1 Introduction

Using the unique store- and product-level panel scanner data set of weekly sales data and a
quasi-experimental setup described in the introduction, I start the analysis by first using a
differences-in-differences identification strategy to estimate the effect of the FishWise Advisory
on seafood sales. That is, I examine the effect of the labels by comparing the overall change in
seafood sales from the pre-treatment to post-treatment period in the treatment stores to the change
in seafood sales from the pre-treatment to post-treatment period in the control stores. I then
dis-aggregate the impact depending on the label color and whether the seafood was included on
the list of low mercury content fisheries in order to shed insight into the heterogeneous impacts of
the advisory.

I find some evidence that the Advisory led to a slight decline in overall seafood sales (-15.5%,
p<0.10). I find strong evidence that the sale of yellow-labeled seafood significantly decreased
(-31.3% to -34.9% depending on the specification, p<0.01). I fail to reject the null hypothesis of
no change in sales for green and red labeled seafood. Yellow labeled products on the mercury safe
list had the largest drop in sales (-41.3%, p<0.05).

These perverse results suggest that widespread support for eco-labels as a primary conservation
tool in the seafood industry is premature. We need a much better understanding of whether and
when eco-labels achieve their goals before continuing to make large investments in household
consumers. Seafood conservation organizations may also want to explore other types of
market-based interventions, work with the government to take actions that will make eco-labels
more effective, and continue to use traditional forms of regulation as a complement to any
consumer-focused efforts.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the empirical strategy,
including a discussion of the experimental setting, data and econometric specifications; Section 3
presents the results of the analysis. Section 4 discusses the implications of these results and
concludes.

2.2 Empirical strategy

2.2.1 Experimental setting and data

2.2.1.1 Experimental setting

This study uses point of sales data from a regional US supermarket retailer (the “Retailer”) that
operates ten stores in the San Francisco Bay Area, Northern California1 (Figure 1.13). In 2006,
the Retailer partnered with a non-profit organization named FishWise to provide consumers with

1We do not name the Retailer in order to protect the confidentiality of the Retailer. Store locations: 4 stores in
Berkeley, 1 store each in Danville, Los Altos, Palo Alto, San Francisco, San Anselmo, and Walnut Creek. Note that
the Retailer sold its Danville store in August 2006 and closed its Walnut Creek store in December 2006.
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information about the environmental sustainability and healthiness of its fresh seafood products.
Starting on May 17, the retailer piloted the FishWise Advisory for twelve weeks at two,
randomly-chosen stores and then fully implemented the Advisory at all stores on September 42.
The gradual phase-in of the program created a quasi-experimental setup with two treatment stores
and eight control stores.

Table 2.1 provides descriptive statistics of store characteristics for the ten stores based on a twelve
week pre-treatment period beginning on February 19, 2006 and ending on May 17, 2006 and a
twelve week treatment period beginning on June 10, 2006 and ending on September 3, 2006.
These time frames exclude a four week period over which the Retailer implemented the program.
During the pre-treatment period, the treatment stores had slightly higher weekly store sales
($404,707 versus $397,769), meat department sales ($30,653 versus $25,964), seafood revenue
($16,259 versus $11,898), seafood sales (732 versus 541 lbs) and store traffic (14,449 versus
11,126 shoppers) than the control stores; although, the difference in means are not statistically
significant. The median annual household income of the zip code in which the stores are located
is $68,451, with a low of $38,613 at one of the Berkeley stores to a high of $142,459 at the
Danville store. Shoppers at the control stores did have a significantly higher average household
income than treatment store shoppers.

2The Retailer began advertising the program in local newspapers on October 9, 2006.
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Table 2.1: Store Characteristics

Treatment stores Control stores
pre-treat treat delta pre-treat treat delta

Weekly store sales ($) 404,707 397,769 -1.7% 338,822 326,430 -3.8%
(125,318) (112,912) (120,515) (109,707)

Weekly meat sales ($) 30,653 29,525 -3.8% 25,954 25,408 -2.1%
(7,977) (6,664) (11,542) (10,889)

Weekly seafood sales ($) 16,259 14,901 -9.1% 11,898 11,264 -5.6%
(2,051) (1,572) (4,715) (4,607)

Weekly seafood sales (lbs) 732 718 -1.9% 541 551 1.9%
(210) (177) (229) (213)

Weekly store traffic (shoppers) 14,449 14,649 1.4% 11,126 11,384 2.3%
(3,159) (3,349) (2,586) (2,532)

Median annual HH income ($) 45,015 45,015 0.0% 78,842 78,842 0.0%
(6,540) (6,540) (26,434) (26,434)

Number of stores 2 2 8 8

Standard deviations in parentheses. Table 2.1 provides descriptive statistics of store characteristics
for all ten Retailer stores for a twenty-four week period between February 19 - September 3,
2006. The pre-treatment period is twelve weeks starting on February 19, 2006 and ending on May
17, 2006. The post treatment period is twelve weeks starting on June 10, 2006 and ending on
September 3, 2006. Unless noted otherwise, all figures are weekly averages. Sales and customer
traffic data were obtained from the Retailer’s scanner data. Median household income was obtained
from US Census data, which is why the median annual household income is constant across both
the pre-treatment and treatment periods.

In addition to the traffic light color, each label contained the product name, the country of origin,
the catch method and the price per pound. Thus, a typical label would inform the consumer that
the product is named Petrale Sole, has a FishWise environmental sustainability rating of “yellow”,
was caught in California using a bottom trawl, and the price is $16.99 per pound (Figure 1.6).
Since US law requires country of origin labeling for a fish and shellfish, labels in
non-participating stores would contain only the product name, country of origin and price. The
Retailer labeled all products sold at the fresh seafood counter. A consumer could therefore choose
from a large number of seafood products, often had multiple label color options within a particular
type of seafood (e.g. green, yellow and red salmon), and did not have an un-labeled seafood
option. The retailer updated the labels weekly on Tuesday nights after the stores had closed.

The FishWise Advisory was developed by an independent non-profit organization using
assessment criteria from the Monterey Bay Aquarium and licensed to the supermarket chain that
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provided the data for this study. Under the FishWise traffic light system, a color label is assigned
to each fresh seafood product based on the seafood species, catch method, production method and
country of origin. At the supermarkets in this study, each fresh seafood product was individually
labeled, such that all fresh seafood products in the display received a label. Each label contained
the traffic light color as well as the name of the seafood, the country of origin, whether the seafood
was farmed or wild, the price per pound and a small graphic meant to depict the catch method.

FishWise uses multiple criteria to assign a traffic light color to each seafood product: species,
catch method, production method, and country of origin3. Green, “best choice”, means that these
species are abundant and/or well managed and caught or farmed in environmentally friendly
ways, Yellow, "good alternative", means that these species come from fisheries or farms with
good quantities, but that there are still some environmental concerns. Red, "unsustainable", means
that these species are caught or farmed in ways that cause substantial harm to the environment.
FishWise updated the traffic light color assignment for each product on a quarterly basis.

The Retailer did not include the health information on the pin tag label. Instead, the health
information was presented on a poster located immediately adjacent to the fresh seafood counter.
This poster contained a list of the seafood with low levels of mercury and poly-chlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), two chemicals known to have harmful effects on humans. FishWise’s rule for
inclusion on this list was that a product must be both rated as either green or yellow in terms of
environmental sustainability and also be low in mercury and PCB content (the list did not contain
any red-labeled products). To be clear, inclusion on the list was good. The retailer also displayed
a second poster near the seafood counter containing an interpretive guide to the label colors and
catch methods.

In this analysis, I assume that the Retailer’s consumers obtain their information about the
environmental sustainability and healthiness of their seafood products only from the FishWise
Advisory. However, starting in 1999, the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood Watch program
began distributing pocket guides and doing outreach to inform consumers about seafood
sustainability. I do not have information about which consumers shopping at the Retailer also had
access to these wallet cards. I discuss the potential impact that the availability of these cards, as
well as other sources of information, could have on the estimates in the interpretation of the
results and the robustness checks.

2.2.1.2 Data

The analysis for this study uses several unique panel data sets. From the Retailer, I obtained
weekly product- and store-level scanner data for 2006. The scanner data set contained weekly
sales data by product: date, store, seafood type (e.g. salmon), product name (e.g., King Salmon),
unique product number, unit sales, dollar sales, units, unit returns, dollar returns, full retail price
per unit, discounted price per unit, cost per unit, gross margin, and country of origin (N=7841).
The Retailer provided scanned copies of weekly, product- and store-level records containing the

3A seafood does not need to rank highly on all criteria to receive a green rating. A green rating, for example, could
be given to a fishery with low wild stocks, but which has high ratings on all the other criteria.
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dates and details of special advertisements and promotions for each product. After converting this
information to database format, I merged this information with the scanner data set. Extracting
the data from quarterly reports provided by FishWise, I then reconstructed a weekly record of the
assignment of label colors by product as well as each of the individual variables that contributed
to the color label: country of origin catch method, and production method. I verified that these
color assignments matched a partial record of color assignments maintained by the Retailer,
which had discarded earlier records of the color assignments. Finally, using quarterly reports
provided by FishWise, I reconstructed a weekly record of seafood products that were contained
on a list of fisheries that had low levels of mercury and PCBs.

Average weekly seafood sales represent approximately 2-3% of total store sales (Table 2.1).
Salmon, shrimp and halibut are the top three types of seafood by revenue, with salmon
representing approximately three times more revenue per store than shrimp (Figure 2.1).

There was no statistically significant difference in the number of seafood product choices for an
average week and store in the pre-treatment and treatment periods. In an average week and
treatment store during the pre-treatment period, customers could choose between 34 different
fresh seafood products (Table 2.2). If these products had been labeled using the FishWise
Advisory, 13 of the products would have been green, 9 of them would have been yellow and 11 of
them would have been red. In an average week and control store during the pre-treatment period,
customers could choose between 32 different fresh seafood products. If these products had been
labeled using the FishWise Advisory, 12 of them would have been green, 10 of them would have
been yellow and 11 of them would have been red. There is some evidence that the number of red
products decreased in both treatment and control stores during the treatment period (11 to 9
products in the treatment stores and 11 to 10 products in the control stores). Otherwise, the
number of products choices was similar between pre-treatment and treatment periods.

There was also no statistically significant difference in product characteristics for an average
week and store in the pre-treatment and treatment periods. In an average week and treatment store
during the pre-treatment period, 56.7% of the products would have been listed on the
low-mercury list if the FishWise Advisory had been in place, 30.4% of products were on sale,
52.2% of products were wild (versus farmed) and 36.6% of products were caught in the United
States. These numbers are very similar to those for the control stores, and these figures do not
vary much between pre-treatment and treatment periods.
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Table 2.2: Summary Statistics

Treatment stores Control stores
pre-treat treat delta pre-treat treat delta

Sales by weight (%)
Green 68.9 60.8 -8.2% 60.1 62.0 1.9%

(5.4) (10.3) (10.8) (10.4)
Yellow 13.3 13.8 0.5% 14.8 15.3 0.4%

(2.8) (2.8) (3.7) (4.0)
Red 17.8 25.5 7.7% 25.1 22.8 -2.3%

(5.3) (11.9) (10.6) (9.3)
Number of choices

Green 13.2 13.8 4.4% 11.6 13.3 14.6%
(2.1) (2.3) (2.5) (2.9)

Yellow 9.3 10.3 10.8% 9.5 9.7 2.4%
(1.6) (1.8) (2.4) (2.6)

Red 11.2 8.5 -24.5% 11.1 9.9 -10.7%
(1.9) (2.1) (2.5) (2.9)

Label characteristics (%)
Low mercury 56.7 55.2 -1.6% 53.5 50.3 -3.2%

-4.5 -3.4 -6.4 -5.6
On sale 30.4 28.5 -1.9% 31.6 27.2 -4.5%

-6.0 -3.5 -7.9 -5.9
Wild 52.2 55.2 2.9% 53.9 57.5 3.7%

-5.1 -4.5 -6.4 -5.6
Caught in the U.S. 36.6 41.2 4.6% 33.9 40.9 7.0%

-2.6 -3.8 -6.8 -6.5
Number of observations 807 779 3,092 3,163

Table 2.2 provides descriptive statistics for the data set used in the discrete choice analysis. “Pre-treat”
refers to the pre-treatment period, which covers twelve weeks starting on February 19, 2006 and ending on
May 17, 2006. “Treat” refers to the treatment period, which covers twelve weeks starting on June 10, 2006
and ending on September 3, 2006. All figures are weekly averages except for the number of observations,
which is a total for the entire period. The number of choices refers to the number of product options available
to a consumer at the point of purchase. Label characteristics refers to the percentage of products with each
of these characteristics. Pricing is weighted by sales in pounds.
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Figure 2.1: Average Weekly Store Sales by Seafood Type
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Figure 2.1 shows average weekly store sales (in dollars) by seafood type during the twelve-week
pre-treatment period (February 16, 2006 - May 16, 2006). The lower and upper boundaries of the
boxes represent 25th and 75th percentile, respectively. Lower and upper lines represent lower and
upper adjacent value.

These average weekly figures do disguise some variation between stores (Figure 2.2). While all
stores sold the three label colors of seafood, average weekly sales for seafood during the
pre-treatment period ranged from a low $3,176 to a high of $11,931. Moreover, seafood sales and
the number of product choices appear to be positively correlated. Of note, stores 2 and 4 appear to
have the lowest number of products and sales.
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Figure 2.2: Product Mix by Label Color and Store

Figure 2.2 shows the average product mix, number of product choices and average weekly sales
for Retailer stores during the pre-treatment period.

The Retailer stated that it did not adjust its pricing or promotional activity in response to the
labels during the weeks immediately before and after implementation of the FishWise Advisory.
Table 2.3 evaluates this statement by comparing pricing for treatment and control stores during
the pre-treatment and treatment period. During the pre-treatment period, the average (sales
weighted) price for all seafood was $13.41 in the treatment stores versus $13.09 in the control
stores. During the pre-treatment period in the treatment stores, the average price for green, yellow
and red seafood was $13.22, $13.60 and $12.91 versus $12.10, $13.44 and $14.22 in the control
stores. In addition to the overall figures and figures for green, yellow and red seafood, Table 2.3
provides average prices for the top ten products by revenue in both the control and treatment
stores. Using the p-value of a simple t-test comparison of means, it appears that any price changes
were consistent across both the treatment and control stores. That is, I do not find evidence of
differential price manipulation between treatment and control stores.
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Table 2.3: Pricing Comparison for the Pre-treatment and Treatment Periods

Pre-treat s.d. Treat s.d. p val
Pricing - treat stores (average, $)
Overall 13.41 1.02 14.43 1.37 0.11
Green 13.22 1.38 14.54 1.05 0.05
Yellow 13.60 2.25 13.93 1.81 0.75
Red 12.91 2.23 13.90 2.39 0.41
Thailand farmed tiger shrimp 10.48 1.02 10.68 0.46 0.63
USA wild king salmon fillet 23.12 1.55 15.99 0.00 0.00
USA wild halibut steak 11.66 0.47 13.92 1.15 0.00
USA wild petrale sole fillet 15.65 0.22 15.99 0.01 0.00
USA wild halibut fillet 14.34 0.93 16.94 1.13 0.00
Vietnam farmed basa basa fillet 7.89 0.87 7.76 0.93 0.77
USA wild cod fillet 9.99 0.00 9.98 0.02 0.33
Canada wild pacific red snapper 8.99 0.00 8.99 0.00 0.32
Equador farmed tilapia fillet 9.98 0.90 7.79 2.55 0.04
USA farmed trout whole 4.99 0.00 3.39 0.90 0.01
Pricing - control stores
Overall 13.09 1.21 13.81 1.42 0.03
Green 12.10 1.64 13.74 1.81 0.00
Yellow 13.44 1.40 13.77 1.69 0.41
Red 14.22 3.17 13.63 1.64 0.36
Thailand farmed tiger shrimp 10.39 1.02 10.63 0.46 0.24
USA wild king salmon fillet 22.95 1.38 16.86 1.57 0.00
USA wild halibut steak 11.58 0.46 13.78 1.13 0.00
USA wild petrale sole fillet 15.62 0.20 15.99 0.01 0.00
USA wild halibut fillet 14.17 0.92 16.79 1.12 0.00
Vietnam farmed basa basa fillet 7.81 0.82 7.84 0.91 0.93
USA wild cod fillet 9.99 0.00 9.99 0.01 0.06
Canada wild pacific red snapper 8.99 0.00 8.99 0.01 0.17
Equador farmed tilapia fillet 9.96 0.83 8.01 2.40 0.00
USA farmed trout whole 4.99 0.00 4.09 1.02 0.00

Table 2.3 compares pricing for in the twelve week pre-treatment and twelve week treatment periods
for treatment and control stores. The products listed in the table were the ten highest revenue
products sold in the pre-treatment period, representing approximately 54% of seafood sales across
all ten stores in an average week. This table is based on a twelve-week period pre-treatment and
a twelve-week treatment period. Weighted averages were first computed for each week, and then
the simple average was taken across weeks.
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2.2.2 Econometric specifications

In my choice of statistical models, I am particularly concerned about the possibility of unobserved
product heterogeneity that may be correlated with observed regressors. Examples include
possible correlation between unobserved product attributes such as seafood freshness and price,
correlation between seafood appearance (e.g. the color of salmon) and price, and correlation
between the color of the FishWise Advisory label and a product’s counter placement (e.g. green
labeled seafood products tend to be closest to the shopper). Unobserved heterogeneity correlated
with explanatory variables would lead to omitted variables bias and inconsistent parameter
estimates using the ordinary least squares estimator.

The preferred econometric model is a product-specific fixed effects model, which allows each
product to have a different intercept term that captures unobserved heterogeneity that is
potentially correlated with observed, explanatory variables. Relative to the random effects
estimator, the fixed effects estimator is less efficient; however, I am unwilling to make the
necessary assumption for the random effects model that the composite error term is uncorrelated
with the explanatory variables. The standard form of the Hausman test led us to strongly reject
the null hypothesis that the random effects estimator provides consistent estimates (overall test
statistic,χ2, has p = 0.000).

In all regressions, I use standard errors clustered at the seafood type level as conventional standard
errors have been shown to perform poorly in the context of difference-in-difference estimators in
the presence of arbitrary serial correlation within each cross-sectional unit (Bertrand et al. 2004).
The presence of serial correlation in errors for each product would mean that standard errors are
biased downwards. In order to ensure valid statistical inference, I control for both serial correlated
and heteroskedastic errors using clustered standard errors at the store level (allowing for residuals
that are correlated for the observations in a store). In my robustness checks, I also use a pooled
OLS estimator with clustered standard errors to obtain parameter estimates.

The following paragraphs explain the product-specific fixed effects models I use. The panel
variable is a store-product combination.

2.2.2.1 Average treatment effect

I start by using a product-specific fixed effects model with errors clustered at the store level in
order to estimate the overall treatment effect of the FishWise Advisory (Table 2.4). Note that this
FE estimator is the panel data version of the differences-in-differences (DID) estimator for two
pooled cross sections. This sub-section describes the five specifications I use to estimate this
overall effect. In all specifications, I regress the natural log of the quantity of seafood sold on an
indicator variable for whether the product was in a treated store during the treatment period, a full
set of store-product fixed effects, a full set of week dummies and additional covariates depending
on the specification. In the basic model, specification one of Table 2.4:
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ln(Qist) = β0 + β1tit + β2 (Tis ∗ tit) + cis + vt + εist (2.1)

Qist are the ounces of seafood i sold in store s in week t. The model has i = {1, ..., I}
differentiated products, s = {1, ..., S} stores and t = {1, ..., T} time periods. The panel variable
is a store-product, thus cis is the store-product fixed effect. vt is time-specific fixed effect. titis an
indicator variable that is equal to one during the treatment period and zero during the
pre-treatment period. Tis is an indicator variable that is equal to one for treatment stores and zero
for control stores. The interaction of tt and Ts is equal to one if product i is sold in the treatment
store s during the treatment period. Thus, B2 is the parameter of interest, representing the average
effect of the FishWise Advisory across all three label colors. This parameter may be interpreted
as the average percentage change in sales resulting from the implementation of the FishWise
Advisory.

The previous specification will capture any constant, unobserved product characteristics that may
be correlated with the observed regressors. In specification two, I include an interaction term of
week and seafood type (e.g. salmon, halibut) to account any time variant (seasonal)
characteristics of different types of seafood.

ln(Qist) = β0 + β1tit + β2 (Tis ∗ tit) + β3(fi ∗ wt) + cis + vt + εist (2.2)

Specifications three to five contain a combination of additional covariates.

ln(Qist) = β0 + β1tit + β2 (Tis ∗ tit) + β3(fi ∗ wt) + x
′

istθ + cis + vt + εist (2.3)

xist is a row vector containing some combination of the following variables, depending on the
specification: natural log of price (ln(price)), an indicator variables for the presence of a product
promotion at the store level (promoist), the percentage discount off the full retail price
(discountist), the fraction of total store sales and fraction of total meat department sales
generated by the fresh seafood counter (p− totalsalesst and p−meatsalesst), the fraction of
seafood products in a store on the low mercury list (p−mercuryst), and the fraction of green,
yellow and red products (p− green, p− yellow, p− red).

Specification three includes the price-related regressors to control for store-level price
variation.The Retailer did not systematically manipulated pricing in the control and treatment
stores during the pre-treatment or treatment time frames. However, the Retailer’s pricing policy
did allow store-level discounting to move expiring product and a very limited number of
store-level promotions. The estimates for price are actual prices, obtained by dividing total sales
by total pounds of seafood sold for that week. My estimate for each product’s discount is the
percentage difference between actual price and list price. I obtained information on the location
and timing of promotions from the Retailer’s database.

Specification four includes the covariates for the fraction of total store sales and fraction of total
meat department sales generated by the fresh seafood counter. Although store-level fixed effects
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will account for any unobserved differences across the stores, this covariates will capture the
impact of any weekly variation in sales. For example, weeks with a relatively larger proportion of
sales might attract a subset of the population that is less educated about seafood sustainability
than the customer population in lower revenue weeks.

Specification five includes the covariates for the fraction of seafood products in a store on the low
mercury list and the fraction of green, yellow and red products. Figure 2.2 shows that all ten
stores sold a mix of green, yellow and red seafood in each week; however, this figure also
suggests a correlation between the average number of products sold and average weekly sales.
The Retailer stated that the same products were available in all stores. Since I cannot verify the
accuracy of this statement, these covariates to address the possibility that any variation in the
availability of each color seafood as well as seafood on the mercury safe list might affect sales.

2.2.2.2 Treatment effect by label color

Next, I estimate the treatment effect of the FishWise Advisory by the color of the pin tag label
(Table 2.5). Specifications six to ten add a set of indicator variables for each of the label colors to
the product-specific fixed effects model previously described.

ln(Qist) = α + β1 (colorist ∗ tit) + γ (colorist ∗ Tis ∗ tit) +

+β3(fi ∗ wt) + x
′

istθ + cis + vt + εist (2.4)

colorist is a set of indicator variables for each of the label colors. β2 is the variable of interest. xist
contains the same variables as those described in the estimation of the average treatment effect.

If the labels provide primarily environmental sustainability information to consumers, I would
expect to see a heterogeneous effect from each of the different label colors sales. I would expect
to see a similar change irrespective of the label color if the labels act only to publicize seafood. In
this latter case, note that the sign of the treatment effect could be either positive or negative. The
FishWise Advisory could cause a negative publicity effect if the labels and information dissuade
consumers from purchasing fresh seafood.

2.2.2.3 Treatment effect by label color and health information

Finally, I estimate the treatment effect of the FishWise Advisory by the color of the pin tag label
and whether the product was on the list of low mercury seafood (Table 2.6). Specifications eleven
and twelve apply the final specification developed to evaluate the treatment effect by label color to
a) a data set with only those products on the low mercury list, and b) a data set with only those
products not on the low mercury list. The FishWise Advisory did not include any red-labeled
seafood on the low mercury list. That is, a consumer cannot easily purchase a healthy seafood
without at least some environmental benefits as well.

2.2.2.4 Robustness checks and placebos

I perform a set of robustness checks and placebos using specification ten, the preferred fixed
effects estimator for heterogeneous effects by color label. In my interviews, the Retailer stated
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that the treatment stores were randomly chosen. The internal validity of this analysis hinges,
however, on whether the control and treatment stores that would have had similar sales trends
without the implementation of the label, or conversely, with the implementation of the label. I are
likely to obtain biased point estimates if the Retailer selected the treatment stores because
consumers in these stores were expected to behave differently than consumers in the control
stores. For example, if control store consumers were not really fish consumers, I would expect an
upward bias in my estimates. The results would also be likely to be biased if customers at
treatment and control stores had substantially different awareness and information about seafood
sustainability prior to the implementation of the program. One way in which the latter might
happen is if customers at each store were influenced by different media outlets. For example,
editorials in the San Francisco Chronicle might have preferentially altered consumers’ behavior in
the city of San Francisco relative to customers in the East Bay. Unfortunately, due to the fact that
the stores implemented this program prior to my obtaining the data, I do not have access to exit
interviews or any other information about store customers, their prior knowledge or the extent to
which they read and utilize information posted in stores. Thus, to address the two concerns just
described, I ran specification ten for two sub-sets of stores: only stores located in the East Bay
and only for the eight stores whose observable characteristics were most similar (Table 2.7,
columns two and three).

Another potential issue with my analysis is that there may be time-varying elements of the
customer populations that impact seafood sales differently between treatment and control stores.
The included store-product fixed effects may not capture all relevant information regarding these
time-varying elements of the population. In turn, the week fixed effects will only capture those
time varying elements that have a similar effect for all stores. In order to evaluate whether these
time-varying elements bias my results, I run specification ten for eight and four weeks of
pre-treatment and treatment data.

As an additional robustness check, I ran specification ten on three types of placebos: time, label
color and store. As the time placebo, I ran the specification ten on randomly selected twenty-eight
week intervals prior to the pilot. As the label color placebo, I ran specification ten after randomly
re-assigning the product label colors. Finally, as the store placebo, I dropped the two treatment
stores from the data set and then re-ran specification ten after randomly assigning two stores to be
the treatment stores.

As a final robustness check, although I am concerned about unobservable product characteristics
that are correlated with the explanatory variables, I ran the ordinary least squares on the pooled
cross-sectional data in order to estimate the general differences-in-differences estimate (Table
2.8).

2.3 Results

I start with a graphical analysis in which I plot weekly sales by color label for store five and store
one, two stores that are similar based on observable characteristics (Figure 2.2). To the left of the
first vertical line, this figure shows 12 weeks (between February 19 - May 16, 2006) of average
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weekly sales in the treatment and control stores before the FishWise pilot. To the right of the
second line, this figure shows 12 weeks (between June 12 - September 3) of average weekly sales
in the treatment and control stores when the chain was piloting FishWise. The supermarket
phased-in the FishWise program over a 4-week period at the treatment stores, represented by the
period between the two vertical lines on each graph. This figure has two important features. One,
the pre-treatment trends in the control and treatment groups appear to be similar. That is, the
difference between treatment and control groups is relatively constant over time, suggesting that
indeed a differences-in-differences estimator is appropriate for this analysis. Two, the figure
suggests that sales of yellow labeled seafood in treated stores declined relative to sales of yellow
labeled seafood in the control stores during the treatment period. In comparison, sales of green
and red labeled seafood appear to maintain the same difference between treatment and control
store during the pre-treatment and treatment periods.
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Figure 2.3: Weekly Sales by Color Seafood in Paired Treatment and Control Store

Figure 2.3 shows total weekly sales for store five (treatment) and store one (control). I present
these two stores, rather than an average across all control and treatment stores, to facilitate a visual
comparison of the trends. The graph covers 28 weeks between February 19, 2006 - September
3, 2006. The twelve-week pre-treatment period, during which neither store had implemented the
FishWise Advisory, is to the left of the first vertical line. The twelve-week treatment period, during
which store give had implemented the Advisory, is to the right of the second vertical line. The four-
week period between the two vertical lines is the time that it took for the Retailer to phase in the
FishWise Advisory.

I begin the regression analysis by estimating the average treatment effect of the FishWise
Advisory on total seafood sales. Table 2.4 presents the results of using the fixed effects estimator
described previously to an unbalanced panel data set in which the panel variable is store-product
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and the panel includes twenty-four weeks of weekly data (N=7841). The dependent variable for
all regressions is the natural log of the number of pounds of seafood i sold in store s in week t,
thus the parameter estimates for the treatment effect are interpreted as the percentage change in
sales resulting from the FishWise labeling treatment. Note that this table does not report estimates
for the treatment store dummy because this is time invariant and consequently drops out of the
fixed effects regression.

The regression results presented in Table 2.4 provide some, albeit weak, evidence that the
FishWise Advisory had a significant and negative effect on overall seafood sales. The estimated
treatment effects across the five specifications vary from -11.9 to -15.3%; however, only this last
point estimate is statistically significant (p<0.10). Specification one contains treatment period
dummies, treatment effect dummies (the interaction of the treatment store and and treatment
period dummies), store-product and week fixed effects. Specification one will capture any
constant, unobserved product characteristics. The inclusion of an interaction term for week and
seafood type (specification two) to control for seasonality in the availability and characteristics of
different types of seafood (e.g. wild, locally caught salmon) has little impact on the point
estimates or standard error of the treatment effect. It does, however, substantially increase the
variance explained by the model (0.0013 to 0.1130). The addition of price-related covariates
(specification three), the fraction of store sales driven by fresh seafood sales (specification four)
and the fraction of products labeled as green, yellow and red (specification five) all cause very
slight changes in the treatment effect point estimates and standard errors.

The parameter estimates for the additional regressors offer additional insight into the drivers of
the Retailer’s seafood sales. Pricing-related parameter estimates are consistent with my
expectations. Although not statistically significant, price is inversely correlated to sales and has a
relatively small impact, which I expect given that the Retailer’s strategy of not manipulating price
during the pre-treatment or treatment periods. Promotions have a significant positive effect on
sales (p<0.01). Later in the analysis, I return to the surprising result that inclusion on the mercury
safe list has a significant negative effect. The parameter estimates for the treatment period dummy
are not statistically significant from zero, indicating that overall sales were similar during the
pre-treatment and treatment periods.

I then extend the regression analysis to evaluated whether the FishWise Advisory had a
heterogeneous effect by the color label (Table 2.5). As described previously, the parameter values
of interest in these five specifications are those on the interaction of the label color with the
treatment effect (eq 4). Otherwise, the additional regressors in each equation are the same as
those I used to evaluate the average treatment effect. These parameter estimates for these
regressions provide strong evidence that the treatment effect does vary by color label, which is
consistent with the labels providing primarily environmental sustainability information to
consumers. Across the five specifications, I estimate a statistically significant decline in sales of
yellow labeled seafood ranging from -31.1% to -34.9% (p<0.01). I fail to reject the null
hypothesis of a statistically significant difference for green labeled or red labeled seafood.

As with the average treatment effect regressions, inclusion of interaction terms for week and
seafood type significantly increases the variance explained by the model without substantially
altering the point estimates (specification seven) . I interpret this result to mean that cyclicality of
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unobserved characteristics related to each seafood type is not correlated with other covariates
related to the treatment effect. The parameter estimates for price are positive, but not statistically
different from zero. The additional control variables for the fraction of store sales driven by the
seafood department (specification nine) and the fraction of products on the low mercury list and
receiving either a red, yellow or green label (specification ten) have a negligible effect on the
point estimates and standard errors for the treatment effect. I interpret specification nine as
evidence that weekly variation in seafood sales relative to total store sales was not correlated with
substantially different customer populations who might respond differentially to the FishWise
Advisory. I interpret specification ten as evidence that, conditional on the observed availability of
seafood products of each color type (all stores had all three colors in all weeks), the fraction of
seafood of each color type also did not have a significant impact on the effect of the FishWise
Advisory. Unlike the average treatment effect regressions, the parameter estimates for the
interaction of label color by treatment period suggest that sales of yellow and red labeled seafood
declined across all stores between the pre-treatment and treatment period.

In the final part of the analysis I return to the question of why the parameter estimate for the low
mercury list dummy variable was significantly negative by evaluating whether the FishWise
Advisory had a heterogeneous impact depending on whether the seafood was included on the list
of low-mercury fisheries (Table 2.6). For seafood on the low-mercury list, I find that sales of
yellow labeled seafood significantly decreased by 41.3% (p<0.05) in treatment stores relative to
the same unlabeled products in control stores. I fail to reject the null hypothesis of no effect for
green and red labeled seafood. For seafood not on the low-mercury list, I find no statistically
significant change in any of the label colors. This result, which is consistent with the significant
negative parameter estimates for the low mercury list, suggests that it is the effect of the FishWise
Advisory on sales of yellow labeled seafood that are also on the low mercury list that is driving
the overall effect on yellow labeled seafood sales.

These point estimates for the treatment effect are robust to several alternative time frames and
sub-sets of the data (Table 2.7), the specifications for which are discussed in the previous section.
In comparison to the preferred specification for evaluating the heterogeneous effect of the labels
(column one), limiting the set of control stores to those in the East Bay has minimal effect on the
treatment effect point estimates and standard errors (column two). I interpret this result of
evidence that store populations in the East Bay and San Francisco areas were not significantly
different in some unobserved way. Similarly, excluding the two stores (store two and store four)
most different from the treatment stores in terms of their observable characteristic had little effect
on the parameter estimates and standard errors for the treatment effect (column three). I interpret
this result as evidence that treatment stores with significantly higher sales was not indicative of
substantially different behavior by those store customers. Using a shorter time frame for the panel
data set (columns four and five) also does not significantly effect the point estimates; although,
limiting the panel data set to only four weeks of pre-treatment and treatment period data does
cause the standard errors for the yellow labeled seafood treatment effect to increase considerably.
I interpret the results of these two panel durations as evidence that I am not failing to capture
important, time varying elements of the store populations.

The placebo regressions for treatment store assignment, time frame of analysis and label color
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assignment all led to parameter estimates for the treatment effects that were not statistically
different from zero, further substantiating the claim from this analysis that the effect I observe is
the result of the FishWise Advisory.
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Table 2.4: Average Treatment Effect (FE Estimator)

Dependent variable: ln (pounds) sold of seafood i in store s during period t.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Treatment period dummy -0.0201 0.1438 -0.0488 -0.0741 -0.1386

(0.0515) (0.1503) (0.1678) (0.1754) (0.1898)

Treatment effect -0.1298 -0.1187 -0.1321 -0.1451 -0.1530∗

(0.0818) (0.0818) (0.0820) (0.0825) (0.0759)

Ln(price) -0.0228 -0.0197 -0.0114
(0.8056) (0.8031) (0.8013)

Promotion indicator 0.6297∗∗∗ 0.6285∗∗∗ 0.6247∗∗∗

(0.0716) (0.0728) (0.0726)

Fish share (of meat) 1.6773∗∗ 1.6536∗∗

(0.6444) (0.5949)

Mercury list share -0.6803∗∗

(0.2695)

Yellow share -0.0068
(0.3209)

Red share -0.7017
(0.5613)

Constant 4.8230∗∗∗ 5.1287∗∗∗ 5.0106∗∗ 4.7395∗ 5.2898∗∗

(0.0217) (0.0731) (2.0076) (2.1042) (2.0524)
Week by seafood type yes yes yes yes
Discount dummy yes yes yes
Observations 7841 7841 7841 7841 7841
r2 0.0013 0.1130 0.1574 0.1578 0.1584

Standard errors in parentheses: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Table 2.4 reports the treatment
effect of the FishWise Advisory on seafood sales per fish by comparing the change in sales in
treatment stores displaying the labels to changes in control stores not displaying the labels. All
coefficient estimates represent results of applying a fixed effects estimator to an unbalanced panel
data set in which the panel variable is a store-product and the data set covers twenty-four weeks of
weekly data.
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Table 2.5: Treatment Effect by Label Color (FE Estimator)

Dependent variable: ln(pounds) sold of seafood i in store s during week t.

(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Green: treatment period 0.1023 -0.1027 -0.3125 -0.3080 -0.3907

(0.0763) (0.2293) (0.2075) (0.2115) (0.2380)

Yellow: treatment period -0.2045∗∗∗ -0.3780∗ -0.5471∗∗ -0.5433∗∗ -0.6243∗∗

(0.0526) (0.1904) (0.1722) (0.1776) (0.1998)

Red: treatment period -0.0184 -0.1727 -0.3928∗∗ -0.3904∗∗ -0.4701∗∗

(0.0694) (0.1235) (0.1337) (0.1375) (0.1667)

Green: treatment effect -0.0705 -0.0572 -0.0670 -0.0809 -0.0883
(0.1034) (0.1057) (0.1286) (0.1308) (0.1229)

Yellow: treatment effect -0.3233∗∗∗ -0.3113∗∗∗ -0.3286∗∗∗ -0.3416∗∗∗ -0.3490∗∗∗

(0.0606) (0.0457) (0.0407) (0.0340) (0.0330)

Red: treatment effect -0.0705 -0.0653 -0.0774 -0.0904 -0.0993
(0.1593) (0.1521) (0.1042) (0.1015) (0.0975)

Ln(price) 0.0534 0.0585 0.0642
(0.8284) (0.8253) (0.8233)

Constant 4.8273∗∗∗ 5.1360∗∗∗ 4.8281∗∗ 4.5592∗ 5.0993∗∗

(0.0209) (0.0716) (2.0630) (2.1596) (2.1034)
Week by seafood type yes yes yes yes
Price yes yes yes
Discount dummy yes yes yes
Promotion dummy yes yes yes
Fraction of store sales yes yes
Fraction low mercury list yes
Fraction red, yellow and green yes
Observations 7841 7841 7841 7841 7841
r2 0.0074 0.1162 0.1599 0.1604 0.1609

Standard errors in parentheses: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. All coefficient estimates repre-
sent results of applying a fixed effects estimator to an unbalanced panel data set in which the panel
variable is a store-product and the data set covers 24 weeks of weekly data. “Fraction low mercury
list” and “Fraction red, yellow and green” refer to fraction of all seafood products. Regression
(1) contains only the covariates whose coefficients are shown. Regressions (2) - (5) contain the
additional covariates listed in the table.
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Table 2.6: Treatment Effect by Label Color and Health Information (FE Estimator)

Dependent variable: ln(pounds) sold of seafood i in store s during period t.

(All products) (Mercury safe) (Not mercury safe)
Green: treatment period -0.3907 -0.3718 1.5802∗∗∗

(0.2380) (0.2752) (0.2663)

Yellow: treatment period -0.6243∗∗ -0.3004 0.0000
(0.1998) (0.2947) .

Red: treatment period -0.4701∗∗ 0.0000 0.7160∗∗∗

(0.1667) . (0.1247)

Green: treatment effect -0.0883 -0.0017 -0.2144
(0.1229) (0.1231) (0.1880)

Yellow: treatment effect -0.3490∗∗∗ -0.4126∗∗ -0.1961
(0.0330) (0.1594) (0.4711)

Red: treatment effect -0.0993 0.0000 -0.0775
(0.0975) . (0.0643)

Ln(price) 0.0642 -0.3590 -0.8564
(0.8233) (1.1259) (1.3675)

Constant 5.0993∗∗ 6.9037∗∗ 6.8582
(2.1034) (2.3976) (3.7900)

Observations 7841 3516 4325
r2 0.1609 0.1547 0.2324

Standard errors in parentheses: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Table 2.6 reports the treatment
effect of the FishWise Advisory on sales of seafood by label color and whether the seafood was
included on the low-mercury list (Figure 1.8) by comparing the changes in treatment stores dis-
playing the labels to changes in control stores not displaying the labels. Specification (1), the
base case, is the same as regression (5) in Table 2.5. “Mercury/PCB safe” means the product was
included in a list of low-mercury seafood displayed on a poster to the side of the seafood counter.
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Table 2.7: Robustness Checks I (FE Estimator)

Dependent variable: ln(pounds) sold of seafood i in store s during period t.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Green: treatment period -0.3907 -0.5959∗∗ -0.3140 -0.3088 0.2917

(0.2380) (0.1485) (0.2649) (0.2593) (0.1990)

Yellow: treatment period -0.6243∗∗ -0.8682∗∗∗ -0.6348∗∗ -0.6239∗∗∗ -0.1965∗∗

(0.1998) (0.1327) (0.2310) (0.1838) (0.0699)

Red: treatment period -0.4701∗∗ -0.8256∗∗∗ -0.4543∗∗ -0.4595∗∗∗ 0.0000
(0.1667) (0.0914) (0.1771) (0.1377) .

Green: treatment effect -0.0883 -0.1637 -0.1137 -0.0958 0.0619
(0.1229) (0.1414) (0.1271) (0.1376) (0.1362)

Yellow: treatment effect -0.3490∗∗∗ -0.3356∗∗∗ -0.3535∗∗∗ -0.3502∗∗∗ -0.3050
(0.0330) (0.0385) (0.0434) (0.0392) (0.2191)

Red: treatment effect -0.0993 -0.0447 -0.1049 -0.1394 -0.0550
(0.0975) (0.0835) (0.0968) (0.0945) (0.0834)

Ln(price) 0.0642 0.2570 0.3151 0.0669 -0.7947
(0.8233) (1.1510) (0.9902) (0.7715) (1.1047)

Constant 5.0993∗∗ 3.4864 3.8177 4.2992∗ 5.7599∗

(2.1034) (2.7282) (2.8292) (1.9875) (2.8590)
East Bay stores only yes
Drop most dissimilar stores yes
Sixteen weeks of data yes
Eight weeks of data yes
Observations 7841 4590 6466 5257 2706
r2 0.1609 0.1805 0.1669 0.1753 0.1827

Standard errors in parentheses: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Specification (1), the base
specification, is the same as specification (5) from Table 2.5, in which I applied a fixed effects
estimator to an unbalanced panel data set in which the panel variable is a store-product and the
data set covers twenty-four weeks of weekly data. Regressions (2) - (5) contain the additional
variations listed in the table. Specification (2) includes only East Bay stores. Specification (3)
drops the two stores with the lowest seafood sales as a fraction of total store sales. Specification
(4) covers sixteen weeks of weekly data. Specification (5) covers eight weeks of weekly data.
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Table 2.8: Robustness Checks II (DID with Pooled OLS)

Dependent variable: ln(pounds) sold of seafood i in store s during period t.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Green: treatment period -0.3923∗∗∗ -0.4076 -0.5515∗∗ -0.5680∗∗ -0.7018∗∗

(0.1186) (0.2707) (0.2787) (0.2788) (0.2835)

Yellow: treatment period -0.7573∗∗∗ -0.7262∗∗∗ -0.8784∗∗∗ -0.8948∗∗∗ -1.0287∗∗∗

(0.1228) (0.2706) (0.2784) (0.2792) (0.2832)

Red: treatment period -0.6001∗∗∗ -0.4501∗ -0.6956∗∗∗ -0.7122∗∗∗ -0.8464∗∗∗

(0.1211) (0.2537) (0.2673) (0.2681) (0.2728)

Yellow: treatment store -0.0951 -0.0860 -0.0683 -0.0684 -0.0689
(0.1152) (0.1129) (0.1089) (0.1089) (0.1090)

Green: treatment store -0.0150 -0.0292 -0.0403 -0.0406 -0.0422
(0.1097) (0.1039) (0.1017) (0.1017) (0.1017)

Green: treatment effect -0.0619 -0.0197 -0.0412 -0.0469 -0.0714
(0.0973) (0.0913) (0.0904) (0.0916) (0.0931)

Yellow: treatment effect -0.2800∗∗ -0.2979∗∗ -0.3254∗∗∗ -0.3315∗∗∗ -0.3567∗∗∗

(0.1218) (0.1196) (0.1170) (0.1179) (0.1200)

Red: treatment effect -0.1456 -0.1471 -0.1545 -0.1604 -0.1868
(0.1154) (0.1160) (0.1132) (0.1139) (0.1159)

Ln(price) 1.8000∗∗ 1.8037∗∗ 1.8215∗∗

(0.8672) (0.8677) (0.8673)

Constant -0.2644 0.0488 -2.3501 -2.4157 -2.8574
(0.4181) (0.4740) (2.5669) (2.6008) (2.6210)

Week by seafood type yes yes yes yes
Price yes yes yes
Discount dummy yes yes yes
Promotion dummy yes yes yes
Fraction of store sales yes yes
Fraction low mercury list yes
Fraction red, yellow and green yes
Observations 4856 4856 4856 4856 4856
r2 0.4849 0.5351 0.5514 0.5514 0.5519

Standard errors in parentheses: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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2.4 Implications and conclusion

This study suggests that consumers understood and responded to the traffic light Advisory, and
moreover, that consumers differentiated between environmental and health information. These
results do not support previous findings about traffic light advisories; although, the results are
consistent with other studies suggesting that health-related information is an important factor in
consumption choices [4]. The EUFIC, for example, reports that the majority of EU consumers in
their study correctly understood the meaning of green labels but tended to exaggerate the meaning
of both amber and red labels [28]. Consumer behavior consistent with the EUFIC research would
have resulted in a significant decrease of both yellow and red labeled seafood sales, or at least
comparable patterns for yellow and red labeled seafood, which I did not observe within the time
frame of my study.

At least in part because of this confusion, the UK’s Food Standards Agency recommends a traffic
light system that includes descriptive terms for each color [23]. Similarly, based on a study testing
the impact of 8 different front-of-pack nutrition labeling formats of varying complexity, Feunekes
et al. recommend a relatively simple “tick logo” on front-of-pack labels for shopping
environments in which consumers characteristically make quick decisions [22].

The lack of change in red labeled seafood sales likely reflects real consumer demand for red
labeled seafood. All of the 20 top U.S. supermarkets, for example, reportedly sell significant
numbers of the most environmentally unsustainable seafood [77], reflecting the market reality that
demand for red products exists [4]. Consumers who purchase red labeled seafood may not derive
any direct utility from consuming environmentally sustainable seafood, and in fact, might
experience significant dis-utility if asked to purchase a substitute. For example, a consumer could
have planned a dinner menu around a particular type of seafood such as Chilean sea bass. That
consumer would have to alter the menu if an acceptable alternative was unavailable - whether
because of taste, quality or price.

The study location, and the presence of a large group of consumers with prior access to
information about seafood sustainability, may help explain the pattern of results that I observe.
All of the supermarket’s stores are located within a 200 mile radius of the Monterey Bay
Aquarium, which first developed a list of sustainable seafood as part of an exhibit in 1997 and
subsequently produced the Seafood Watch pocket guides to sustainable seafood, which have been
widely available in California for approximately 10 years. In the study region, individuals
concerned about environmental sustainability may have already shifted their consumption patterns
to seafood that is labeled either green or yellow under the FishWise program. However, learning
that a product was environmentally unsustainable would not cause a consumer to shift away from
a red product, since presumably that consumer already had at least some prior information about
the sustainability of that product and still chose to continue consuming the red product.

The study location may have influenced the results in other ways as well. On the one hand,
consumer access to prior sustainability information would mean that this study likely
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underestimates the impact of the labeling program. On the other hand, consumers’
higher-than-average education levels and environmental awareness in the study region mean that I
am likely to overestimate the impact of the program. On average, these supermarket’s customers
have more years of education, higher income levels, and a higher probability of belonging to
either the democratic or green parties than the national average. Shimshack et al. identified
education as a key factor determining the responsiveness of consumers to a United States’ Food
and Drug Administration advisory about risks of methyl-mercury poisoning from store-bought
fish. In that study, Shimshack et al. viewed education as a proxy for a person’s ability to obtain
and assimilate knowledge, and they consequently evaluated the difference in impact between
readers and non-readers. Targeted consumers, those most likely to be aware of and understand the
advisory, significantly reduced their fish consumption. However, the least educated group of
consumers were not responsive to the advisory [66].

The FishWise program serves as an educational tool for store staff in the sense that the labeling
program and interactions with the FishWise staff during training cause staff to become better
informed about the sustainability of seafood. If subsequent conversations between the seafood
counter staff and consumers are influencing consumers’ choices, I am likely to have overestimated
the impact of the labels and underestimated the impact of better informed personnel.

From an environmental perspective, the optimal outcome of the FishWise Advisory would be for
green labeled seafood sales to increase and yellow labeled and red labeled seafood sales to
decrease. Although consumption of red labeled seafood did not change, the increase in green
labeled seafood and the decrease in yellow-labeled seafood still represents a net ecological benefit
from the FishWise program. From a commercial perspective, although I do not include profit
margin information in this study, no overall change in seafood sales suggests the program is
financially neutral for the retailer.

From the perspective of altering consumptive patterns that cause environmental damage, the fact
that at least some subset of consumers choose not to respond to red labeled seafood present a
significant obstacle to change. Profit-driven retail grocery stores are likely to continue stocking
red labeled seafood as long as demand for it exists. For this reason, sustainable seafood
organizations may want to explore complementary solutions, which could include (1)
transitioning consumers to comparable alternatives for red products, particularly those with
similar culinary properties (e.g. in the example above, Chilean sea bass to Sablefish (green)), (2)
finding individual producers who use best practices, among the main practices in industries, and
conferring benefit to these players, and (3) in order to confer this benefit, promoting the use of
third party certification for fisheries and aquaculture products based on rigorous social and
environmental standards (e.g. the Marine Stewardship Council and the nascent Aquaculture
Stewardship Council), and (4) focusing on the supply side and working closely with retailers to
help them source viable alternatives for their products.

This discussion highlights the need for additional research, including: testing the FishWise
Advisory in other areas where consumers have not had as much prior information on seafood
sustainability, quantifying consumers’ substitution patterns between types of seafood, quantifying
the impact of the traffic light Advisory on own- and cross-price elasticities of demand for
products, better understanding the interaction between sustainability and health information,
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better understanding how the adoption of a labeling program influences consumers’ perception of
an entire brand or store, conducting ethnographic research that interviews consumers about their
experience with the FishWise ratings to reveal additional dynamics and uncover insights about the
health and environment interaction, and better understanding the appropriate scale for measuring
change in consumer choices and behavior. On the final point, experience with seat belts, smoking
advisories, and recycling indicate that it can take many years for people to change their behavior.
Relatively complex advisories such as FishWise may provide the foundation for larger and more
permanent change, particularly if accompanied by other complimentary inputs such as
documentaries and news articles. On a more tactical level, additional research would also help
improve the effectiveness of seafood labeling. This research could include testing alternative
labeling approaches such as only labeling the subset of green products, using two label colors
rather than the current set of three colors, and including health-related information directly on
product labels.
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Chapter 3

Structural Analysis
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3.1 Introduction

Using the unique store- and product-level panel scanner data set of weekly sales data and a
quasi-experimental setup described in the introduction, I started the analysis of the FishWise
Advisory by using a differences-in-differences identification strategy to estimate the effect of the
Advisory on seafood sales. I estimated the effect of the labels by comparing the overall change in
seafood sales from the pre-treatment to post-treatment period in the treatment stores to the change
in seafood sales from the pre-treatment to post-treatment period in the control stores. I then
dis-aggregated the impact depending on the label color and whether the seafood was included on
the list of low mercury content fisheries in order to shed insight into the heterogeneous impacts of
the Advisory. I presented the results of this “reduced form analysis” in Chapter Two.

In the reduced form analysis, I find some evidence that the Advisory led to a slight decline in
overall seafood sales (-15.5%, p<0.10). I find strong evidence that the sale of yellow-labeled
seafood significantly decreased (-31.3% to -34.9% depending on the specification, p<0.01). I fail
to reject the null hypothesis of no change in sales for green and red labeled seafood. Yellow
labeled products on the mercury safe list had the largest drop in sales (-41.3%, p<0.05).

In the current chapter, I extend the reduced form analysis using a structural model of the
relationship between quantity and price. I take a structural approach in order to be able to
estimate consumers’ willingness to pay (WTP) for each label color as well as to assess own- and
cross-price demand elasticities of each of these products. In Chapter Four, I again extend this
structural model in order to estimate the welfare impact of the FishWise Advisory and to conduct
policy simulations.

In this chapter, I assess consumer valuation of the color labels using two types of discrete choice
models: homogeneous logit and mixed logit. The use of discrete choice models allows me to
decompose the product into a bundle of perceived attributes and to estimate consumer demand for
these attributes [e.g., 45, 73]. I define the information provided by the FishWise labels and
low-mercury list as additional or differentiated product attributes, and I compute consumer’s
willingness to pay for this additional information. In my approach to analyzing consumer’s
valuation of seafood sustainability and health information, I follow the literature on welfare
estimations of new product introductions [e.g., 12, 32, 57, 50]. I start the analysis using a logit
model with market-level data and homogeneous consumers. My preferred specification, however,
is a random coefficients model. The incorporation of heterogeneous consumers in the random
coefficients model gives me a functional form that is less restrictive in terms of estimated
substitution patterns. I also control for the potential endogeneity of product prices within the
discrete choice model framework.

The results of the structural analysis are qualitatively consistent with the reduced form analysis.
Consumers have a negative WTP for both yellow-labeled (-$0.155) and red-labeled (-$0.0872)
seafood and are essentially indifferent to green-labeled seafood. For comparison, recall from
Chapter Two that I found some evidence that the FishWise Advisory led to a slight decline in
overall seafood sales (-15.5%, p<0.10). I found strong evidence that the sale of yellow-labeled
seafood significantly decreased (-31.3% to -34.9% depending on the specification, p<0.01). I
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no change in sales for green and red labeled seafood.
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Price elasticity of demand estimates using the structural model show that the labels significantly
decrease the demand elasticity of green-labeled seafood (-2.27 to -1.81) and red-labeled seafood
(-2.06 to -1.58) and only slightly for yellow-labeled seafood (-1.99 to -1.89). The cross-price
elasticities of demand are essentially zero.

These results have several implications. One, the WTP estimates suggest that, on average,
consumers do not value the FishWise Advisory. Not only does the average consumer not value
the green labels, but the average consumer has the lowest (negative) value for the yellow-labeled
seafood. Two, the estimates of cross-price elasticities of demand indicates that consumers do not
switch between the different colors of seafood in response to changes in prices. Three, although
the retailer is pricing in the elastic part of the demand curve with and without the color labels, the
relatively high elasticities suggests that the Retailer could benefit from a more refined pricing
strategy.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the experimental setting
and the data. Section 3 presents the store-level demand model. Section 4 presents the results of
estimates of consumer valuation for the seafood environmental sustainability labels. Section 5
discusses these results and concludes.

3.2 Experimental Setting and Data

3.2.1 Experimental Setting

As in Chapters One and Two, Chapter Three uses point of sales data from a regional US
supermarket retailer (the “Retailer”) that operates ten stores in the San Francisco Bay Area,
Northern California (Figure 1.12). In 2006, the Retailer partnered with a non-profit organization
named FishWise to provide consumers with information about the environmental sustainability
and healthiness of its fresh seafood products. Starting on May 17, the retailer piloted the
FishWise Advisory for twelve weeks at two, randomly-chosen stores and then fully implemented
the Advisory at all stores on September 4. The gradual phase-in of the program created a
quasi-experimental setup with two treatment stores and eight control stores.

Chapter Two may be referenced for descriptive statistics of store characteristics for the ten stores
based on a twelve week pre-treatment period beginning on February 19, 2006 and ending on May
17, 2006 and a twelve week treatment period beginning on June 10, 2006 and ending on
September 3, 2006 (Table 2.1). Chapter Two also contains a variety of figures describing the
appearance of the FishWise Advisory in retail settings.

3.2.2 Data

The core structural analysis in Chapter Three uses data from the same time frame as in the
reduced form analysis described in Chapter Two. Chapter Two may be referenced for summary
statistics of the final data set (Table 2.2), average weekly store sales by seafood type (Figure 2.1),
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product mix by label color and store (Figure 2.2), and a pricing comparison for the pre-treatment
and treatment periods (Table 2.3). There was no statistically significant difference in the number
of seafood product choices for an average week and store in the pre-treatment and treatment
periods. There was also no statistically significant difference in product characteristics for an
average week and store in the pre-treatment and treatment periods.

One of the limitations of the reduced form analysis from Chapter Two is that I am only able to
apply it over time period in which there are both treatment and control stores. That is, the data set
for the reduced form analysis spans a total of twenty-eight weeks, twelve weeks prior to the
treatment, twelve weeks during the treatment, and a four-week phase-in period. While the core
analysis of Chapter Three focuses on this same time frame, I also extend the analysis to cover
one-hundred and four weeks of data (two full years). The longer time frame allows me to assess
whether consumers’ response to the Advisory changes over time.

Table 3.1 contains descriptive statistics for this longer data set. For reasons having to do with the
structural analysis that will be explained later in this section, the statistics are presented by
pre-treatment and treatment period (versus pre-treatment and treatment period for treatment and
control stores as was done for the reduced form analysis). Except for the number of choice sets,
all figures are weekly averages. In this table, the number of choices refers to the number of
product options available to a consumer at the point of purchase. Label characteristics refers to
the percentage of products with each of these characteristics.

As measured by weight, there was no statistically significant difference in the proportion of green,
yellow and red seafood sold during the pre-treatment and treatment periods (products did not
receive FishWise Advisory labels during the pre-treatment period). Between 60.3 - 60.5% of sales
are green seafood, 23.9 - 27.6% of sales are yellow seafood and 15.8 - 12.0% of sales are green
seafood (pre-treatment - treatment period, respectively). There was no statistically significant
difference in the number of seafood product choices for an average week and store in the
pre-treatment and treatment periods. In an average week and treatment store during the
pre-treatment period, customers could choose between 46 different fresh seafood products. If
these products had been labeled using the FishWise Advisory, 20 of the products would have been
green, 14 of them would have been yellow and 12 of the products would have been red. In an
average week and control store during the treatment period, customers could also choose among
46 fresh seafood products. 21 of these products were labeled as green, 16 of these products were
labeled as yellow, and 9 of these products were labeled red. There is some evidence that the
number of red products decreased between the pre-treatment and treatment period (12 to 9
products, respectively); this difference is not statistically significant.

There was also no statistically significant difference in product characteristics for an average
week and store in the pre-treatment and treatment periods. In an average week and treatment store
during the pre-treatment period, 53.3% of the products would have been listed on the
low-mercury list if the FishWise Advisory had been in place, 28.8% of products were on sale,
54.3% of products were wild (versus farmed) and 36.5% of products were caught in the United
States. By comparison, in an average week and treatment store during the treatment period,
54.7% of the products were listed on the FishWise Advisory low-mercury list, 21.2% of products
were on sale, 56.0% of products were wild (versus farmed) and 41.5% of products were caught in
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the United States.

The structural analysis in this chapter is based on the market share of each color label. I describe
the analysis in detail in the methods section. To generate the data for the analysis, I sum the total
mass (pounds) of seafood receiving each label color to arrive at the share of each color seafood in
each week. I define a choice set as a store-week combination. The full two-year data set contains
910 unique choice sets (Table 3.4). 318 of these choice sets were during the pre-treatment period
and 592 of these choice sets were during treatment period.

3.3 Store-level Demand Model

In this section, I describe my empirical strategy. I start the analysis using a logit model with
market-level data and homogeneous consumers. My preferred specification, however, is a random
coefficients model. The incorporation of heterogeneous consumers in the random coefficients
model gives us a functional form that is less restrictive in terms of estimated substitution patterns.
I also discuss how I control for the potential endogeneity of product prices within the discrete
choice model framework.

3.3.1 Logit with market-level data

I assess consumer valuation of the color labels using two types of discrete choice models:
homogeneous logit and mixed logit (also referred to as a random coefficients logit). The use of
discrete choice models allows me to decompose the product into a bundle of perceived attributes
and to estimate consumer demand for these attributes [e.g., 45? ]1. For this study, I define the
information provided by the FishWise labels and low-mercury list as additional or differentiated
product attributes, and I compute consumer’s willingness to pay for this additional information. In
my approach to analyzing consumer’s valuation of seafood sustainability and health information,
I follow the literature on welfare estimations of new product introductions [e.g., 12, 32, 57, 50].

Random utility models, the class of models to which the utilized discrete choice models belong,
are consistent with the assumption of utility-maximizing behavior by the decision maker
(henceforth, referred to as the “consumer”) [? ]. That is, all available alternatives not chosen
would have provided the consumer no more utility than the chosen alternative. The researcher
uses data on the available alternatives and observed choices to impute the relative value that
consumers place on different product characteristics.

Take a consumer, labeled i, who has a choice among j alternatives in market m. The behavioral
model is that this consumer chooses the alternative that provides the greatest utility: choose
alternative j over alternative k if and only if Uijm > Uikm∀j 6= k. The choice of a given consumer
depends on his perception of the product attributes as well as the marginal value that he assigns to
them. Since the researcher observes only a subset of the attributes of the product alternatives and

1Other approaches to modeling consumer demand based on product attributes include Lancaster demand and he-
donic demand models.
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a subset of the characteristics of the consumer, utility is decomposed as Uijm = βXjm + εijm.
Consumer and product characteristics such as price that are observed by the researcher, Xjm, and
other factors that are not observed by the researcher but are known to the consumer, εijm , enter
linearly.

The probability of consumer i choosing product j in market m is:

Pijm = P (yijm = 1) = P (Uijm > Uikm) (3.1)

Substituting the equalities from above and generalizing to all consumers in the market, we can
re-write this expression as:

Pijm(yijm = 1) = P (βXjm + εijm > βXkm + εikm)∀j 6= k

Pijm(yijm = 1) = P (εikm − εijm < βXjm − βXkm)∀j 6= k (3.2)

If εijm is assumed to be independently and identically distributed extreme value, as in the
classical logit model, the difference εikm − εijm is distributed logistically2, and the solution is:

Pijm(yijm = 1) =
eβXjm

∑
le
βXlm

(3.3)

In the analysis, I do not assume that the information contained in the FishWise labels results in a
change in the consumer’s tastes or preferences. Rather, the information provided by the FishWise
labels could increase the salience of some product attributes that were previously not recognized,
might help to reduce the uncertainty for a consumer of how much to value a particular attribute, or
might change the perceived benefits of a particular choice as a result of image or prestige effects.
Any of these effects could cause the relative utility of a product to change for a consumer without
affecting a consumer’s underlying preferences.

The main motivation for the common frequency with which the logit model is employed in
empirical industrial organization is this resulting closed-form solution, that it therefore enables a
straightforward welfare analysis, and that it has been shown to be robust to mis-specification [? ].

Unfortunately, while it does provide the theoretical foundation for the discrete choice models
used in this analysis, the classical logit model has shortcomings, which motivates my preference
for the Berry logit and BLP models for this analysis. In the next subsection, I discuss the
shortcomings and the alternative models that I used.

The primitives of the classical logit model are product attributes and individual consumer’s, or
household’s, product choices. For this analysis, however, I was able to obtain only market-level
data from the Retailer. That is, the Retailer’s scanner data contains the total sales of each product

2F (εikm − εijm) = eεikm−εijm

1+eεikm−εijm
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in each store for each week of the study. The Retailer did not observe the choices made by
individual customers.

To obtain consistent coefficient estimates, the classical logit model also requires the assumption
that the unobserved characteristics in a market, εjm, are mean independent of the observable
characteristics that affect demand and independent across markets. This assumption about the
unobservables requires treating the product characteristics as econometrically exogenous [10],
which may in fact be a particularly unreasonable assumption with market-level data. Retailers
consider both observed characteristics, Xjm,and unobserved characteristics, εjm, when setting
their prices. Examples of characteristics that are not observed by the researcher, and which could
still influence the retailer’s pricing decision, include such variables as seafood quality, strategic
placement in the seafood counter (i.e. shelf position), and service at the point-of-sale.

Retailers also account for any changes in their products’ characteristics and valuations over time.
A product fixed effect may be included in the regression to capture observed and unobserved
product characteristics that are constant over time, and a time trend may be used to capture
trending unobserved components of demand. However, the econometric error term may still
include non-trending, unobserved product characteristics. Particularly for market-level data, the
implication is that the product prices included in Xjm may be correlated with changes in
unobserved product product characteristics affecting demand, thus leading to inconsistent
parameter estimates of the price coefficient. Ignoring the correlation between prices and the
demand error frequently leads to anomalies such as upward sloping demand curves.

To account for the market-level data and the endogeneity of product pricing, I follow Berry [10],
who developed techniques that use traditional instrumental variables approaches to explicitly
allow for the possibility that prices are correlated with unobserved demand factors in a cross
section of markets. I use the wholesale cost of seafood, provided by the Retailer, to capture the
exogenous product-level variation in prices and consistently estimate the demand parameters.

Starting from a random utility framework as in the previous subsection [45, 10? ] where both the
product attributes as well as a random term are assumed to enter linearly, the utility from
consuming a certain product can be described as:

Uijm = αj − βpjm +Xjmβx + γTjm + ξjm + εijm (3.4)

where αj is a product fixed effect capturing the intrinsic preference for product j. The shelf price
of product j in market m is denoted by pjm, where a market is defined as a store-week
combination. We include store fixed effects and a time trend in Xjm, and the corresponding
parameters are in βx. The term ξjm accounts for attributes such as shelf position that affect
consumer utility, are observed by consumers and firms, but are not observed by the researcher.
Note that ξjmrepresents the average utility that all consumers obtain from unobserved (by the
researcher) attributes of product j in market m. In γc we measure consumer’s average marginal
utility for the FishWise label displayed on product j denoted by Tjm, which corresponds to a
matrix of dummy variables equal to one during the treatment period in the treatment stores if the
product is labeled a certain color and equal to zero otherwise. Finally, εijt is an i.i.d. type I
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extreme value distributed error term capturing idiosyncratic consumer preferences and random
product characteristics.

Given this expression for utility, the mean utility level of product j - mean utility common to all
consumers including the mean utility effect of both observable and unobservable variables - is:

δjm = αj − βpjm +Xjmβx + γTjm + ξjm (3.5)

As in Berry [10], in addition to the competing products, J = 1, ...N , I assume the existence of an
outside good that consumers may choose to purchase instead of one of these products. I assume
that the price of the outside good is not set in response to the prices of the “inside” goods, which
means that demand for the inside goods no longer depends only on the differences in their prices
(i.e. without the outside good, an overall increase in prices for the inside good would not result in
an overall decrease in demand). Thus, to allow for this category expansion or contraction, I
include an outside good (no-purchase option), indexed by j = 0, whose utility is given by:

Ui0m = εi0m (3.6)

If the idiosyncratic errors are i.i.d. extreme value across markets and products, and we assume no
random coefficients, then the probability of consumer i choosing product j in market m is:

Pjm(yijm = 1) = P (εikm − εijm < βx(Xjm −Xkm) + ξjm − ξkm)∀j 6= k (3.7)

As in the classical logit model, the probability that consumer i chooses product j in market m,
and the market share for product j in market m is:

Pijm(yijm = 1) =
eδjm∑
le
δkm

= Sjm (3.8)

If I assume that the mean utility associated with the outside good is zero, which implicitly
normalizes all coefficients relative to that option, then the difference in market shares of the inside
and outside options is:

ln(Sjm)− ln(S0m) = βXjm + ξjm ≡ δjm (3.9)

I estimate the coefficients of interest, βx, through a regression of these differences in the natural
logs of market shares using instruments for price to control for the endogeneity in the error term,
ξjm, thereby addressing the two main limitations of the data.

I use this “Berry logit” as a robustness check for the point estimates; however, the “independence
from irrelevant alternatives” (IIA) property of logit models means that I just use more flexible
model forms to assess the cross-price elasticities and patterns of substitution for seafood labeled
under the FishWise Advisory. This IIA property has been well-discussed in various articles Berry
[10? ], Kiesel and Villas-Boas [42]. The problem is that the researcher’s specification for utility
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implies proportional substitution across alternatives. The drawback to these substitution patterns
is often described by using the famous red-bus/blue-bus example in which a red bus is introduced
as a commute option to a traveler who already can choose between a blue bus and a car. The logit
model incorrectly predicts that the probability of each of these three transportation choices would
be one-third, whereas in actuality I would expect the introduction of the red bus to take market
share only from the blue bus, resulting in market shares of one-half for the car and one-quarter for
each of the buses. In the case of the FishWise Advisory, the logit model will incorrectly predict
demand if consumers of one label color seafood, such as yellow, are more likely to come from a
particular alternative, such as red.

3.3.2 Random Coefficients Logit with Market-Level Data

The random coefficients model address the three limitations of the standard logit model in that it
allows for random taste variation (i.e. consumer heterogeneity), unrestricted substitution patterns,
and correlation in unobserved factors over time [? ].

In my estimation of demand using a random coefficients logit with store-level data, I follow
Berry, Levisohn and Pakes [9] - referred to as the BLP approach. As in the seafood labeling case,
their model was motivated by the problem price endogeneity in aggregate share data. The utility
of consuming a specific product is described as:

Uijm = αj − βipjm +Xjmβx + γTjm + ξjm + εijm (3.10)

The variables are all defined as in the previous subsection with one key exception. The price
coefficient βi is assumed to vary across consumers according to βi = β + σvi, vi ∼ N(0, 1),
where β and σ are parameters to be estimated. Thus, vi represents the individual’s simulated,
unobserved, characteristic-specific taste shocks3.

The key step of the BLP approach to the problem of endogeneity is to separate utility into a linear,
non-random part that is common to all consumers, δjm, and a non-linear, random part, µijm, that
varies over consumers and allows each consumer’s response to price to be different, thereby
introducing consumer heterogeneity. One of Berry, Levisohn and Pakes’s key insights was that
the source of endogeneity, which is contained in the term ξjm and includes such factors as shelf
positioning that would be common to all products in a store-week but not observable by the
researcher, could be moved into the linear portion of utility (δjm) through the use of a constant for
each product in each market. By doing this, standard instrumental variables estimation can be
directly applied in a manner analogous to the way it is done with ordinary least squares. f I can
obtain a consistent estimate of the linear, non-random part of utility that is common to all
consumers, δjm, which I do by inverting the market shares and iterating to find the δjm that
equates the observed and estimated market shares (this is the famous “Berry contraction”, then I
can back out ξjm, the change in average utility that all consumers obtain from unobserved (by the
researcher) attributes of product j in market m.

3If demographic information on the consumer is available, an additional term may be included to represent ob-
served taste heterogeneity [49].
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As in Nevo (2000) I rewrite the utility of consumer i for product j as:

Uijm = δjm (pjm,Xjm,ξjm;α, β, βxγ) + µijm (pjm,vi;σ) + εijm (3.11)

Uijm = [αj − βpjm +Xjmβx + γTjm + ξjm] + (σvipjm + εijm) (3.12)

To allow for category expansion or contraction, as in the Berry Logit, I include an outside good
(no-purchase option).

Let the distribution of µijt across consumers be denoted by F (µ) . The aggregate estimated
market share ŝjt of product j in market m across all consumers is obtained by integrating the
consumer level probabilities:

ŝjm(δjm, µ) =

ˆ
P (yjm|δjm, µijm)dF (µi) =

ˆ
exp(δjm + µijm)∑K
k=1 exp(δkm + µikm)

dF (µi) (3.13)

I numerically estimate4 the share of product j in market m as:

ŝjm(δjm, µijm) =
1

N

∑N
i=1

(
exp(δjm + µijm)

∑K
k=1 exp(δkm + µikm)

)
(3.14)

When estimating demand, the goal is to derive parameter estimates that produce product market
shares close to observed market shares. For the random coefficients logit model, solving for the
mean utility has to be done numerically [10, 9, 49]. Finally, once this inversion has been made,
one obtains an equation that is linear in the parameter associated with price. If I let θ be the
demand side parameters to be estimated, then θ = (θL, σ) where θL are the linear parameters
(α, β, βx,γ) and σ is the non-linear parameter. In the random coefficients logit model, θ is
obtained by generalized method of moments (GMM) estimator following Nevo’s estimation
algorithm [48].5

Given store-level observed purchases, I obtain estimates of average willingness to pay for each
product attribute by dividing the parameter estimates for the relevant attribute by the marginal
utility of price βi. This aggregate demand system not only accounts for consumer heterogeneity,
but also provides more flexible aggregate substitution patterns than the standard logit model.

Identification in the random coefficient logit model using market-level data requires having
sufficient variation in the attributes of interest across the choice sets (in this case, prices and color

4With standard logit, there is no consumer heterogeneity, (µijm = 0). Since there is a homogeneous, representative
consumer, we don’t need to integrate out the individual consumers because pijm(θL) = pjm(θL) = sjm(θL).

5BLP provided an algorithm for estimating the constants within the procedure for estimating the non-linear param-
eters, and they showed that this algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a unique set of constants Berry [10], Berry et al.
[9? ] The aim of the BLP algorithm is to concentrate the GMM objective function such that it will be only a function
of the non-linear parameters. By expressing the optimal vector of linear parameters as a function of the non-linear
parameters and then substituting back into the objective function, the objective function can be optimized with respect
to the non-linear parameters alone.
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labels). In the context of the FishWise structural model, this means that I am estimating the label
parameters based on a choice set with unlabeled seafood versus a choice set with labeled seafood.
The quasi-experimental setup of the FishWise Advisory, with several treatment and control stores,
provides variation in the label colors that is orthogonal to price. I instrument for price with
wholesale prices to be confident of this orthogonality, as well as to ensure that my parameter
estimates for price are not biased by omitted variables that are correlated with price.

The structural model estimates a single parameter value, βlabel, for each color label, which is the
part of the linear, non-random portion of utility that is common to all consumers, δjm. That is, the
structural model does not include heterogeneous preferences for each color label. The way I
model it in this dissertation, all consumers “care” the same amount about each color label.

Individual-specific parameters for price are estimated independently from βlabel. The price
coefficient βi is assumed to vary across consumers:

βi = β + σvi, vi ∼ N(0, 1) (3.15)

where β and σ are parameters to be estimated. Thus, vi represents the individual’s simulated,
unobserved, characteristic-specific taste shocks.

Some consumers might have no, a positive or a negative correlation between the parameters for
price and color label, and it is possible that all of these types of consumers exist within the
population of shoppers. For example, adding a green label to a product might raise one group of
consumers’ willingness to pay and make those same consumers relatively less sensitive to prices.
Although the nature of the structural models in this dissertation does not allow me to estimate the
demand parameters for such as sub-set of the population, such a group would cause the model’s
parameter estimate for the traffic light label to be biased downward (e.g. average consumers
would not appear as responsive as they are).

The employed model, as with other random coefficient models using market-level data, does not
allow for the sort of correlation between parameters just described. Variation in willingness to pay
is driven by the assumption about the distribution of vi. One way in which the model could be
extended to incorporate positive correlation would be to add a random component to the label:

βlabel,i = βlabel + σlabelui (3.16)

Since σ is always positive, this form would only permit positive correlation. A second way in
which the model could be extended to incorporate an arbitrary form of correlation would be to
generate vi and uias jointly distributed and correlated (no, negative or positive). Adaptation of the
model in this manner would require an assumption about individual heterogeneity relative to the
preference for labels.

This approach would represent an extension to the standard logit model with random coefficients
and market-level data. In the current model, given store-level observed purchases, I obtain
estimates of average willingness to pay for each product attribute by dividing the parameter
estimates for the relevant attribute by the marginal utility of price βi. I vary the assumptions about
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the distribution of vi in order to understand the sensitivity of the model to this form of
heterogeneity in the population.

Individual level data, which might be available in other scanner data from other retailers, would
permit the researcher to explicitly model individual-level heterogeneity based on observable
characteristics of consumers such as income and household size, and it would allow the
researcher to explicitly model the sort of negative correlation described at the beginning of this
section. Unfortunately, the Retailer was able to provide only market-level data.

In the vertical product differentiation discrete choice model, price is not interacted with other
attributes in the utility specification as is typically done for products in an indirect demand
function. Price elasticity estimates are not obtained from an interaction coefficient. Rather, the
current structural model calculates the implied elasticities for products based on the market share
of products with different types of other attributes (in this case, the label color).

ηjkm =
∂sjmpkm
∂pkmsjm

=

{
−pjm
sjm

1
Ns

∑
αisijm(1− sijm) if j = k

pkm
sjm

1
Ns

∑
αisijmsikm otherwise

(3.17)

It is also possible to take a reduced form approach to the estimation of elasticities, which I do as a
comparison to the estimates obtained from the structural model:

ln(Qj) = α + β ∗ ln(pricej) + ε (3.18)

Since price may be endogenous (imagine that seafood that looks fresher commands is marked up
by the retailer and sells more), I instrument for retail prices using wholesale prices.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Willingness to pay

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the minimization of the GMM objective function using a Nelder-Mead
simplex search algorithm. Figure 3.1 is the minimization of the GMM objective function using
twenty-eight weeks of data. Figure 3.2 is the minimization of the GMM objective function using
two years of data. The vertical axis is the minimum value of the GMM objective function for that
iteration of the contraction algorithm. The horizontal axis is the value of θ2 tried. Both figures
clearly show that the minimization algorithm converged smoothly to a global minima, and
moreover, that the global minima is a relatively narrow portion of the support (the value of θ2
tried).
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Figure 3.1: Minimization of GMM Objective Function (28 weeks)

28 weeks of data; unbalanced panel; dropping shellfish.

Minimization of the GMM objective function using a Nelder-Mead simplex search algorithm. Ver-
tical axis is minimum value of GMM objective function for that iteration of the contraction algo-
rithm. Horizontal axis is value of θ2 tried.
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Figure 3.2: Minimization of GMM Objective Function (2 years)

104 weeks of data (2 years); unbalanced panel; dropping shellfish.

Minimization of the GMM objective function using a Nelder-Mead simplex search algorithm. Ver-
tical axis is minimum value of GMM objective function for that iteration of the contraction algo-
rithm. Horizontal axis is value of θ2 tried.

Table 3.1 presents the coefficient estimates and standard errors for both the logit and random
coefficient specifications. Recall that this form of the logit uses market-level data and
homogeneous consumers and instruments for price with wholesale cost. Recall also that in both
the logit and mixed logit cases I decompose the product into a bundle of perceived attributes and
estimate consumer demand for these attributes. In the following paragraphs, I present the results
of the coefficient estimates using using both the homogeneous logit and the random coefficient
logit models.

In brief, the demand estimates from the structural model using twenty-eight weeks of data are
qualitatively consistent with the results from the reduced form analysis (Tables 2.5 and 3.1).
Consumers have a negative WTP for both yellow-labeled (-$0.155) and red-labeled (-$0.0872)
seafood and are essentially indifferent for green-labeled seafood. For comparison, recall from
Chapter Two that I found some evidence that the FishWise Advisory led to a slight decline in
overall seafood sales (-15.5%, p<0.10). I also found strong evidence that the sale of
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yellow-labeled seafood significantly decreased (-31.3% to -34.9% depending on the specification,
p<0.01). I failed to reject the null hypothesis of no change in sales for green and red labeled
seafood.

The coefficients of interest are those corresponding to the green, yellow and red label. The
coefficient estimates for yellow and red labels are negative and statistically significant in the
homogeneous logit specification. The coefficient estimate for the yellow label is -0.194 (s.e. =
0.008) and for the red label is -0.109 (s.e. = 0.008). The coefficient estimate for the green label is
statistically significant and slightly positive at 0.013 (s.e. = 0.008).

The coefficient estimates for green and red (rows three and four in the table) control for whether
the seafood would have been labeled that color. The omitted indicator variable is yellow.
Consistent with the average market shares of green, yellow and red shown in the descriptive
statistics (Tables 2.2 and 3.4), the coefficient estimate for green seafood (independent of the
FishWise Advisory label) is positive and statistically significant (relative to yellow seafood). The
coefficient estimate for red seafood is negative and statistically significant (relative to yellow
seafood).

The coefficient estimates for the stores, which reflect considerable variation in the parameter
estimates for each store is consistent with Figure 2.2, which depicts the variation in product mix,
number of products sold and weekly sales.

The bottom rows of Table 3.1 displays the coefficient estimates for a variety of control variables
included in the regression. One possibility for which I controlled was that the number of choices
available of each color in a choice set or the fraction of each color in the choice set would
influence consumers’ valuation of that color. One might expect, for example, that the market
share of a color of seafood would increase simply because more choices of that color were
available and not because consumers valued that particular color seafood or corresponding
FishWise Advisory label more highly. Although all three estimates are statistically significant, the
coefficient estimates themselves are close to zero, suggesting that the number of choices did not
influence the mass of seafood sold. Curiously, the relationship between the number of product
choices and sales is highest for red seafood. The coefficient estimate on the fraction of green
seafood in the choice set is not statistically significant. The coefficient estimate on the fraction of
red seafood is negative and significant, indicating that a higher proportion of red-labeled seafood
is correlated with lower sales. This result is consistent with the fact that less seafood is sold for an
average red product than for either a green or yellow product (Table 2.2).

I controlled for the fraction of seafood products in the display that were on sale, the fraction of
seafood products that were wild caught, the fraction of products produced in the USA, the
fraction of products low in mercury, and ratio of seafood sales to total store sales and the ratio of
seafood sales to total meat department sales. Each of these variables can be thought of as an
attribute of the choice set (not of a particular choice), and each of these variables had sufficient
variation to allow for identification of the relevant coefficient.

The parameter value for the price is obviously a key number, since it reflects the marginal value of
money and serves as the denominator in the ratio of the coefficient of interest that determines
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Table 3.1: Demand Estimates (28 Weeks)

Dependent variable: ln (pounds) sold of seafood i in store s during period t.

Logit IV RC GMM
Variable Estimate Std Error Estimate Std Error

Price 1.254 (0.018) -1.408 (12.256)
Green 1.123 (0.004) 1.110 (0.178)

Red -0.474 (0.005) -0.457 (0.162)
Green label 0.013 (0.008) -0.087 (0.723)

Yellow label -0.194 (0.008) -0.274 (0.471)
Red label -0.109 (0.008) -0.200 (0.610)

Store 1 -0.482 (0.008) -0.754 (0.386)
Store 2 -0.124 (0.008) -0.171 (0.475)
Store 3 -0.829 (0.011) -1.307 (0.563)
Store 4 -0.015 (0.007) -0.050 (0.410)
Store 5 -0.096 (0.007) -0.092 (0.400)
Store 6 -0.037 (0.008) 0.035 (0.437)
Store 7 -0.421 (0.009) -0.478 (0.504)
Store 8 -0.144 (0.009) -0.200 (0.514)
Store 9 -0.109 (0.008) -0.281 (0.467)

% on sale -0.707 (0.018) -1.164 (0.992)
% wild catch -0.681 (0.031) -0.684 (1.780)

% produced in USA -0.331 (0.025) -0.389 (1.483)
% low mercury -0.352 (0.030) -0.383 (1.545)
% of total sales 9.017 (0.480) 17.105 (22.954)

% of meat dept sales -1.563 (0.081) -1.635 (4.305)
% green -0.134 (0.158) -2.837 (7.378)

% red -5.113 (0.165) -6.370 (8.926)
Number green products -0.051 (0.003) -0.001 (0.127)

Number yellow products -0.023 (0.003) -0.056 (0.162)
Number red products 0.102 (0.003) 0.103 (0.167)

week trend 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
First Stage R2 0.996 0.996

First Stage F Stat p value 0.000 0.000
Number Observations 720 720

This table reports the estimates for the demand models. The first column presents the Logit model
estimates followed by the standard errors in the next column. The third column presents the random
coefficient logit estimates followed by the standard errors in the next column.
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consumers WTP for a particular product attribute. The coefficient estimate for price in the logit
model is positive, which would suggest a positive relationship price and the mass sold of a
particular product. A positive result is an unexpected result because I instrumented for retail price
using wholesale costs. One interpretation of the meaning of this positive number is that there is
not sufficient variation in these wholesale prices over the twenty-eight weeks to obtain an
accurate estimate. That said, the standard error is relatively small, which makes me less confident
of simply dismissing the result as an anomaly. Another possible interpretation is that this odd
estimate for the price coefficient may be reflecting some of the limitations of the standard logit
model. Recall from the discussion of methods that it does not allow for random taste variation (all
consumers are assumed to be the same), relatively restrictive substitution patterns, and no
correlation in unobserved factors over time.

I now turn to the results of the random coefficients logit model with consumer heterogeneity,
which addresses these three limitations of the standard logit model. With a few exceptions that
are discussed below, the results from the random coefficients model are also qualitatively
consistent with the results from the homogeneous logit model. The coefficient estimate for the
yellow label is -0.274 (s.e. = 0.471) and for the red label is -0.200 (s.e. = 0.610). The coefficient
estimate for the green label is slightly negative at -0.087 (s.e. = 0.723). None of these coefficient
estimates is statistically significant owing to the fact that the simulation of individuals for each
market (a store-week combination) greatly increases the variance in the data set.

As with the homogeneous logit model, the mixed logit yields a coefficient estimate for green
seafood (independent of the FishWise Advisory label) that is positive and statistically significant
(relative to yellow seafood). The coefficient estimate for red seafood is negative and statistically
significant (relative to yellow seafood).

The random coefficients logit model also yields parameter estimates for most of the other
variables that are consistent with the homogeneous logit model results. The coefficient estimates
for the stores, which reflect considerable variation in the parameter estimates for each store is
consistent with Figure 2.2, which graphically captures some variation in product mix, number of
products sold and weekly sales. The coefficient estimates for the number of choices available of
each color in the choice set and the fraction of each color in the choice set are close to zero. As
with the homogeneous logit, this result suggests that the number of choices did not influence the
mass of seafood sold. The relationship between the number of product choices and sales is
highest for red seafood. The coefficient estimates for the fraction of seafood products in the
display that were on sale, the fraction of seafood products that were wild caught, the fraction of
products produced in the USA, the fraction of products low in mercury, and ratio of seafood sales
to total store sales and the ratio of seafood sales to total meat department sales were all consistent
with the results from the homogeneous logit model.

In the mixed logit model, the coefficient estimate for price is negative and approximately the same
magnitude as the coefficient estimate in the homogeneous logit model. The standard error for the
price coefficient, as with the standard errors for the other coefficient estimates, are significantly
larger than in the homogeneous logit for the reasons previously discussed.
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3.4.2 Price elasticities of demand

One of the primary motivations for developing a structural model is to estimate the own- and
cross-price elasticities of demand for each of the three label colors. These estimates offer
considerable insight into the supply-demand dynamics of this market, and perhaps even more
importantly, allow me to extend the analysis using policy simulations to explore alternative
approaches to labeling. Table 3.2 reports the own-price and cross-price elasticities for seafood in
the pre-treatment and treatment periods. The pre-treatment period estimates were not labeled (the
top half of the table). The treatment period estimates were labeled (lower half of the table).

Price elasticity of demand estimates using the structural model show that the labels significantly
decrease the demand elasticity of green-labeled seafood (-2.27 to -1.81) and red-labeled seafood
(-2.06 to -1.58) and only slightly of yellow-labeled seafood (-1.99 to -1.89). The estimated price
elasticity of demand with the labels is highest for yellow labeled seafood and lowest for red
labeled seafood. The cross-price elasticities of demand are essentially zero.

Table 3.2: Comparison of Elasticities With and Without Color Labels

Control stores
Green label Yellow label Red label

Green label -2.2697 0.0824 0.0881
Yellow label 0.0217 -1.9854 0.0140

Red label 0.0361 0.0216 -2.0570

Treatment stores
Green label Yellow label Red label

Green label -1.8083 0.0172 -0.0119
Yellow label 0.0296 -1.8899 -0.0002

Red label -0.0049 -0.0001 -1.5809

This table reports the own-price and cross-price elasticities of demand for seafood in control and
treatment stores. In the control stores, the label color refers to the label color that seafood would
have received if it had been labeled. Standard errors for these estimates unavailable from structural
model.

As a robustness check on the elasticity estimates from the structural model, I also estimated
own-price elasticities of demand using a fixed effects estimator with cluster-robust standard errors
clustering at the level of store-product (Table 3.3). For the regressions, I use panel-data for the
two pilot stores. The time period runs from February 19, 2006 to September 3, 2006 and includes
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12 weeks of pre-treatment and 12 weeks of treatment data. Specification (1) is a FE estimator
with no additional co-variates. Specification (2) includes month and seafood type indicator
variables as well as interaction terms for month and seafood type. Specification (3) includes store
and promotion indicator variables, as well as all month, seafood type and month * seafood type
interactions.

The magnitude of the elasticity estimates obtained using the fixed effects estimator are consistent
with those from the structural model. The price elasticity of demand for green products with a
label ranges from -1.83 to -2.03. The price elasticity of demand for yellow products ranges from
-2.31 to -2.67. The price elasticity of demand for red products ranges from -1.78 to -1.95. That is,
with the labels, yellow products have the highest price elasticity of demand, followed by green
and red with roughly similar elasticities. All coefficient estimates are statistically significant
(p<0.01).
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Table 3.3: Elasticity Estimates with Fixed Effects Estimator

Dependent variable: ln (pounds) sold of seafood i in store s during period t.

(1) (2) (3)
ltotalunits ltotalunits ltotalunits

Green price no label -1.9657∗∗∗ -2.0103∗∗∗ -1.8093∗∗∗

(0.1728) (0.1895) (0.2084)

Yellow price no label -2.4878∗∗∗ -2.3952∗∗∗ -2.1456∗∗∗

(0.3475) (0.3184) (0.3340)

Red price no label -1.8940∗∗∗ -1.9118∗∗∗ -1.7298∗∗∗

(0.2398) (0.2409) (0.2149)

Green price with label -1.9579∗∗∗ -2.0311∗∗∗ -1.8298∗∗∗

(0.1721) (0.1936) (0.2122)

Yellow price with label -2.6688∗∗∗ -2.5545∗∗∗ -2.3059∗∗∗

(0.3581) (0.3297) (0.3445)

Red price with label -1.9330∗∗∗ -1.9531∗∗∗ -1.7756∗∗∗

(0.2460) (0.2403) (0.2159)

Constant 7.1955∗∗∗ 6.9912∗∗∗ 6.4504∗∗∗

(0.3438) (0.3402) (0.3852)
Observations 7135 7135 7135
r2 0.0786 0.1134 0.1164
ll -8263.0243 -8125.7946 -8113.7886
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

This table presents the results of estimates of price elasticities. I use a fixed effects estimator with
cluster-robust standard errors (clustering at the level of store-product). For the regressions, I use
panel-data for the two pilot stores. The time period runs from February 19, 2006 to September
3, 2006 and includes 12 weeks of pre-treatment and 12 weeks of treatment data. Specification
(1) is a FE estimator with no additional co-variates. Specification (2) includes month and seafood
type indicator variables as well as interaction terms for month and seafood type. Specification (3)
includes store and promotion indicator variables, as well as all month, seafood type and month *
seafood type interactions.

The fixed effects estimator suggests that the FishWise Advisory labels have no impact on the
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price elasticity of demand for green or red seafood and a negative impact on the price elasticity of
demand for yellow seafood.

3.4.3 Longer time frame

The difference-in-differences analysis is limited, by construction, to a treatment period during
which there are both control and treatment stores and an equivalent duration pre-treatment period.
Once the Retailer introduced the FishWise Advisory at all stores, thereby eliminating the control
stores, the natural experiment effectively ended. Thus, as I discuss at the end of the previous
chapter, the reduced form analysis only allows me to look at the short-term response of
consumers to the FishWise Advisory.

The structural analysis described in this chapter is not limited by the time frame during which
there are control and treatment stores because the source of identification is derived from
variation in the composition of product attributes within the choice set. I am able to use the
structural analysis to assess consumer response over a longer time frame. Unfortunately, the
reliability of these estimates is much lower than for a shorter time frame for two reasons. One is
that the greatest source of variation in the product attributes of the choice set occurs because, for
almost twelve weeks, some stores did not receive the FishWise Advisory labels. While I extend
the analysis to cover two years of data, this doesn’t actually add a great deal of useful variation
(useful in the sense of helping me to identify the coefficient estimates more accurately). The
second reason applying the structural analysis to the longer time frame is less reliable is that we
have no comparison equivalent to the reduced form analysis to give us confidence in the result.
Consequently, I present the results of applying the structural analysis over a longer time frame of
two years; however, I do not use these demand estimates again in this chapter or in the policy
simulations in the next chapter.

Table 3.5 presents the results for homogeneous and random-coefficients logit for this longer time
period. The results are qualitatively different than those from the shorter time frame. For the
homogeneous logit, the coefficient estimate for the green label is -0.035 (s.e. =0.007), for the
yellow label is 0.256 (s.e. = 0.007) and for the red label is -0.130 (s.e. = 0.008). For the random
coefficients logit, the coefficient estimate for the green label is -0.039 (s.e. =0.159), for the yellow
label is 0.252 (s.e. = 0.161) and for the red label is -0.133 (s.e. = 0.182). That is, while the
coefficient estimates for green- and red-labeled seafood are consistent with the reduced form and
structural estimates over the shorter time frame, the coefficient estimate for the yellow label
changes sign.

3.5 Discussion and conclusion

A note about identification in the structural models is in order before I move on to discuss the
results of the structural analysis. Identification in the random coefficient logit model using
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Table 3.4: Descriptive Statistics of Full Data Set (2 years)

Pre-treatment Std. Dev. Treatment Std. Dev.
Sales by weight (%)

Red 15.75 5.16 12.00 5.06
Yellow 23.92 9.73 27.55 10.95
Green 60.33 10.59 60.45 12.66

Number of choices
Red 12.30 4.84 9.17 3.32

Yellow 14.00 4.40 16.00 4.36
Green 19.80 3.55 20.70 4.58
Total 46.10 10.30 45.90 9.53

Label characteristics (%)
Low mercury 53.26 6.56 54.74 6.75

On sale 28.82 6.97 21.16 12.32
Wild 54.27 6.41 55.95 5.56

Caught in the U.S. 36.50 6.97 41.48 5.36

Number of choice sets
2006 318 176
2007 0 416
Total 318 592

This table provides descriptive statistics for the data set used in the discrete choice analysis. Except for
the number of choice sets, all figures are weekly averages. The number of choices refers to the number
of product options available to a consumer at the point of purchase. Label characteristics refers to the
percentage of products with each of these characteristics. Pricing is weighted by the number of pounds sold.
The number of choice sets refers to the number of store and week combinations containing all three color
label options - red, yellow and green.
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Table 3.5: Demand Estimates (2 years)

Dependent variable: ln (pounds) sold of seafood i in store s during period t.

Logit IV RC GMM
Variable Estimate Std Error Estimate Std Error

Price 0.602 (0.023) 0.530 (13.332)
Std Dev Price -0.175 (4.373)

Green 0.901 (0.007) 0.900 (0.111)
Red -0.335 (0.008) -0.336 (0.109)

TreatGreen -0.035 (0.007) -0.039 (0.159)
TreatYellow 0.256 (0.007) 0.252 (0.161)

TreatRed -0.130 (0.008) -0.133 (0.182)
Store 1 -0.295 (0.008) -0.298 (0.194)
Store 2 -0.257 (0.009) -0.259 (0.231)
Store 3 -0.375 (0.009) -0.376 (0.210)
Store 4 -0.119 (0.007) -0.124 (0.133)
Store 5 0.314 (0.008) 0.315 (0.154)
Store 6 0.330 (0.009) 0.337 (0.214)
Store 7 -0.126 (0.008) -0.122 (0.189)
Store 8 0.334 (0.012) 0.339 (0.282)
Store 9 0.173 (0.010) 0.181 (0.287)

% on sale 0.140 (0.013) 0.129 (0.352)
% wild catch -0.500 (0.038) -0.541 (0.786)

% produced in USA 0.301 (0.031) 0.347 (0.721)
% low mercury -1.597 (0.040) -1.614 (0.831)
% of total sales 2.290 (0.448) 2.538 (10.026)

% of meat dept sales -0.468 (0.076) -0.513 (1.921)
% green 2.366 (0.161) 2.434 (3.501)

% red 0.706 (0.153) 0.620 (2.962)
Number green products 0.001 (0.003) -0.001 (0.065)

Number yellow products 0.108 (0.003) 0.110 (0.068)
Number red products 0.027 (0.003) 0.030 (0.067)

week trend 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.000)
First Stage R2 0.996 0.996

First Stage F Stat p value 0.000 0.000
Number Observations 2610 2610

This table reports the estimates for the demand models. The first column presents the Logit model
estimates followed by the standard errors in the next column. The third column presents the random
coefficient logit estimates followed by the standard errors in the next column.
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market-level data requires having sufficient variation in the attributes of interest across the choice
sets (in this case, prices and color labels). The quasi-experimental setup of the FishWise program,
with several treatment and control stores, provides variation in the label colors that is orthogonal
to price. I instrument for price with wholesale prices to be confident of this orthogonality, as well
as to ensure that my parameter estimates for price are not biased by omitted variables that are
correlated with price.

The structural model estimates a single parameter value for each color label, which is the part of a
linear, non-random portion of utility that is common to all consumers. That is, the structural
model does not include heterogeneous preferences for each color label. The way I model it in this
dissertation, all consumers “care” the same amount about each color label. Variation in WTP
comes from the simulated, individual-level coefficients on price. Individual-specific parameters
for price are estimated independently from the parameter value for each color label. The
individual-specific parameter, in case the price coefficient, is assumed to vary across consumers.
In actuality, some consumers might have a no, positive or negative correlation between the
parameters for price and color label, and it is possible that all of these types of consumers exist
within the population of shoppers. For example, adding a green label to a product might raise a
one group of consumers’ willingness to pay and make those same consumers relatively less
sensitive to prices. The employed model, as with other random coefficient models using
market-level data, does not allow for the sort of correlation between parameters just described.
Variation in willingness to pay is driven by the assumption about the distribution of the
individual-specific parameters. Thus, the WTP estimates in this chapter and the the policy
scenarios in the next chapter need to be interpreted with this limitation in mind.

The results of the label color coefficient estimates from the structural analysis are qualitatively
consistent with the reduced form analysis. For comparison, recall from Chapter Two that I found
some evidence that the FishWise Advisory led to a slight decline in overall seafood sales (-15.5%,
p<0.10). I also found strong evidence that the sale of yellow-labeled seafood significantly
decreased (-31.3% to -34.9% depending on the specification, p<0.01). I failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no change in sales for green and red labeled seafood. The comparable estimates
from the random coefficients model is that a yellow label results in a 27.4% decline in yellow
seafood sales. A red label results in a 20.0% decline in the sale of red seafood sales, and a green
label results in a 8.7% decline in green seafood sales.

Many of the same comments and conclusions that I drew from the reduced form model also hold
true here. The structural model suggests that consumers understood and responded to the traffic
light Advisory, in the sense that I observe a heterogeneous effect depending on the label color.
The negative impact of the red label on seafood sales is clearer in the structural model than in the
reduced form model. Recall that the discussion of the reduced form results suggested that
consumers who purchase red labeled seafood may not derive any direct utility from consuming
environmentally sustainable seafood, and in fact, might experience significant dis-utility if asked
to purchase a substitute. In this case, the structural analysis weakens this argument, highlighting
the fact that consumers do, on average, place a negative value on the red labels.

Again using the results from the random coefficients model (this result also holds true in the
homogeneous logit case), consumers have a negative WTP for both yellow-labeled (-$0.155) and
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red-labeled (-$0.0872) seafood and are essentially indifferent for green-labeled seafood. This
result is particularly interesting, as it suggests that the average consumer derives negative utility
from the FishWise Advisory. Additional research is certainly required to validate this interesting
finding.

My hypotheses about the reason for this result are really two-fold. One reason has to do with the
source of identification in the model. Since the variation in willingness to pay comes from the
simulated, individual-level variation in the price coefficient, this model would not accurately
identify a situation in which a sub-set of the population has a positive WTP for a particular label
color. Much like the discussion at the end of Chapter Two, my second hypothesis about the reason
for this result is that the presence of a large group of consumers with prior access to information
about seafood sustainability, may help explain the pattern of results that I observe. All of the
supermarket’s stores are located within a 200 mile radius of the Monterey Bay Aquarium, which
first developed a list of sustainable seafood as part of an exhibit in 1997 and subsequently
produced the Seafood Watch pocket guides to sustainable seafood, which have been widely
available in California for approximately 10 years. In the study region, individuals concerned
about environmental sustainability may have already shifted their consumption patterns to
seafood that is labeled either green or yellow under the FishWise program. A green label would
not provide any new information about the seafood to a consumer who was already buying green
products. In contrast, a consumer who learned they were actually buying a yellow seafood - when
they thought they were purchasing a green seafood - might actually place a negative value on this
information.

In terms of the coefficient estimates, much of the discussion from Chapter Two continues to hold
true here. Rather than repeating the argument here, I refer the reader to the discussion section of
Chapter Two. Of note, it is worth considering how the study location, education level of
consumers, unobserved variables such as the interactions between the Retailer’s seafood
department staff and store customers all might have influenced theses estimations.

That the labels significantly decrease the demand elasticity of green-labeled seafood makes
intuitive sense (although it certainly bears additional scrutiny in future search). Not only would a
green label confirm for a consumer that he or she is indeed purchasing an environmentally
sustainable product, but the presence of yellow and red labels on the other potential substitutes
would also deter an environmentally conscious consumer from switching to those products.
Possible explanations for why the labels also decrease the demand elasticity of red-labeled
seafood are harder to formulate. One possible explanation is simply that the labels decrease
consumers’ willingness to switch between different color seafood, essentially meaning that all
consumers become less price sensitive.

The results also show that the cross-price elasticity of demand between all label colors is
essentially zero. This indicates that consumers generally do not switch between types of seafood.
In future experiments, it would be intriguing to investigate how the number of available
substitutes for a particular seafood type (e.g. a green, yellow and red salmon versus only a yellow
salmon) affects consumers’ willingness to purchase product substitutes.

Additional research is clearly warranted on the long-term impacts of a labeling program such as
the FishWise Advisory. Although I do not place much confidence in the results of the structural
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model over the two-year time frame, the suggestion that the labels might have different short-term
and long-term impacts is very interesting.

Chapter Four uses the machinery of the structural models developed in this chapter in order to
explore alternative labeling scenarios. Structural models are often criticized because of the
number of strong assumptions required, such as for example that variation in WTP enters through
the price. While it is certainly fair to ask these same questions about the structural models I have
used, I have relatively greater confidence that the form I have given to these structural models
because of the consistency between the reduced form and structural model results.
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Chapter 4

Policy Simulation
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4.1 Introduction

Using the same unique store- and product-level panel scanner data set of weekly sales data and a
quasi-experimental setup described in the introduction and Chapter Two, I started the analysis of
the FishWise Advisory by using a differences-in-differences identification strategy to estimate the
effect of the Advisory on seafood sales. I estimated the effect of the labels by comparing the
overall change in seafood sales from the pre-treatment to post-treatment period in the treatment
stores to the change in seafood sales from the pre-treatment to post-treatment period in the control
stores. I then dis-aggregated the impact depending on the label color and whether the seafood was
included on the list of low mercury content fisheries in order to shed insight into the
heterogeneous impacts of the Advisory. In this “reduced form analysis”, which I presented and
discussed in Chapter Two, I found some evidence that the Advisory led to a slight decline in
overall seafood sales (-15.5%, p<0.10). I found strong evidence that the sale of yellow-labeled
seafood significantly decreased (-31.3% to -34.9% depending on the specification, p<0.01). I
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no change in sales for green and red labeled seafood. Yellow
labeled products that were also low in mercury had the largest decrease in sales (-41.3%, p<0.05).

In Chapter Three, I developed a structural model in order to extend the reduced form analysis and
estimate consumers’ WTP for each label color as well as to assess own- and cross-price demand
elasticities of each of these product attributes. In Chapter Three, I used two types of discrete
choice models: homogeneous logit and mixed logit. The use of these discrete choice models
allowed me to decompose the product into a bundle of perceived attributes and to estimate
consumer demand for each of these attributes [e.g., 45, 73]. I defined the information provided by
the FishWise (both the traffic light labels and mercury information) as additional or differentiated
product attributes. In utilizing this approach to analyzing consumer’s valuation of seafood
sustainability and health information, I followed the literature on welfare estimations of new
product introductions [e.g., 12, 32, 57, 50].

Conventional use of logit and mixed logit models relies on data about an individual’s choices.
The researcher typically observes the product chosen by an individual, infers that this product was
chosen because it offered the highest utility for that individual from among all the options in the
choice set, and by observing a large number of choices by many individuals, can estimate the
contribution towards total utility of each product characteristic. In the case of the FishWise
Advisory, however, the Retailer’s scanner data aggregated sales data by product for an entire
week in each store. In this data set, which is typical of supermarket scanner data1, individual
consumer’s choices are only captured in the sense that the sum of all these decisions determines
the market share of each product. This market-level data created significant complications, some
having to do with the specific mathematical models and others having to do with questions of
endogeneity, which I addressed in my choice of models (the reader is referred to Chapter Three
for a more extensive discussion of the discrete choice models used in this dissertation).

The results of the analysis using a structural model, which are described in Chapter Three, were
consistent with the reduced form analysis. Consumers had a negative WTP for both

1For this reason, loyalty card data, which often contains information at the level of individuals, can provide more
useful data. Unfortunately, the Retailer did not have a loyalty card program.
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yellow-labeled (-$0.155) and red-labeled (-$0.0872) seafood and were indifferent to
green-labeled seafood. Price elasticity of demand estimates using the structural model showed
that the traffic light labels significantly decrease the own-price demand elasticity of green-labeled
seafood (-2.27 to -1.81) and red-labeled seafood (-2.06 to -1.58) and only slightly of
yellow-labeled seafood (-1.99 to -1.89). Cross-price elasticities of demand were close to zero.

In this chapter, I use the structural model demand parameter estimates from Chapter Three in
order to understand how the scenario of selling only green- and yellow-labeled seafood would
impact the price and market share of green and yellow seafood. Although I do not do so in this
chapter, a modest extension of the analysis would permit the calculation of the welfare impact (in
the economic sense of change in consumer and producer surplus) of the FishWise Advisory and
of this alternative policy scenario. The motivation for using the model to simulate an alternative
policy scenario, versus conducting additional pilots in retail stores, is largely one of convenience.
In-store pilots are expensive and time-consuming2. If I can use the structural model from Chapter
Three to better understand how alternative policy scenarios might affect the sales of seafood
products, it would help FishWise Advisory to commit its resources to piloting only the most
promising in-store interventions.

I model the Retailer as a local monopolist seeking to maximize profit in seafood sales as a
function of product prices, product costs and the product characteristics. The partial derivatives of
this profit function with respect to each label color yields the first-order conditions for static price
optimization, which I invert to solve for the optimal prices and profit margin. I also outline how I
would use compensating variation to measure the change in consumer welfare from such a
scenario versus the current FishWise Advisory’s traffic light system.

Simulated prices are lower and market shares are higher for green-, yellow-, and red-labeled
seafood under the assumption that the Retailer is a profit-maximizing monopolist. The simulated
price of yellow-labeled seafood, for example, is $12.78 (s.e. = 0.0938) versus the $13.98 (s.e. =
0.1010) observed in the data set. The simulated share of yellow-labeled seafood is 0.75% (s.e. =
0.000) versus the 0.58% (s.e. = 0.010) observed in the data set (Table 4.1). Plots of the simulated
versus observed prices in each store-week combination (Figures 4.1 - 4.3) show that the local
monopolist model effectively replicates the pattern of prices in the observed data. Based on these
results, I use the profit-maximizing local monopolist model in the estimation of prices and market
shares in the policy simulation. The fact that the Retailer’s actual pricing is higher and the market
shares lower than the local monopolist model suggest that their pricing is not profit-maximizing;
however, a monopoly model will certainly be closer to this observed pricing than a model of the
Retailer as a perfectly competitive firm.

The policy simulation of no red seafood sales resulted in no change in the optimal price of
green-labeled seafood3. The price remained the same at $7.87 (s.e. = 0.1013 in policy simulation
and 0.1037 in base case) per pound. The optimal pricing for yellow seafood dropped significantly
to $9.65 (s.e. = 0.1436) per pound versus $13.15 (s.e. = 0.1187) per pound. Similarly, the market

2These pilots also require a retail partner willing to engage in the sorts of quasi-natural experiments outlined earlier
in this dissertation, which is often a non-trivial commitment for the retail partner. The difficulty in finding these retail
partners may be one reason why empirical evidence on the efficacy of eco-labels is so hard to find.

3Matlab code available in the appendices.
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share of green seafood remained essentially unchanged at 2.02% (s.e. = 0.000) versus 2.06% (s.e.
= 0.040). However, the optimal market share of yellow seafood increased significantly to 0.85%
(s.e. = 0.000) from 0.75% (s.e. = 0.010) (Table 4.2).

The use of the structural model to perform this scenario analysis demonstrates how such
structural models may be useful in refining a program such as the FishWise Advisory. In the
conclusion, I discuss several additional scenarios of likely interest to either the FishWise
Advisory or to seafood retailers. This policy scenario also suggests that, if pricing is adjusted
accordingly, the Retailer might be able to regain at least some, and perhaps all, of the loss in
profits from not selling red-labeled seafood through the increased sale of yellow-labeled seafood.
The full welfare analysis of the scenario would be necessary, however, to confirm this assertion.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 presents the experimental
setting and the data. Section 4.3 presents the store-level demand model. Section 4.4 presents the
policy simulation. Section 4.5 describes how the consumer and producer surplus would be
calculated, Section 4.6 presents the results of estimates of the welfare change under each policy
simulation, and Section 4.7 discusses these results and concludes.

4.2 Experimental Setting and Data

4.2.1 Experimental Setting

As in Chapters Two and Three, Chapter Four uses point of sales data from a regional US
supermarket retailer (the “Retailer”) that operates ten stores in the San Francisco Bay Area,
Northern California (Figure 1.12). In 2006, the Retailer partnered with a non-profit organization
named FishWise to provide consumers with information about the environmental sustainability
and healthiness of its fresh seafood products. Starting on May 17, the retailer piloted the
FishWise Advisory (the “Advisory”) for twelve weeks at two, randomly-chosen stores and then
fully implemented the Advisory at all stores on September 4. The gradual phase-in of the
program created a quasi-experimental setup with two treatment stores and eight control stores.

Chapter Two may be referenced for descriptive statistics of store characteristics for the ten stores
based on a twelve week pre-treatment period beginning on February 19, 2006 and ending on May
17, 2006 and a twelve week treatment period beginning on June 10, 2006 and ending on
September 3, 2006 (Table 2.1). Chapter Two also contains a variety of figures describing the
appearance of the Advisory in retail settings.

4.2.2 Data

The policy simulation in Chapter Four uses the structural model described in Chapter Three,
which may be referenced for the details of the structural model as well as some additional
descriptive statistics not included in Chapter Four (Table 3.4). I choose to use the parameter
estimates and to evaluate these policy scenarios over the time period in which there are both
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treatment and control stores. That is, the data set for the reduced form analysis spans a total of
twenty-eight weeks, twelve weeks prior to the treatment, twelve weeks during the treatment, and
a four-week phase-in period. The combination of the reduced form analysis and the strength of
this data give me greater confidence in the parameter estimates than does the longer time series.

4.3 Store-level Demand Model

4.4 Policy Simulation

4.4.1 Supply

To set up the policy simulation, I assume that Retailer is a local monopolist in seafood sales. This
assumption is consistent with a market in which the Retailer does not compete over seafood sales
with other retailers. To evaluate the validity of this assumption, I compare the predicted prices
and quantities from the supply model with the actual values observed in the data (Figures
4.1-4.3). I model the Retailer’s profit function for seafood as:

π = M
N∑

j=n

(pj − wj) sj(p1, ..., pN , X; θ)

Profit is a function of the product margin, product market share and the size of the market. In turn,
product share is a function of the prices of all products and product characteristics of each
product. In this function, M is the number of store visitors, X is a vector of product
characteristics, pjis the price of seafood color j (red, yellow or green), wjis the marginal cost of
seafood color j (red, yellow or green), sjis the market share of seafood color j, and
qj(p,X; θ) = Msj(p,X; θ). The Retailer’s objective function is to maximize profit, π, over all
colors of seafood:

MaxM

N∑

j=n

(pj − wj) sj(p1, ..., pN , X; θ)

The J first-order conditions (FOCs) for static price competition are obtained by setting the partial
derivative with respect to each label color equal to zero.

∂π

∂pJ
= sJ +

∑

i∈J

∂i

∂pj
(pj − wj) = 0 (4.1)
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To be explicit, for three label colors, these FOCs are therefore:

∂π

∂pR
= sR +

∂sR
∂pR

(pR − wR) +
∂sY
∂pR

(pY − wY ) +
∂sG
∂pR

(pG − wG) = 0

∂π

∂pY
= sY +

∂sR
∂pY

(pR − wR) +
∂sY
∂pY

(pY − wY ) +
∂sG
∂pY

(pG − wG) = 0

∂π

∂pG
= sG +

∂sR
∂pG

(pR − wR) +
∂sY
∂pG

(pY − wY ) +
∂sG
∂pG

(pG − wG) = 0

This system of equations can be inverted to solve for the profit margin, mj = pj − wj.

m = S(p,X; θ)−1s(p,X; θ) (4.2)

S is the matrix of own- and cross-price share derivatives that has elements of
∂si(p,X; θ)/∂sj(p,X; θ). mj , p, and s are the vectors of profit margins, prices and market shares.
Again, to be explicit, the inversion of this system of equations is.

pR − wR
pY − wY
pG − wG

=




∂sR
∂pR

∂sR
∂pY

∂sR
∂pG

∂sY
∂pR

∂sY
∂pY

∂sY
∂pG

∂sG
∂pR

∂sG
∂pY

∂sG
∂pG




−1 

sR
sY
sG




pi and si are calculated from the Retailer’s scanner data. The Retailer provided product costs, wi,
making it possible to directly estimate the product profit margin pi − wi. I calculate S using the
simulated individual-specific components of utility. I test my assumption that Retailer is a local
monopoly by comparing the observed prices in the data set with the simulated prices as well as by
comparing the pattern of simulated prices with those observed for each store-week. If the
observed prices are close to my estimated prices and the model accurately predicts the pattern of
prices in each store-week, then I have some confidence that my specification of the Retailer as a
local monopolist in seafood is reasonable.

pi, data = m̂i,model + ŵi,model (4.3)

where m̂i,model is the estimated margin and ŵi,model is the estimated cost.

Given the large standard errors associated with the demand parameter estimates from Chapter
Three (Table 3.1), it is important to recognize that the estimates of price and share in the policy
simulation are imprecise.
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4.4.2 Demand

4.4.3 Simulation

I use equation (4.2) to solve for the new equilibrium prices and quantities under the simulated
counter factual scenario of no sales of red seafood. The no red scenario in this chapter examines
the impact of not labeling red seafood - but still selling red seafood, a desire expressed by the
Retailer who is concerned that the red labels hurt their brand image. Although I leave additional
policy simulations for future work, I identified five other scenarios of potential interest to
FishWise and retailers using the FishWise Advisory: 1. no red seafood, 2. red label only, 3. green
label only, 4. tax on red, and 5. subsidy for green. The name, a short description and the rationale
for each of these scenarios is shown in Table 4.3.

4.5 Welfare Estimation

4.5.1 Consumer surplus

One additional extension, which is not done in the this dissertation, is to estimate the welfare
impact of the FishWise Advisory and to compare this welfare impact to other policy scenarios. In
order to calculate the welfare impact of the Advisory, after estimating the new equilibrium prices
and market shares for each scenario, I would use compensating variation to measure changes in
consumer welfare for the introduction of the FishWise labeling program as well as for
counter-factual scenarios such as no red seafood sales. Compensating variation is the dollar
amount a consumer would need to receive in order to be just indifferent between the equilibrium
with the FishWise labels and the equilibrium without the labels, or alternatively, with the
FishWise labels versus some other counter-factual simulation such as only having green FishWise
labels [67]. Thus, for consumers buying seafood, it is the dollar amount a seafood consumer in
the base scenario of no FishWise labels would need to be compensated at the new equilibrium
price with labels to achieve the original standard of living.

One issue that this approach to estimating consumer surplus raises is: what if consumers’
preferences are transitory? For example, a consumer might be trying to impress a friend on the
day he purchased a particular color seafood, or alternatively, might have just seen a movie such as
The Cove about the inhumane treatment and slaughter of dolphins and be temporarily more
sensitive to the labels than normal. In order to identify these transitory preferences and isolate
their impact on consumer surplus, I would need a long-term, panel data set at the level of
individuals. This data set might be possible to obtain if I could convince a retailer to provide
loyalty card data; however, the majority of scanner data is already aggregated at the store-week
level as is the case with the FishWise Advisory.

The change in consumer surplus (CS) is estimated by simulating restricted choice sets and
comparing the CS in the unrestricted case to the CS in the restricted case. An individual
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consumer’s consumer surplus is the utility, in dollars, that the individual receives in a particular
choice situation. That is, an individual chooses the product from among the set of choices that
provides the greatest utility. Consumer surplus can therefore be defined as:

CSit =

(
1

αi

)
maxj (Uij ∀j) (4.4)

αi is the marginal utility of income, δUi/δYi, with Yi the income of person i. The division by αi
translates utility into dollars [? ]. The researcher, however, does not observe Uij and therefor
cannot use this expression to calculate the decision maker’s consumer surplus.

By way of explanation, in the case of random coefficients logit with market-level data [48], recall
that I model the utility of consumer i for product j as:

Uijm = δjm (pjm,Xjm,ξjm;α, βi, βxγ) + µijm (pjm,vi;σ) + εijm (4.5)

Uijm = [αj − βipjm +Xjmβx + γTjm + ξjm] + (σvipjm) + εijm (4.6)

αj is a product fixed effect capturing the intrinsic preference for product j. The price coefficient
βi is assumed to vary across consumers according to βi = β + σvi, vi ∼ N(0, 1), where β and σ
are parameters to be estimated. Thus, vi represents the individual’s simulated, unobserved,
character-specific taste shocks4.The shelf price of product j in market m is denoted by pjm, where
a market is defined as a store-week combination. I include store fixed effects and a time trend in
Xjm, and the corresponding parameters are in βx. The term ξjm accounts for attributes such as
shelf position that affect consumer utility, are observed by consumers and firms, but are not
observed by the researcher. Note that ξjmrepresents the average utility that all consumers obtain
from unobserved (by the researcher) attributes of product j in market m. In γc I measure
consumer’s average marginal utility for the FishWise label displayed on product j denoted by
Tjm, which corresponds to a matrix of dummy variables equal to one during the treatment period
in the treatment stores if the product is labeled a certain color and equal to zero otherwise.
Finally, εijt is an i.i.d. type I extreme value distributed error term capturing idiosyncratic
consumer preferences and random product characteristics.

Recall that the key step of the BLP approach to the problem of endogeneity is to separate utility
into a linear, non-random part that is common to all consumers, δjm, and a non-linear, random
part, µijm, that varies over consumers and allows for consumer heterogeneity in the price
response. In practical terms, the BLP approach moves the source of endogeneity, ξjm, into the
linear portion of utility through the use of a constant for each product in each market such that
standard instrumental variables estimation can be directly applied. If I can obtain a consistent
estimate of δjm, which I do by inverting the market shares and iterating to find the δjm that
equates the observed and estimated market shares, then I can identify ξjm. Unfortunately, as the
researcher, I am still unable to directly observe utility because of εijm.

4As I discussed in Chapter Three, if demographic information on the consumer is available, an additional term may
be included to represent observed taste heterogeneity [49].
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Let Vijm = δjm (pjm,Xjm,ξjm;α, βi, βxγ) + µijm (pjm,vi;σ). I observe or simulate the components
of Vjm and know the distribution of the remaining portion of utility. Using this information, I am
able to calculate the expected consumer surplus for consumer i as (for convenience, I drop the
subscript m, which reflects that this value is for a particular market):

E(CSi) =
1

Ns
E [maxj (Vij + εij ∀j)] (4.7)

The expectation is over all possible values of εij . Following Small and Rosen [67] and Train [? ],
if each εij is iid extreme value and utility is linear in income5, this expectation can be estimated as:

E(CSi) =
1

αi
ln

(
J∑

j=1

eVij

)
+ C (4.8)

In order to calculate the change in consumer surplus resulting from the FishWise labeling change,
I calculate the expected consumer surplus before and after the change and difference the two
results:

∆CS =
1

Ns

[
Ns∑

i=1

1

αi

[
ln

(
J1∑

j=1

eV
1
ij

)
− ln

(
J0∑

j=1

eV
0
ij

)]]
(4.9)

The superscripts 1 and 0 refer to after and before the change. In this formulation, I am able to
change the number of seafood alternatives (e.g. remove seafood products) and change the
attributes of seafood alternatives (e.g. remove the red label). The unknown constant C, which
represents the fact that the absolute level of utility cannot be measured, is the same before and
after the change and thus can be ignored in the estimation of the change in consumer surplus.

4.5.2 Producer surplus

In a similarly modest extension of the current chapter, I would use the new equilibrium prices,
p1j, to estimate the change in profits for the Retailer under the counter factual scenario of no red
seafood sales.

πj(p1j,wj; θ)− πj(p0j, wj; θ)

where p0j is the original set of prices and p1j is the new set of prices. The sum over all seafood
colors yields the total change in producer surplus.

∑

j

[πj(p1j,wj; θ)− πj(p0j, wj; θ)] (4.10)

5The implication of utility being linear in income is that αi is constant with respect to income.
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4.6 Results

The first step of the policy simulation was to validate whether it is a reasonable assumption to
model the Retailer’s seafood sales as a local monopoly. The evidence to substantiate this claim
can be found in Table 4.1 and Figures 4.1-4.3. Table 4.1 contains a comparison of simulated
prices and market shares versus the observed prices and market shares. For the three colors of
seafood, simulated prices are lower and simulated shares are higher than those observed in the
Retailer’s scanner data. These differences are highly statistically significant, as results of a simple
t-test for the difference in means demonstrates. The simulated price of green seafood is $7.57
versus the $9.80 observed. The simulated price of yellow seafood is $12.78 versus the $13.98
observed. The simulated price of red seafood is $9.39 versus the $11.49 observed. The simulated
share of green seafood is 2.06% versus the 1.85% observed. The simulated share of yellow
seafood is 0.75% versus the 0.58% observed. The simulated share of red seafood is 1.09% versus
the 0.71% observed.

Table 4.1: Simulated Versus Actual Prices and Shares
Color Obs Orig. price ($) Std error Sim. price ($) Std error pr (T>t)
Green 240 9.80 0.0795 7.57 0.0760 0.0000

Yellow 240 13.98 0.1010 12.78 0.0938 0.0000
Red 240 11.49 0.0862 9.39 0.0939 0.0000

Orig. share (%) Std error Sim. share (%) Std error pr (T>t)
Green 240 1.85% 0.04% 2.06% 0.00% 0.0000

Yellow 240 0.58% 0.01% 0.75% 0.00% 0.0000
Red 240 0.71% 0.01% 1.09% 0.00% 0.0000

Table 4.1 contains a comparison of the simulated versus actual prices and market shares for each
color of seafood.

Figures 4.1-4.3 show contain plots of the simulated versus actual pricing for each color seafood
for each store and week (N=240) under the assumption that the Retailer is a local monopolist.
The differences in the simulated and actual pricing summarized in Table 4.1 can be seen in these
figures. Of note, for all three colors, the simulated estimates of price essentially replicate the
pattern observed in the actual prices. That is, while the numbers differ in magnitude, the model
replicates deviations in price relatively well.
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Figure 4.1: Simulated Versus Actual Pricing for Green Seafood
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Figure 4.1 contains a plot of the simulated versus actual pricing for green seafood during the pre-
treatment and treatment periods for each store and week (N=240) under the assumption that the
Retailer is a local monopolist.
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Figure 4.2: Simulated Versus Actual Pricing for Yellow Seafood
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Figure 4.2 contains a plot of the simulated versus actual pricing for yellow seafood during the pre-
treatment and treatment periods for each store and week (N=240) under the assumption that the
Retailer is a local monopolist.
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Figure 4.3: Simulated Versus Actual Pricing for Red Seafood
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Figure 4.3 contains a plot of the simulated versus actual pricing for red seafood during the pre-
treatment and treatment periods for each store and week (N=240) under the assumption that the
Retailer is a local monopolist.

While there is a statistically significant differences between simulated and observed prices and
shares, these results taken together suggest that the local monopoly model is a reasonable
approximation of the Retailer’s seafood market. The most obvious alternative, a perfect
competition model is likely to simulate even lower prices and higher market shares. Although I
do not do it in this dissertation, a sensitivity analysis could be done to determine the extent to
which model of the competitive structure of the industry affects the simulated prices and shares.

The next step of the policy simulation was to run the policy simulation of the Retailer not selling
any red seafood. Table 4.2 contains a comparison of the simulated prices and market shares for
green and yellow seafood in the policy scenario of no red seafood being sold. The original price
and share refer to the simulated price and share when all three colors of seafood are sold. Note
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that these figures are only for the treatment period, which is the period of time during which the
Retailer had implemented the Advisory.

Table 4.2: Simulated Prices and Shares With No Red Seafood
Color Obs Orig. price ($) Std error Sim. price ($) Std error pr (T>t)
Green 240 7.87 0.1037 7.87 0.1013 0.3538

Yellow 240 13.15 0.1187 9.65 0.1436 0.0000
Orig. share (%) Std error Sim. share (%) Std error pr (T>t)

Green 240 2.06% 0.04% 2.02% 0.00% 0.2163
Yellow 240 0.75% 0.01% 0.85% 0.00% 0.0000

Table 4.2 contains a comparison of the simulated prices and market shares for green and yellow
seafood in the policy scenario of no red seafood being sold. The original price and share refers to
the simulated price and share when all three colors of seafood are sold. Note that these figures are
only for the treatment period when the Retailer was using the Advisory.

Not selling red seafood did not affect the optimal price of green seafood, whose price remained
constant at $7.87 per pound. However, not selling red seafood caused the optimal pricing for
yellow seafood to drop significantly from $13.15 to $9.65. Similarly, the market share of green
seafood remained essentially unchanged. However, the market share of yellow seafood increased
significantly from 0.75% to 0.85%.

4.7 Conclusion and discussion

These results suggest that if the Retailer were to eliminate the sale of red-labeled seafood, it
would have essentially no impact on the sale of green-labeled seafood. If the Retailer were to stop
selling red-labeled seafood and to price its remaining seafood products in order to maximize
profits, optimal pricing for yellow-labeled seafood would go down and the optimal market share
of yellow-labeled seafood would go up. In fact, optimal pricing would have the price of
yellow-labeled seafood dropping by 8.6% and the market share of yellow-labeled seafood
increasing by 13.3%.

The relative gain in market share as compared to the drop in price means that the Retailer would
be able to gain at least some, and perhaps all, of the loss in profits from not selling red-labeled
seafood through the increased sale of yellow-labeled seafood. Additional research is warranted to
determine what portion of the share gain for yellow-labeled seafood is from consumers who had
previously purchased red-labeled seafood and what portion of the share gain is from new
purchasers of yellow-labeled seafood.

These two results - no change in the optimal price of green and a significant drop in the optimal
price of yellow - are supported by the price elasticity estimates for red-, yellow- and green-labeled
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seafood obtained in Chapter Three. The own-price elasticity of demand for yellow-labeled
seafood was higher than the elasticity for either green- or red-labeled seafood (-1.89 versus -1.81
and -1.58 respectively), which may help to explain why the price of yellow-labeled seafood
dropped so significantly in order to maximize profits.

The calculation of the change in consumer and producer surplus is needed in order to quantify the
overall welfare impact of not selling red seafood. Section Four contains an explanation for how to
do this, and the appendix contains an initial version of the matlab code required to conduct this
analysis.
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Table 4.3: Description and Rationale for Alternative Policy Simulations

Name Description Rationale
1. No red label

FishWise labels on green and
yellow seafood. Retailer sells
red seafood.

In interviews, Retailer
objected to use of a red label,
which they viewed as hurting
their brand.

2. Red label only
FishWise labels on red
seafood. Retailer sells green,
yellow and red seafood.

Labeling only one color
seafood would be simpler for
seller and buyer. In case of
only one color label, question
of whether to label red or
green seafood.

3. Green label only
FishWise labels on green
seafood. Retailer sells green,
yellow and red seafood.

In case of only one color
label, question of whether to
label green or red seafood.

4. Red tax
Ad valorem tax on red
seafood price.

Government could use
economic policy to
discourage production of
most unsustainable seafood.

5. Green subsidy
Ad valorem subsidy for green
seafood.

Government could use
economic policy to stimulate
demand for most sustainable
seafood.

Table 4.3 shows several policy simulations of likely interest to seafood retailers and the FishWise
Advisory. This chapter does not analyze these five scenarios.

In addition to conducting the welfare analysis, a variety of policy scenarios are of likely interest to
Retailers. Table 4.3 lists five additional policy scenarios identified as being of particular interest
to Retailers during this research. One scenario is to include selling but not labeling red seafood. A
retailer would put labels on green and yellow seafood. The rationale for this approach is that the
Retailer felt that they needed to sell red seafood, at least until the supplies of green and yellow
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seafood increased, but that the red label hurt the brand image. A second scenario is to only label
red seafood. The retailer would continue to sell green and yellow seafood, but labeling only one
color of seafood would be simpler for both the buyer and the seller. If only labeling one color
seafood, it raises the question of whether to label the seafood the FishWise Advisory most wants
consumers to avoid buying or whether it is better to label the seafood the Advisory most would
like to see consumers purchasing. Thus, the third scenario is to label only green seafood. A fourth
scenario evaluates non-labeling ways to promote or discourage seafood consumption. The fourth
scenario is to assess an ad valorem tax on red seafood, which would increase the price of those
products. Finally, a fifth scenario would be to provide an ad valorem subsidy for green seafood.

Chapter Four has demonstrated the useful of a structural model for exploring alternative program
designs. These structural models, as has been discussed, contain strong assumptions. It is
important to understand these assumptions, and more importantly, to view the sorts of policy
scenarios discussed in this chapter as an indication of what the treatment effect might be on the
variable of interest. In the case of the FishWise Advisory, as will be the case with many empirical
studies, the final step is to test the hypotheses generated by these models through field studies.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
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The results of the analysis presented in this dissertation suggest that eco-labels hold some promise
as a conservation tool, but also highlight the concomitant risk of placing too much confidence in
the persuasiveness of eco-labels to alter consumer behavior, and in turn, to reduce the damage
inflicted on natural ecosystems by the seafood industry. In this case study, consumers did respond
to the FishWise Advisory eco-label. The observed effect was the result of more than simple
publicity; red, yellow and green labels had differential effects on seafood sales. However, while
eco-labels may hold some potential as a conservation tool, this case study also suggests that they
change household consumption patterns only in some cases and under some circumstances.
Researchers and practitioners have considerable work ahead of them in order a) to better
understand these circumstances, b) to design more effective eco-labels, and c) to identify the most
appropriate tool for the situation. While there are likely to be some circumstances in which an
eco-label is the most appropriate implement for affecting change, other market-based forms of
regulation and even traditional forms of regulation will surely have their place in the
conservationist’s toolkit.

One implication of this research is that conservation organizations and other groups seeking to
reduce overfishing need a much better understanding of whether and when eco-labels achieve
their goals before continuing to rely so heavily changing household consumption patterns as a
primary conservation tool for wild fisheries. As a complement to any consumer-focused efforts,
conservation organizations may want to explore other types of market-based interventions, such
as company boycotts; work with governments to enact regulations that would make labels more
effective, such as common standards and requirements for information disclosure; and continue to
use traditional forms of regulation, such as catch limits and protected areas.

The following pages summarizes the key results of the analysis and offer some additional detail
related to the concluding remarks and recommendations briefly introduced in Chapter One.
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5.1 Summary of key results

Table 5.1: Summary of Key Results - Part I

Question Hypotheses Results of analysis

Q1: What is the effect of the
Advisory on overall seafood
sales and on seafood sales of
each color label?

–>H1.1: The Advisory will
have no overall effect on
seafood sales.
–>H1.2: The Advisory will
have heterogeneous effects
based on the color of the pin
tag label: sales of
green-labeled seafood will
increase, sales of red-labeled
seafood will decrease, and
sales of yellow-labeled
seafood will remain constant.
–>H1.3 The effect of the
health information will
depend on the color of the
label: seafood products that
are both green and listed as
low in mercury will have the
greatest increase in sales.

–> Slight decline in overall
seafood sales (-15.5%,
p<0.10).
–> Yellow-labeled seafood
sales significantly decreased
(-31.3% to -34.9% depending
on the specification, p<0.01).
Green- and red-labeled
seafood sales did not change.
–> Yellow-labeled products
on the mercury safe list had
the largest sales decline
(-41.3%, p<0.05).

Q2: How much are
consumers are willing to pay
for an environmentally
sustainable seafood label?

–>H2: Consumers’
willingness to pay for an
environmentally sustainable
seafood label will be positive
for green-labeled seafood and
negative for red-labeled
seafood. Consumers’
willingness to pay for
yellow-labeled seafood will
be lower than green-labeled
seafood and greater than
red-labeled seafood (could be
either positive or negative).

–> Consumers had a negative
WTP for both yellow labels
(-$0.155) and red labels
(-$0.0872) seafood and were
indifferent to green labels.
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Table 5.3: Summary of Key Results - Part II

Question Hypotheses Results of analysis

Q3: What is the effect of the
FishWise Advisory on own-
and cross-price elasticity of
demand for each color
seafood?

–>H3.1: The Advisory will
reduce the own-price demand
elasticity for green seafood
and increase it for yellow and
red seafood.
–>H3.2: The Advisory will
have no impact on the
cross-price elasticities of
demand for each color of
seafood.

–> The FishWise Advisory
labels significantly decreased
the own-price demand
elasticity of green-labeled
seafood (-2.27 to -1.81) and
red-labeled seafood (-2.06 to
-1.58) and only slightly for
yellow-labeled seafood (-1.99
to -1.89).
–>Cross-price elasticities of
demand were essentially zero
and remained virtually
unchanged.

Q4: What is the effect of a
policy of not selling
red-labeled seafood on the
prices and market share of
green- and yellow-labeled
seafood?

–>H4: The price of
yellow-labeled seafood will
decrease and the market share
of yellow-labeled seafood
will increases; no change in
price or market share of
green-labeled seafood.

–> The optimal price of
green-labeled seafood
remained the same at $7.87
(s.e. = 0.1013 in policy
simulation and 0.1037 in base
case) per pound. The optimal
price for yellow -labeled
seafood dropped significantly
to $9.65 (s.e. = 0.1436) per
pound versus $13.15 (s.e. =
0.1187) per pound. Similarly,
the market share of green
seafood remained essentially
unchanged at 2.02% (s.e. =
0.000) versus 2.06% (s.e. =
0.040). The optimal market
share of yellow-labeled
seafood increased
significantly to 0.85% (s.e. =
0.000) from 0.75% (s.e. =
0.010).
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5.2 Conclusions and recommendations

5.2.1 Conclusions

This section provides an extended version of the conclusions and recommendations that were first
presented in Chapter One. The first sub-section lists a few of the most relevant conclusions. The
following subsections list a number of recommendations. These latter subsections are divided into
recommendations for the FishWise Advisory, general recommendations for consumer-focused
approaches, recommendations for market-based approaches, and recommendations for
government regulations and policy makers. As with all the results of this research, it is important
to re-iterate that these conclusions and recommendations are based on the experience of the
FishWise Advisory at a single retailer in a specific geography in the United States. Additional
research is necessary to determine whether the results of this study are more broadly applicable
for other retailers and regions.

1. A traffic light system using red, yellow and green labels system may not be as effective as
desired at providing a market-based incentive to sell more green-labeled and less
red-labeled seafood. For the case of the FishWise Advisory at this Retailer, I observe a
negative WTP for red- and yellow-labeled seafood and a decline in sales of yellow-labeled
seafood. From the standpoint of environmental sustainability, the overall decrease in sales
of seafood is a positive. Moreover, from the perspective of environmental sustainability, a
decline in the sale of yellow-labeled seafood is actually good. It might be that NGOs have
done as much as they can with mainstream consumers who will not stop eating red-labeled
seafood, and so it is good that they are reducing the sale of “caution” seafood. The impact
on yellow sales could provide an incentive for retailers to avoid sourcing yellow-labeled
seafood. However, this particular pattern of effects is likely to send a weaker signal to
producers than if the sales of green-labeled seafood had increased. Moreover, unless it is
possible to offset the lower sales with higher prices, the overall decline in sales as a result of
the labels could ultimately become a barrier to widespread adoption of such a labeling
program.

2. On average, consumers do not value an environmental sustainability label. This finding is
consistent with the literature that people have a higher propensity to avoid a bad outcome
than they do to pursue a good outcome.

3. Eco-labels are likely to change household consumption only in some cases under some
circumstances. Those cases and circumstances are poorly understood. Industry structure
(e.g. competitive pricing versus monopoly pricing), the availability of acceptable product
information and the availability of health-related information are three factors identified in
this dissertation as having some influence on the effectiveness of eco-labels. For example,
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monopoly firms are likely to benefit more than competitive firms from the implementation
of an eco-labeling program. In an uncompetitive market, monopoly retailers may be able to
adjust their pricing to extract a price premium for seafood labeled as environmentally
sustainable.

4. Health information appears to be particularly valuable for consumers, and is potentially
more valuable than environmental sustainability information. Despite how hard it must
have been for consumers shopping at this Retailer to match health information with
products (list provided separately from the products and seafood names did not all match),
yellow-labeled seafood that was high in mercury had the greatest decline in sales, and
conversely, green-labeled seafood low in mercury had the greatest increase in sales.

5.2.2 Recommendations for the FishWise Advisory

1. Perform additional research of other labeling schemes to find one that has the desired effect
of increasing the sales of green-labeled seafood and decreasing the sales of red-labeled
seafood. Variations to consider would be to reduce the amount of information on the pin tag
label, to include descriptive terms for each color on the pin tag label, to use a binary
check/no check system on the pin tag rather than a three color system, to use a two-color
label system (green and red), and to use a one-color labeling system (green or red only).

2. Include health information on the pin tag. Providing health-related information such as
mercury content is a secondary priority for FishWise; however, this and other health-related
information may be the first priority for many consumers.

3. Replicate this study over longer time frames. Experience with seat belts, smoking
advisories and recycling initiatives indicate that it may take many years for people to
change their behaviors. In the case of seafood, consumers may need to see a labeling
schema multiple times before they change their behavior.

4. Establish standard data collection procedures and data sharing agreements at all retailers
implementing the FishWise Advisory. Creating a standard protocol for data collection
would help make much more of this data available for analysis by FishWise.

5. Shift at least some of the organization’s focus upstream to wholesalers and distributors and
horizontally to restaurants. These purchasing departments for these organizations may have
more time and resources than a busy consumer to incorporate environmental sustainability
information into procurement decisions.

5.2.3 Recommendations for market-based approaches

1. Invest in evidence-based labeling programs and share results and data as widely as possible.
The design of labeling programs should incorporate testable, metrics-driven objectives (e.g.
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percentage improvement in a particular fishery, or adoption/retirement of a particular
fishing practice).

2. Focus on change across the entire value chain. It is important to more tightly link changes
in consumption patterns to fundamental alterations in the global seafood supply chain.
Some of the largest retailers (Wal-Mart), restaurants, and food distributors who may have
sophisticated procurement systems and also be more vulnerable to consumer pressure.

3. Invest in a wide range of consumer-focused approaches. Eco-labels are just one, relatively
untested, tool for using the purchasing power of consumers to mitigate the effects of
overfishing. Conservation groups aiming to reduce over-fishing in the near term should
invest efforts in the full range of consumer-focused campaigns, such as product boycotts
and buycotts and educational campaigns.

4. Eliminate market distortions, such as subsidies on fuel and boat construction, so that the
pricing of wild seafood reflects its true costs to society.

5.2.4 Recommendations for government regulators and policy makers

1. Continue to use traditional forms of regulation to address the fishing crisis such as
government regulation, which has had some clear successes (e.g. marine protected areas).

2. Continue to work with national and international organizations to promote global practices
and standards for the extraction of marine resources.

3. Mandate information disclosure of fishing practices.

4. Create and enforce uniform labeling standards.

5. Sponsor research to identify the most effective labels, and act as or create an (anonymous)
information clearinghouse to share the results of industry research.
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Chapter 6

Appendix A: STATA Code for Reduced
Form Analysis
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6.1 Overview

This appendix contains the STATA software code for the reduced form model in Chapter Two. I
used both STATA 10 for data preparation, statistical analysis and optimization modeling.

This code includes the data cleaning and regression analysis.

6.2 Data cleaning

These STATA .do files take the raw data downloaded from the Retailer’s internal database, fills in
the missing data where appropriate, re-formats it for use in the statistical analysis, validates the
results, merges several years of data, appends additional information, and adds some summary
statistics - all to get the data ready for regression analysis.

STATA .do files: FW Formatseatab, FW Validateseatab, FW Merge, FW Append, FW Merge
Traffic Demographics, and FW Regression Data.

6.2.1 FW Formatseatab.do

log close

clear

/*FishWise Import and Format Raw Andronicos Data**

Latest update on January 23, 2009 by Eric Hallstein

This file takes the original Andronicos data that

has been downloaded by week from Pivotlink, imports it

into Stata and then formats the data, including filling in missing rows*/

*to change to laptop users

*global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\

Energy and Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

*cd "$da"

*to change to desktop users

global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\My Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\

Energy and Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

cd "$db"

set mem 600m

set matsize 1000
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set more off, permanently

log using seatab2006format.log, replace

*Import original Andronicos Seatab data from excel csv file

*insheet using "Seatab Sales Weekly 2006 Apr-July Downloaded 1-22-2009.csv" // for diff-in-diff

insheet using "Seatab Sales Weekly 0506 Downloaded 1-22-2009.csv" // to establish control
stores and placebo

*insheet using "Seatab 2006 Seafood.csv" // for the full year timeframe

*drop some variables

drop csallamt

drop aed

drop asd

drop unitallamt

drop tare

drop regprpm

drop cixcscost

drop cixunitcost

drop itmstatus

drop override

drop regpr

drop curpr

drop salesgm

drop netuncost

drop futpr

drop totstrcost

drop fsd

drop tagtype

drop tagqty

drop storecount

drop itemsize

drop case_size

*rename variables

rename storeno stno
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rename cweek week

rename upcno upc

rename cpsd promosd

rename cped promoed

rename qtysold totalunits

rename sales totalsales

rename regprea regpr

rename curprea curpr

rename futprea futpr

rename desc description

*fill in missing values

replace stno = stno[_n-1] if stno >= .

*Convert week dates in text format to numerical values

rename week week_text

gen week=date(week_text,"MDY")

order week week_text

*drop week_text

rename promosd promosd_text

rename promoed promoed_text

gen promosd=date(promosd_text,"MDY")

gen promoed=date(promoed_text,"MDY")

drop promosd_text

drop promoed_text

rename fpsd fpsd_text

gen fpsd=date(fpsd_text,"MDY")

drop fpsd_text

*convert text to numerical values for totalunits, salesgm

destring(totalunits), ignore(",") replace

destring(totalsales), ignore(",") replace

*convert numerical to text variables

replace upc = upc[_n-1] if upc >= .
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tostring(upc), replace format(%16.0g)

*separate class and names into separate numbers and names columns

split class, p(" - ") destring

split line, p(" - ") destring

drop class

drop line

rename class1 classcode

rename class2 classname

rename line1 linecode

rename line2 linename

*reorder the existing variables usefully

order stno week week_text upc description classcode classname linecode

linename itemsz uom scale packsz casesz itemcount regpr curpr curprpm curprtype casessold
totalunits totalsales promosd promoed

*fill in missing values for variables

replace week = week[_n-1] if week >= .

replace week_text=week_text[_n-1] if missing(week_text)

replace classcode = classcode[_n-1] if classcode >= .

replace linecode = linecode[_n-1] if linecode >= .

replace classname = classname[_n-1] if missing(classname)

replace linename = linename[_n-1] if missing(linename)

tostring(classcode), replace

tostring(linecode), replace

*assign variable labels for clarity

label variable week "Week"

label variable stno "Store number"

label variable upc "UPC"

label variable description "Description"

label variable classcode "Product class code"

label variable classname "Product class name"

label variable linecode "Product line code"

label variable linename "Product line name"
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label variable regpr "Regular price"

label variable promosd "Promotion start date"

label variable promoed "Promotion end date"

label variable totalunits "Total units"

label variable totalsales "Total sales"

*resort the order by store number

sort stno week

*save 2006aprjulyaseatabformatted.dta, replace

save 0506seatabformatted.dta, replace // for control stores and placebo

*save 2006seatabformatted.dta, replace // for longer time series

6.2.2 FW Validateseatab.do

log close clear

/*FishWise import and validates formatted data from Andronicos Latest update on January 23,
2009 by Eric Hallstein

This file takes the original Andronicos data that has been downloaded and formatted by week
from seatab, imports it into Stata and then validates the data. Drops observations missing upc
codes as well as any product not sold at the counter (only keeps upc codes starting with 20 and
drops the rest, which are generally products sold in the freezer section*/

*laptop *global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\

Energy and Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\

Seatab\" *cd "$da" *desktop global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\

My Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources Group\

PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\" cd "$db"

set mem 600m set matsize 1000 set more off, permanently

log using seatab2006validate.log, replace

*Import formatted data, previously created using format.do *use 2006seatabformatted.dta // for
longer time series *use 2006aprjulyaseatabformatted.dta // for difference-in-difference use
0506seatabformatted.dta // for control stores

*drop missing observations, negative sales values and missing UPC codes generate missing=0
foreach x of varlist totalunits-totalsales { replace missing=1 if ‘x’==. drop if missing==1 } drop
missing drop if upc == "" //need upc code to match to fW codes drop if totalsales<0 | totalunits<0
//negative values are returns drop if classname=="RETAILER FREEZER AND COOLER"

*check validity of regpr *list if regpr >=.|regpr <0 *assert regpr <. & regpr>=0
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*keep only fresh fish sold at seafood counter (e.g. only fish having a type2 UPC code) tostring
upc, replace generate type2=substr(upc,1,2) keep if type2=="20" drop type2

*extract plu from upc code generate plu=substr(upc,3,4) drop upc order stno week plu

*save 2006_seatabvalidated.dta, replace *save 2006mayjulyseatabvalidated.dta, replace save
0506seatabvalidated.dta, replace // for control stores

6.2.3 FW Merge.do

log close clear

/*Latest update on January 23, 2009 by Eric Hallstein This file takes merges the Fishwise data on
colorcodes and mercury content with the Andronicos Scanner data*/

*to change to laptop users *global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy
and Resources Group\

PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\" *cd "$da" *to change to desktop users
global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\My Documents\

Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From
Andronicos\Seatab\" cd "$db"

set mem 600m set matsize 1000 set more off, permanently

log using seatab2006merge.log, replace

*import and save FishWise data file insheet using "FW Price List Final v3.csv" tostring plu,
replace sort plu save FWpricelist, replace

clear *use 2006seatabvalidated.dta *use 2006mayjulyseatabvalidated.dta use
0506seatabvalidated.dta

*merge with colorcode information from FWpricelist sort plu order plu stno week description
merge plu using FWpricelist, keep(color_2008 color_2006 prod_method catch_method coo
low_mercury) sort nokeep uniqusing drop _merge order stno week week_text plu regpr curpr
curprtype

description color_2006 color_2008 prod_method catch_method coo low_mercury sort plu
color_2006

*save allstores2006aprjulymerged.dta, replace *save allstores2006merged.dta, replace //

full data set save allstores0506merged.dta, replace // for controls and placebos

6.2.4 FW Append

log close clear
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/*GENERATE FINAL DATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS Recoding of fish classes,
conversion of data formats, generation of promo dummy Limit data set to PLUs sold in period 1
and period 2 in the control and treatment stores Latest update: February 18, 2009 Eric Hallstein*/

*to change to laptop users global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\

Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources Group\PhD\Research\

FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

cd "$da" *to change to desktop users *global db="c:\Documents and Settings\

Eric\My Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources Group\

PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\" *cd "$db"

set mem 600m set matsize 1000 set more off, permanently

log using seatab2006regressiondata.log, replace

*Import data * use allstores2006aprjulymerged.dta, replace use allstores2006_merged.dta, replace

append using "allstores2007_merged.dta"

save seatabappended_20062007.dta, replace

6.2.5 FW Merge Traffic Demographics

log close clear

/*GENERATE FINAL DATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS Recoding of fish classes,
conversion of data formats, generation of promo dummy Limit data set to PLUs sold in period 1
and period 2 in the control and treatment stores Latest update: February 18, 2009 Eric Hallstein*/

*to change to laptop users global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy
and Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\" cd "$da" *to
change to desktop users *global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\My
Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\

Energy and Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\" *cd "$db"

set mem 600m set matsize 1000 set more off, permanently

log using seatabmergedemographics.log, replace

insheet using "Store Traffic 3-8-2009.csv" drop v* sort stno week save traffic.dta, replace drop
week_text

clear use regressiondata20062007_seatab.dta order stno week sort stno week

merge stno week using traffic, keep(traffic) nokeep uniqusing drop _merge order stno week traffic

replace traffic = traffic[_n-1] if traffic >= .
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6.2.6 FW Regression Data.do

*log close

clear

/*GENERATE FINAL DATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS - MERGES DUPLICATES OF
STNO WEEK AND PLU (WHICH

TYPICALLY IS BECAUSE OF TWO DIFFERENT PRICE POINTS DURING A WEEK AS
RESULT OF A SALE)

Recoding of fish classes, conversion of data formats, generation of promo dummy

Limit data set to PLUs sold in period 1 and period 2 in the control and treatment stores.

Need to run entire file - generating interactions with class the time and treatment -

to run the spec1 regressions.

Latest update: April 2, 2010 Eric Hallstein*/

*to change to laptop users

global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources Group\

PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

cd "$da"

*to change to desktop users

*global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\My Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and
Resources Group\

PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

*cd "$db"

set mem 600m

set matsize 1000

set more off, permanently

*log using seatab2006regressiondata.log, replace

*Import data

* use allstores2006aprjulymerged.dta, replace

use allstores2006_merged.dta, replace

*drop observations that do not have FishWise color code

drop if missing(color_2006)

drop if color_2006=="."

drop if missing(curprtype)
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drop if regpr>=.|curpr>=.

*drop unnecessary variables

drop promosd - fpsd

drop curprpm

*recode "RAW PRAWNS" and "MISC SHRIMP" to "SHRIMP" and recode "FRSH/FZN FIN
FISH" to "WHOLE FIN FISH"

destring(classcode), replace

keep if !missing(classcode)

recode classcode (2220=2200) (2230=2200)

replace classname="SHRIMP" if classname=="RAW PRAWNS"|classname=="MISC SHRIMP"

recode classcode (2320=2310)

replace classname="WHOLE FIN FISH" if classname=="FRSH / FZN FIN FISH"

destring plu, replace

replace classcode = 2240 if plu==9081|plu==9082

replace classname="SHELLFISH" if plu==9081|plu==9082

replace classcode = 2200 if plu==9074|plu==9075|plu==9076|plu==9077|plu==9078|

plu==9079|plu==9080|plu==9083

replace classname="SHRIMP" if plu==9074|plu==9075|plu==9076|plu==9077|plu==9078|

plu==9079|plu==9080|plu==9083

*drop shellfish from the analysis

drop if classcode==2240

*drop 8 data points corresponding to SPC code for the current pricing type

drop if curprtype=="SPC"

*drop zeros in total units and total sales (do I need to do this?)

drop if totalunits==0|totalsales==0

*generate discount percentage

generate discount=(regpr-curpr)/regpr

*convert all package sizes to a standard measure

drop if uom=="EA"

*drop all fields not used

drop color_2008 regpr uom scale packsz casesz itemcount casessold

drop linecode classname itemsz linename
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*add code here for converting sales type to numbers

generate ptype=0

replace ptype=1 if curprtype=="SAL"

drop curprtype

*merge duplicates

*duplicates tag stno week plu, generate(dup)

collapse (sum) totalunits totalsales ptype (mean) discount curpr low_mercury classcode, by(stno
week week_text plu description color_2006 prod_method catch_method coo)

*create column showing month of data collected

generate month=month(week)

* order stno week week_text month

* sort week plu

*limit data set to range of analysis - note options

* drop if week<16879|week>=17019 // before March 19 or after July 30 (8 weeks)

drop if week<16851|week>=17047 // before February 19 or after September 3 (full length)

* drop if week<16907|week >= 16991 // before April 16 or after July 8 (4 weeks if 4 week
phase-in)

* drop if week<16921|week >= 16991 // before April 30 or after July 8 (4 weeks if 2 week
phase-in)

* drop if week >=16949 & week < 16963 // between May 29 and June 10 (2 week phase-in
period)

drop if week >=16935 & week < 16963 // between May 17 and June 10 (4 week phase-in period)

* drop if week >=16935 // only use data before the phase-in period starting May 17

* two-week shift

* drop if week<16907|week >= 17005 // shift two weeks

* drop if week >=16935 & week < 16977 // 6 week phase-in

* four-week shift

* drop if week<16907|week >= 17019 // shift four weeks

* drop if week >=16935 & week < 16991 // 8 week phase-in

* six-week shift

* drop if week<16907|week >= 17033 // shift six weeks

* drop if week >=16935 & week < 17005 // 10 week phase-in
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* eight-week shift

* drop if week<16907|week >= 17047 // shift eight weeks

* drop if week >=16935 & week < 17019 // 12 week phase-in

*generate dummy variables for treatment and control stores and time*treatment interaction

generate treatmentdummy=0

replace treatmentdummy=1 if stno==5|stno==10

generate timedummy=0

replace timedummy=1 if week>=16963

*calculate actual price realized on the sale, net of returns

generate realp=totalsales/totalunits

*save as working file (for merging data later)

save working, replace

*Create table to be key for species sold in both periods

collapse (sum) totalsales totalunits, by(week stno color_2006 plu treatmentdummy timedummy)

order stno plu week

sort stno plu week

collapse (sum) totalsales totalunits, by(plu treatmentdummy timedummy)

collapse (sum) treatmentdummy timedummy, by(plu)

generate both=0

replace both=1 if timedummy==2 & treatmentdummy==2

save allperiods, replace

*merge data and drop all data for which species not sold in both periods

use working.dta

order plu

sort plu

merge plu using allperiods, keep(both) nokeep uniqusing

drop if both==0

drop both

drop _merge*

*create sale dummy variable

generate promo = 0
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replace promo=1 if ptype==1|ptype==2

*generate additional variables for regression

generate totalunitsoz=totalunits*16

generate ltotalunits=ln(totalunits)

generate ltotalunitsoz=ln(totalunitsoz)

generate ltotalsales=ln(totalsales)

generate lprice=ln(curpr) // note that this is official selling price, not real

generate lrealp=ln(realp) // calculated selling price net of returns

generate tt=treatmentdummy*timedummy

generate ttp=tt*lrealp

generate lptime=lrealp*timedummy

generate lptreat=lrealp*treatmentdummy

generate lptt=lrealp*tt

generate lppromo=lrealp*promo

generate lpdiscount=lrealp*discount

generate pricedisc=lrealp*discount

generate promotime=promo*timedummy

generate promotreat=promo*treatmentdummy

generate promott=promo*tt

generate promoprice=promo*lrealp

generate discountt = discount*timedummy

generate green=0

replace green=1 if color_2006=="G"

generate yellow=0

replace yellow=1 if color_2006=="Y"

generate red=0

replace red=1 if color_2006=="R"

generate rtreat=red*treatmentdummy

generate ytreat=yellow*treatmentdummy

generate gtreat=green*treatmentdummy

gen rtime=red*timedummy
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gen ytime=yellow*timedummy

gen gtime=green*timedummy

generate greentt=green*tt

generate yellowtt=yellow*tt

generate redtt=red*tt

generate greenttp=greentt*lrealp

generate yellowttp=yellowtt*lrealp

generate redttp=redtt*lrealp

generate redpr=red*lrealp

generate yellowpr=yellow*lrealp

generate greenpr=green*lrealp

xi, noomit i.classcode

generate shrlp=_Iclasscode_2200*lrealp

* generate shelp=_Iclasscode_2240*lrealp

generate sallp=_Iclasscode_2250*lrealp

generate sollp=_Iclasscode_2260*lrealp

generate hallp=_Iclasscode_2270*lrealp

generate catlp=_Iclasscode_2280*lrealp

generate codlp=_Iclasscode_2290*lrealp

* generate hawlp=_Iclasscode_2300*lrealp

generate finlp=_Iclasscode_2310*lrealp

generate mixlp=_Iclasscode_2330*lrealp

generate ssalp=_Iclasscode_2340*lrealp

*generate interactions between classcode and treatment period for table 1

rename classcode class

xi, noomit i.class

generate shrtt=_Iclass_2200*tt

* generate shltt=_Iclass_2240*tt

generate saltt=_Iclass_2250*tt

generate soltt=_Iclass_2260*tt

generate haltt=_Iclass_2270*tt
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generate cattt=_Iclass_2280*tt

generate codtt=_Iclass_2290*tt

generate fintt=_Iclass_2310*tt

generate mixtt=_Iclass_2330*tt

generate saladtt=_Iclass_2340*tt

*added in code to merge this dataset with the dataset created by the do file

*named "FW_label_characteristics"

*made this addition on February 8, 2010

order stno week week_text plu

sort stno week plu //problem somehow in sorting by stno WTF

merge stno week using FW_label_characteristics, uniqusing

drop _merge

*merge with FW_fish_percents

sort stno week

merge stno week using FW_fish_percents,uniqusing keep(p_fish_total p_fish_meat)

drop _merge

*convert color coding to numbers and set value to be eliminated in regression for colorcode and
classcode

encode(color_2006), generate(colorcode)

char colorcode[omit] 1 //green

*save regressiondata2006seatabaprjuly, replace

save regressiondata2006seatab_422010.dta, replace

*save regressiondata2006seatab_4122010.dta, replace

*save regressiondata2006seatab_balanced, replace

6.3 Regression analysis

These STATA .do files perform the regression analysis.

STATA .do files: FW fe.do, FW PooledOLS.do, FW fe robust.do.
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6.3.1 FW fe.do

*log close clear *log using FW_FixedEffects_28Mar2010.log, replace

/* FIXED EFFECTS WITH UNBALANCED PANEL, CLUSTERING AT THE STORE LEVEL

Rationale: Difference-in-difference analysis creating a panel and applying fixed effects. This is a
variationon pooled cross-sections, which we used for the original JEEM submission and which
still serves as a our primary econometric specification. These fe specifications are just robustness
checks (although we could switch this to being the primary approach).

I was concerned about the possibility of an unobserved individual effect (such as a buyer’s prior
about seafood) being correlated with one of the covariates (such as price or responsiveness to
discounting).

Although pooling the cross-sectional data should correct for these unobserved effects if I have the
right dummy variables, I would ideally like to have a dummy variable for each store and product
combination. Unfortunately, this number of dummy variables for the full 12 weeks of data in the
pre-treatment and treatment is computationally ridiculous, so the fe approach seemed like a good
alternative.

Note that I do not cluster in these fe regressions; although, the STATA web site has a long (and
basically unintelligible) discussion by Michael Anderson about the pros and cons of clustering -
however, if I do understand his point correctly, he isn’t sure of the answer of whether it is OK to
cluster with fixed effects.

Results: All five specifications, described below, show a statistically significant negative effect for
yellow-labeled seafood (p<0.01). Neither green nor red labeled seafood has statistically
significant parameter estimates.

Latest update: April 6, 2010 Eric Hallstein */

*LAPTOP global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources
Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\" cd "$da"

*DESKTOP *global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\My
Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources
Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\" *cd "$db"

set mem 600m; set matsize 1000; set more off, permanently;

*******************************************************; *IMPORT DATA AND
DECLARE PANEL VARIABLES;
*******************************************************;

*Import data; use regressiondata2006seatab_422010; drop if stno==2|stno==4;

*Create new variable that is a combo of store and product; *Declare dimensions of panel;

egen panelvar=group(stno plu), missing; tsset panelvar week;

*label some variables that get used later; label variable greentt "Green treatment effect"; label
variable yellowtt "Yellow treatment effect"; label variable redtt "Red treatment effect"; label
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variable lprice "Ln(price)"; label variable discount "Discount"; label variable p_mercury
"Fraction on low mercury list"; label variable gtime "Green & treatment period"; label variable
ytime "Yellow & treatment period"; label variable rtime "Red & treatment period"; label variable
p_green "Fraction of green"; label variable p_yellow "Fraction of yellow"; label variable
p_fish_total "Fish share of total"; label variable p_fish_meat "Fish share of meat"; label variable
low_mercury "Mercury safe";

*******************************************************; *REGRESSIONS WITH
ALL STORES; *******************************************************;

*basic fe regression; quietly xi: xtreg ltotalunitsoz rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt, fe
vce(cluster stno);

estimates store REG1;

*add week*store interaction; quietly xi: xtreg ltotalunitsoz rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt
redtt i.stno*i.week, fe vce(cluster stno);

estimates store REG2;

*add week*class interaction; quietly xi: xtreg ltotalunitsoz rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt
redtt i.week*i.class, fe vce(cluster stno);

estimates store REG3;

*add week*store and week*class interactions; quietly xi: xtreg ltotalunitsoz rtime ytime gtime
greentt yellowtt redtt i.stno*i.week i.week*i.class, fe vce(cluster stno);

estimates store REG4;

*add price, discount, promotions; quietly xi: xtreg ltotalunitsoz lprice discount promo
i.stno*i.week i.week*i.class rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt, fe vce(cluster stno);

estimates store REG5;

esttab REG1 REG2 REG3 REG4 REG5, b(%10.4f) se scalars(N r2 ll) star(* 0.10 ** 0.05 ***
0.01) keep(_cons lprice greentt yellowtt redtt) label;

esttab REG1 REG2 REG3 REG4 using fe.tex, b(%10.4f) se scalars(N r2 ll) star(* 0.10 ** 0.05
*** 0.01) keep(_cons p_mercury lprice p_fish_total p_green p_yellow gtime ytime rtime greentt
yellowtt redtt) replace label;

/* *********************************************************** *KEEP ONLY
EAST BAY STORES. this is responding to a reviewer who was concerned that differential media
coverage of seafood might be biasing our results. So, I kept only the stores in the east bay. I can
do something similar for just the stores that are most similar (e.g. drop stores #2 and #4; although,
I don’t show those results here.
*********************************************************** */

preserve;

drop if stno==3|stno==6|stno==7|stno==8;
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*basic fe regression including ln(price) and discount; quietly xtreg ltotalunitsoz lprice discount
rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt, fe;

estimates store REG5;

*add week*seafood_class (e.g. salmon) interaction; quietly xi: xtreg ltotalunitsoz i.week*i.class
discount lprice rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt, fe;

estimates store REG6;

*add store*promotion interactions ; quietly xi: xtreg ltotalunitsoz i.week*i.class i.stno|promo
i.stno|promotime discount lprice rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt, fe;

estimates store REG7;

*add terms for percentages of label characteristics and availabilty of seafood colors; quietly xi:
xtreg ltotalunitsoz i.week*i.class i.stno|promo i.stno|promotime p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_sale
p_method p_mercury p_coo p_green p_yellow p_red discount lprice rtime ytime gtime greentt
yellowtt redtt, fe;

estimates store REG8;

esttab REG5 REG6 REG7 REG8 using fe_eastbay.tex, replace b(%10.4f) se scalars(N r2 ll) star(*
0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) keep(_cons p_mercury lprice greentt yellowtt redtt);

restore;

/* *********************************************************** *DROP STORES
THAT APPEAR TO BE MOST DIFFERENT (#2 AND #4). This is responding to a reviewer
who was concerned that the treatment stores might have been chosen because they had relatively
high seafood sales - e.g. where the effect was likely to be greatest. So, I kept only treatment stores
and six of the potential control stores.
*********************************************************** */

preserve;

drop if stno==2|stno==4;

*basic fe regression including ln(price) and discount; quietly xtreg ltotalunitsoz lprice discount
rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt, fe;

estimates store REG9;

*add week*seafood_class (e.g. salmon) interaction; quietly xi: xtreg ltotalunitsoz i.week*i.class
discount lprice rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt, fe;

estimates store REG10;

*add store*promotion interactions ; quietly xi: xtreg ltotalunitsoz i.week*i.class i.stno|promo
i.stno|promotime discount lprice rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt, fe;

estimates store REG11;

*add terms for percentages of label characteristics and availabilty of seafood colors; quietly xi:
xtreg ltotalunitsoz i.week*i.class i.stno|promo i.stno|promotime p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_sale
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p_method p_mercury p_coo p_green p_yellow p_red discount lprice rtime ytime gtime greentt
yellowtt redtt, fe;

estimates store REG12;

esttab REG9 REG10 REG11 REG12 using fe_no2or4.tex, replace b(%10.4f) se scalars(N r2 ll)
star(* 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) keep(_cons p_mercury lprice greentt yellowtt redtt);

restore;

delimit cr log close

6.3.2 FW PooledOLS.do

log close

clear

log using FW_pooledols.log, replace

/*

DID WITH POOLED OLS - ROBUSTNESS CHECK

BRUTE FORCE FIXED EFFECTS FOR PRODUCT, STORE, SEAFOOD TYPE AND TIME

Robustness check using ols with pooled cross-sections to calculate

the simple differences-in-differences estimator.

Same twelve-week period, but with a balanced data set.

Similar five specifications, but doing fixed effects by including

lots of dummy variables.

No shellfish.

Results:

(1) Yellow sales are negative and significant, and they are roughly the same as

those we obtain from the fixed effect estimates. We fail to reject the null

of no change for green and red sales.

(2) Some evidence, albeit not statistically significant, that red

sales decline.

Latest update: April 13, 2010 Eric Hallstein

*/

#delimit ;

*LAPTOP;
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global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources
Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\";

cd "$da";

*DESKTOP

*global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\My Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and
Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\";

*cd "$db";

set mem 600m;

set matsize 1000;

set more off, permanently;

*Import data;

use regressiondata2006_balanced, replace;

drop if stno==2|stno==4;

* drop if week<16879|week>=17019; // before March 19 or after July 30 (8 weeks)

drop if week<16851|week>=17047; // before February 19 or after September 3 (full length)

* drop if week<16907|week >= 16991; // before April 16 or after July 8 (4 weeks if 4 week
phase-in)

* drop if week<16921|week >= 16991; // before April 30 or after July 8 (4 weeks if 2 week
phase-in)

* drop if week >=16949 & week < 16963; // between May 29 and June 10 (2 week phase-in
period)

drop if week >=16935 & week < 16963; // between May 17 and June 10 (4 week phase-in period)

* drop if week >=16935; // only use data before the phase-in period starting May 17

*label some variables that get used later;

label variable greentt "Green: treatment effect";

label variable yellowtt "Yellow: treatment effect";

label variable redtt "Red: treatment effect";

label variable lprice "Ln(price)";

label variable discount "Discount";

label variable p_mercury "Fraction on low mercury list";

label variable gtime "Green: treatment period";

label variable ytime "Yellow: treatment period";

label variable rtime "Red: treatment period";
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label variable gtreat "Green: treatment store";

label variable ytreat "Yellow: treatment store";

label variable rtreat "Red: treatment store";

label variable p_green "Fraction of green";

label variable p_yellow "Fraction of yellow";

label variable p_fish_total "Fish share of total";

label variable p_fish_meat "Fish share of meat";

label variable low_mercury "Mercury safe";

*gsort - stno; //not sure why this makes a difference, but it does when using xi command;

/*********************************************************************

*ORIGINAL REGRESSION (SPEC 3) PLUS INTERACTIONS

(1) ORIGINAL MOST-FAVORED REGRESSION (INCLUDES BRUTE FORCE FEs - PLU,
WEEK, STORE)

(2) WEEK*CLASS INTERACTION

(3) PRICE, DISCOUNT, PROMOTION DUMMIES

(4) FRACTION OF STORE SALES

(5) FRACTION OF LOW MERCURY AND FRACTION OF GREEN, YELLOW AND RED

**********************************************************************/

*this was the original regression that we liked from the first submission;

quietly xi: reg ltotalunitsoz green yellow red rtime ytime gtime rtreat ytreat gtreat

i.plu i.week i.stno low_mercury i.prod_method i.coo greentt yellowtt redtt, vce(robust);

estimates store REG1;

*add week*class interaction;

quietly xi: reg ltotalunitsoz green yellow red rtime ytime gtime rtreat ytreat gtreat

i.plu i.week*i.class i.stno low_mercury i.prod_method i.coo

greentt yellowtt redtt, vce(robust);

estimates store REG2;

*add price, discount and promotion dummy;

quietly xi: reg ltotalunitsoz green yellow red rtime ytime gtime rtreat ytreat gtreat

i.plu i.week*i.class i.stno low_mercury i.prod_method i.coo promo discount lprice

greentt yellowtt redtt, vce(robust);

estimates store REG3;
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*add fraction of store sales;

quietly xi: reg ltotalunitsoz green yellow red rtime ytime gtime rtreat ytreat gtreat

i.plu i.week*i.class i.stno low_mercury i.prod_method i.coo promo discount lprice

p_fish_total p_fish_meat

greentt yellowtt redtt, vce(robust);

estimates store REG4;

*add fraction low mercury, green, yellow and red;

quietly xi: reg ltotalunitsoz green yellow red rtime ytime gtime rtreat ytreat gtreat

i.plu i.week*i.class i.stno low_mercury i.prod_method i.coo promo discount lprice

p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_mercury p_green p_yellow p_red

greentt yellowtt redtt, vce(robust);

estimates store REG5;

esttab REG1 REG2 REG3 REG4 REG5, b(%10.4f) se scalars(N r2 ll)

star(* 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) keep(greentt yellowtt redtt);

*If using Eric’s laptop, use this to change to the directory from which writing manuscript;

*global db="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources Group\

PhD\Research\FishWise\Write up\Diff-in-diff\";

*cd "$db";

esttab REG1 REG2 REG3 REG4 REG5 using ols.tex, b(%10.4f) se scalars(N r2 ll)

star(* 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) keep(_cons lprice gtreat ytreat rtreat

gtime ytime rtime greentt yellowtt redtt) replace label

compress nodep order(gtime ytime rtime greentt yellowtt redtt lprice _cons);

delimit cr

log close

6.3.3 FW fe robust.do

*log close clear *log using FW_FixedEffects_28Mar2010.log, replace

/* FIXED EFFECTS WITH UNBALANCED PANEL, CLUSTERING AT THE STORE LEVEL
- ROBUSTNESS CHECKS (1) NO EAST BAY STORES (2) DROP LEAST SIMILAR STORES
(STNO 2 AND STNO 4) (3) EIGHT WEEKS OF PRE-TREATMENT AND TREATMENT
PERIOD DATA (4) FOUR WEEKS OF PRE-TREATMENT AND TREATMENT PERIOD
DATA
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Latest update: April 13, 2010 Eric Hallstein */

*LAPTOP global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources
Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\" cd "$da"

*DESKTOP *global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\My
Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources
Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\" *cd "$db"

set mem 600m; set matsize 1000; set more off, permanently;

*******************************************************; *IMPORT DATA AND
DECLARE PANEL VARIABLES;
*******************************************************;

*Import data; use regressiondata2006_unbalanced;

*Create new variable that is a combo of store and product; *Declare dimensions of panel;

egen panelvar=group(stno plu), missing; tsset panelvar week;

*label some variables that get used later; label variable greentt "Green: treatment effect"; label
variable yellowtt "Yellow: treatment effect"; label variable redtt "Red: treatment effect"; label
variable lprice "Ln(price)"; label variable discount "Discount"; label variable p_mercury
"Fraction on low mercury list"; label variable gtime "Green: treatment period"; label variable
ytime "Yellow: treatment period"; label variable rtime "Red: treatment period"; label variable
p_green "Fraction of green"; label variable p_yellow "Fraction of yellow"; label variable
p_fish_total "Fish share of total"; label variable p_fish_meat "Fish share of meat"; label variable
low_mercury "Mercury safe";

/* *********************************************************** *KEEP ONLY
EAST BAY STORES. this is responding to a reviewer who was concerned that differential media
coverage of seafood might be biasing our results. So, I kept only the stores in the east bay. I can
do something similar for just the stores that are most similar (e.g. drop stores #2 and #4; although,
I don’t show those results here.
*********************************************************** */

*add fraction of mercury, red, yellow and green as additional control variables; quietly xi: xtreg
ltotalunitsoz lprice discount promo i.week*i.class p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_mercury p_green
p_yellow p_red rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt i.stno, fe vce(cluster stno);

estimates store REG1;

preserve;

drop if stno==3|stno==6|stno==7|stno==8;

*add fraction of mercury, red, yellow and green as additional control variables; quietly xi: xtreg
ltotalunitsoz lprice discount promo i.week*i.class p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_mercury p_green
p_yellow p_red rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt i.stno, fe vce(cluster stno);

estimates store REG2;
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restore;

preserve;

drop if stno==2|stno==4;

*add fraction of mercury, red, yellow and green as additional control variables; quietly xi: xtreg
ltotalunitsoz lprice discount promo i.week*i.class p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_mercury p_green
p_yellow p_red rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt i.stno, fe vce(cluster stno);

estimates store REG3;

restore;

preserve;

*before March 19 or after July 30 (8 weeks); drop if week<16879|week>=17019;

*add fraction of mercury, red, yellow and green as additional control variables; quietly xi: xtreg
ltotalunitsoz lprice discount promo i.week*i.class p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_mercury p_green
p_yellow p_red rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt i.stno, fe vce(cluster stno);

estimates store REG4;

*before April 16 or after July 8 4 weeks; drop if week<16907|week >= 16991;

*add fraction of mercury, red, yellow and green as additional control variables; quietly xi: xtreg
ltotalunitsoz lprice discount promo i.week*i.class p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_mercury p_green
p_yellow p_red rtime ytime gtime greentt yellowtt redtt i.stno, fe vce(cluster stno);

estimates store REG5;

restore;

esttab REG1 REG2 REG3 REG4 REG5, b(%10.4f) se scalars(N r2 ll) star(* 0.10 ** 0.05 ***
0.01) keep(_cons lprice greentt yellowtt redtt) label;

esttab REG1 REG2 REG3 REG4 REG5 using fe_robust.tex, b(%10.4f) se scalars(N r2 ll) star(*
0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) keep(_cons lprice gtime ytime rtime greentt yellowtt redtt) replace label
compress nodep order(gtime ytime rtime greentt yellowtt redtt lprice _cons);
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Chapter 7

Appendix B: Schematic of FishWise Matlab
Code
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7.1 Overview

This appendix contains a schematic for the computer code for the structural model in Chapter
Three and the policy simulations in Chapter Four. I used both STATA 10 and Matlab & Simulink
Student Version R2007a for data preparation, statistical analysis and optimization modeling.

The analysis in Chapter Three has five steps plus the initial set up of the data. Unless otherwise
noted at STATA, all files are in Matlab. Note that the steps, as labeled in this document, differ
from the naming of the steps in the appendix containing the computer code.

Step 0: Set up data matrices. STATA code: FW Structural Regression Data, FW Structural,
FW Struct Index. Matlab function: setup.m.

Step 1: For a given θ2 and δ, calculate the estimated market shares. θ2 either comes from the
initial starting “guess” or from the previous minimization of the objective function. δ
either come from the logit specification or from the previous minimization of the
objective function. Matlab functions: mktsh.m, ind_choiceprob.m and mufunc.m.

Step 2: For a given θ2, calculate the δ that equates the observed and estimated market shares.
This is the “contraction” step. Matlab function: deltafunc.m.

Step 3: Compute the error term (as a function of the δ – the mean utility term - calculated in
Step 2), and calculate the value of the objective function. Matlab function:
gmmobjg.m.

Step 4: Search for the value of θ2 that minimizes the objective function. Matlab functions:
gmmobjg.m and jacob.m.

Step 5: Based on previous results, find corresponding WTP and elasticities. Matlab function:
elastic_fish.

The analysis in Chapter Four - the policy simulation - has two steps.

Step 6: Estimate predicted margins (price-cost) for a local multi-product monopoly based on
BLP parameter estimates, first by calculating the S matrix, the matrix of partial
derivatives of share with respect to price, from the FOCs and by using this matrix to
calculate the margins. Matlab functions: sp_just_v, margins.

Step 7: Simulate alternative policies for labeling, such as the store only offering green- and
yellow-labeled seafood. Matlab functions: eq_price, simul.

7.2 Schematic
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Chapter 8

Appendix C: Computer Code for Structural
Model
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8.1 Overview

This appendix contains notes on the computer code for the structural model in Chapter Three and
the policy simulations in Chapter Four. I used both STATA 10 and Matlab & Simulink Student
Version R2007a for data preparation, statistical analysis and optimization modeling.

The analysis in Chapter Three has five steps plus the initial set up of the data. Unless otherwise
noted at STATA, all files are in Matlab.

Step 0: Set up data matrices. STATA code: FW Structural Regression Data, FW Structural,
FW Struct Index. Matlab function: setup.m.

Step 1: For a given θ2 and δ, calculate the estimated market shares. θ2 either comes from the
initial starting “guess” or from the previous minimization of the objective function. δ
either come from the logit specification or from the previous minimization of the
objective function. Matlab functions: mktsh.m, ind_choiceprob.m and mufunc.m.

Step 2: For a given θ2, calculate the δ that equates the observed and estimated market shares.
This is the “contraction” step. Matlab function: deltafunc.m.

Step 3: Compute the error term (as a function of the δ – the mean utility term - calculated in
Step 2), and calculate the value of the objective function. Matlab function:
gmmobjg.m.

Step 4: Search for the value of θ2 that minimizes the objective function. Matlab functions:
gmmobjg.m and jacob.m.

Step 5: Based on previous results, find corresponding WTP and elasticities. Matlab function:
elastic_fish.

The analysis in Chapter Four has two steps.

Step 6: Estimate predicted margins (price-cost) for a local multi-product monopoly based on
BLP parameter estimates, first by calculating the S matrix, the matrix of partial
derivatives of share with respect to price, from the FOCs and by using this matrix to
calculate the margins. Matlab functions: sp_just_v, margins.

Step 7: Simulate alternative policies for labeling, such as the store only offering green- and
yellow-labeled seafood. Matlab functions: eq_price, simul.
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8.2 Step 0

8.2.1 File: FW Structural Regression Data (STATA)

*log close

clear

/*GENERATE FINAL DATA FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Latest update: May 20, 2010 Eric Hallstein

*/

*to change to laptop users

global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources Group\

PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

cd "$da"

*to change to desktop users

*global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\My Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and
Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

*cd "$db"

set mem 600m

set matsize 1000

set more off, permanently

*log using seatab2006regressiondata.log, replace

*Import data

* use allstores2006aprjulymerged.dta, replace

use seatabappended_20062007.dta, replace

*drop observations that do not have FishWise color code

drop if missing(color_2006)

drop if color_2006=="."

drop if missing(curprtype)

drop if regpr>=.|curpr>=.

*drop unnecessary variables

order stno week week_text plu regpr curpr cost curprtype

drop promosd - fpsd
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drop curprpm

*recode "RAW PRAWNS" and "MISC SHRIMP" to "SHRIMP" and recode "FRSH/FZN FIN
FISH" to "WHOLE FIN FISH"

destring(classcode), replace

keep if !missing(classcode)

recode classcode (2220=2200) (2230=2200)

replace classname="SHRIMP" if classname=="RAW PRAWNS"|classname=="MISC SHRIMP"

recode classcode (2320=2310)

replace classname="WHOLE FIN FISH" if classname=="FRSH / FZN FIN FISH"

destring plu, replace

replace classcode = 2240 if plu==9081|plu==9082

replace classname="SHELLFISH" if plu==9081|plu==9082

replace classcode = 2200 if plu==9074|plu==9075|plu==9076|plu==9077|plu==9078|

plu==9079|plu==9080|plu==9083

replace classname="SHRIMP" if plu==9074|plu==9075|plu==9076|plu==9077|plu==9078|

plu==9079|plu==9080|plu==9083

*drop shellfish from the analysis

drop if classcode==2240

*drop 8 data points corresponding to SPC code for the current pricing type

drop if curprtype=="SPC"

*drop zeros in total units and total sales (do I need to do this?)

drop if totalunits==0|totalsales==0|cost==0

*generate discount percentage

generate discount=(regpr-curpr)/regpr

*convert all package sizes to a standard measure

drop if uom=="EA"

*drop all fields not used

drop color_2008 uom scale packsz casesz itemcount casessold

drop linecode classname itemsz linename

*add code here for converting sales type to numbers

generate ptype=0

replace ptype=1 if curprtype=="SAL"
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drop curprtype

*make sure retain cost

generate totalcost=cost*totalunits

drop if totalcost>=.

*merge duplicates

*duplicates tag stno week plu, generate(dup)

collapse (sum) totalunits totalsales totalcost ptype (mean) discount curpr regpr low_mercury
classcode, by(stno week week_text plu description color_2006 prod_method catch_method coo)

*create column showing month of data collected

generate month=month(week)

*limit data set to range of analysis - note options

* drop if week < 16879|week>=17019 // before March 19 or after July 30 (8 weeks)

* drop if week < 16851|week>=17047 // before February 19 or after September 3 (full length)

* drop if week < 16907|week >= 16991 // before April 16 or after July 8 (4 weeks if 4 week
phase-in)

* drop if week < 16921|week >= 16991 // before April 30 or after July 8 (4 weeks if 2 week
phase-in)

* drop if week >= 16949 & week < 16963 // between May 29 and June 10 (2 week phase-in
period)

drop if week >= 16935 & week < 16963 & stno==5 // between May 17 and June 10 (4 week
phase-in period)

drop if week >= 16935 & week < 16963 & stno==10 // between May 17 and June 10 (4 week
phase-in period)

* drop if week >= 16935 // only use data before the phase-in period starting May 17

* drop if week <= 17047 // only use data after the phase-in period ends on June 10

* drop if week<16802|week>17159 // limit data set to 2006

* drop if week >= 16935 & week < 17166 // limit to first part of 2006

* drop if week >= 17299 // limit to similar dates in 2007

*drop during phase in at non-pilot stores (between 17047 and 17082)

drop if week>=17047 & week <17082 & stno==1

drop if week>=17047 & week <17082 & stno==2

drop if week>=17047 & week <17082 & stno==3

drop if week>=17047 & week <17082 & stno==4
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drop if week>=17047 & week <17082 & stno==6

drop if week>=17047 & week <17082 & stno==7

drop if week>=17047 & week <17082 & stno==8

drop if week>=17047 & week <17082 & stno==9

*calculate actual price realized on the sale, net of returns

generate realp=totalsales/totalunits

generate cost=totalcost/totalunits

*drop crazy prices

* drop if realp>(regpr*2)

*generate dummy variables for treatment and control stores and time*treatment interaction

generate treatmentdummy=0

replace treatmentdummy=1 if stno==5|stno==10

generate timedummy=0

replace timedummy=1 if week>=16963

*save as working file (for merging data later)

save working, replace

/*to create a balanced data set

*create table to be key for species sold in pre-treatment and treatment periods

collapse (sum) totalsales totalunits, by(week stno color_2006 plu treatmentdummy timedummy)

order stno plu week

sort stno plu week

collapse (sum) totalsales totalunits, by(plu treatmentdummy timedummy)

collapse (sum) treatmentdummy timedummy, by(plu)

generate both=0

replace both=1 if timedummy==2 & treatmentdummy==2

save allperiods, replace

*merge data and drop all data for which species not sold in both periods

use working.dta

order plu

sort plu

merge plu using allperiods, keep(both) nokeep uniqusing
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drop if both==0

drop both

drop _merge

*/

*create sale dummy variable

generate promo = 0

replace promo=1 if ptype==1|ptype==2

*generate additional variables for regression

generate totalunitsoz=totalunits*16

* generate ltotalunits=ln(totalunits)

* generate ltotalunitsoz=ln(totalunitsoz)

* generate ltotalsales=ln(totalsales)

generate lprice=ln(curpr) // note that this is official selling price, not real

generate lrealp=ln(realp) // calculated selling price net of returns

generate green=0

replace green=1 if color_2006=="G"

generate yellow=0

replace yellow=1 if color_2006=="Y"

generate red=0

replace red=1 if color_2006=="R"

*added in code to merge this dataset with the dataset created by the do file

*named "FW_label_characteristics"

*made this addition on February 8, 2010

order stno week plu

sort stno week plu //problem somehow in sorting by stno WTF

merge stno week using FW_label_characteristics, uniqusing nokeep

drop _merge

*merge with FW_fish_percents

sort stno week

merge stno week using FW_fish_percents,uniqusing keep(p_fish_total p_fish_meat) nokeep

drop _merge
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*drop if missing prices

drop if realp>=.

drop if totalsales==0

*convert color coding to numbers and set value to be eliminated in regression for colorcode and
classcode

encode(color_2006), generate(colorcode)

* char colorcode[omit] 1 //green

*save regressiondata2006seatabaprjuly, replace

save regressiondata20062007_seatab.dta, replace

8.2.2 File: FW Structural (STATA)

*log close

clear

*********************************************************************

/*GENERATE FINAL DATA FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Latest update: May 20, 2010 Eric Hallstein

On 9/29, added code to generate continuous variables for sale,

production method, country of origin and low mercury content.

*/

*LAPTOP

global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources Group\

PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

cd "$da"

*DESKTOP

*global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\My Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and
Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

*cd "$db"

*********************************************************************

*log using FWstructuraldata.log, replace

#delimit ;

set mem 600m;
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set matsize 1000;

set more off, permanently;

*import store traffic data from Reid - these are data for 8 one-week periods spanning 2006 and
2007;

insheet using "Store Traffic 3-8-2009.csv";

drop v*;

sort stno week;

drop week_text;

save traffic.dta, replace;

*create demographic data file using SWY data from Kristin Kiesel (check source of this data);

clear;

use demogrforERIC;

rename store_zip5_id zip;

sort zip;

*duplicates drop;

save demogrdata.dta, replace;

*create zip code data file;

clear;

insheet using "zip.csv";

order stno zip;

sort stno zip;

save zip.dta,replace;

*Import 2 years of weekly Seatab data - 2006 and 2007;

clear;

use regressiondata20062007_seatab.dta, replace;

*save working file for use later;

save working.dta, replace;

*generate table of average price and cost by red yellow and green labeled seafood weighting by
the seafood mass;

collapse (mean)avg_sales=totalsales avg_units=totalunits avg_unitsoz=totalunitsoz

p_sale=p_sale p_method=p_method

p_coo=p_coo p_mercury=p_mercury p_green=p_green
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p_yellow=p_yellow p_red=p_red

p_fish_total=p_fish_total p_fish_meat=p_fish_meat n_green=n_green

n_yellow=n_yellow n_red=n_red

f_green=f_green f_yellow=f_yellow f_red=f_red

(median)med_sales=totalsales med_units=totalunits

med_unitsoz=totalunitsoz mp=realp mc=cost

(sum) sum_sales=totalsales sum_cost=totalcost sum_units=totalunits sum_unitsoz=totalunitsoz,

by(stno week week_text colorcode);

*calculate weighted average price and cost;

generate p=sum_sales/sum_units;

generate c=sum_cost/sum_units;

generate lp=ln(p);

generate lc=ln(c);

generate lmp=ln(mp);

generate lmc=ln(mc);

*merge with Reid’s store traffic data and fill-in missing values - won’t be perfect since the data is
not quite quarterly but better than nothing;

order stno week;

sort stno week;

merge stno week using traffic, keep(traffic) nokeep uniqusing;

drop _merge;

order stno week traffic;

replace traffic = traffic[_n-1] if traffic >= .;

replace traffic = 11005 if traffic >=.;

*make sure panel is balanced (this line hard coded by looking at the data after tabstat command to
make sure RGY in all weeks);

drop if week==16802 & stno==2;

drop if week==16816 & stno==2;

drop if week==16823 & stno==2;

drop if week==17075 & stno==2;

drop if week==16823 & stno==1;

*generate store dummy variables;
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tab stno, gen(stno);

*generate month dummy variables;

generate month=month(week);

tab month, gen(m);

*create season dummy variables;

generate s1=0;

replace s1=1 if month==12|month==1|month==2;

generate s2=0;

replace s2=1 if month==3|month==4|month==5;

generate s3=0;

replace s3=1 if month==6|month==7|month==8;

generate s4=0;

replace s4=1 if month==9|month==10|month==11;

*create dummy variables for green, yellow and red dummy variables for when seafood labeled;

tab colorcode, gen(color);

rename color1 green;

rename color2 red;

rename color3 yellow;

* generate time=0;

* replace time=1 if week>=16963;

* generate gtime=green*time;

* generate ytime=yellow*time;

* generate rtime=red*time;

* generate treat=0;

* replace treat=1 if stno==5|stno==10;

* generate gtreat=green*treat;

* generate ytreat=yellow*treat;

* generate rtreat=red*treat;

* generate tt=time*treat;

generate treat=0;

replace treat=1 if week>=16963 & stno==5;
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replace treat=1 if week>=16963 & stno==10;

replace treat=1 if week>=17082;

* replace green=green*tt;

* replace yellow=yellow*tt;

* replace red=red*treat*tt;

replace green=green*treat;

replace yellow=yellow*treat;

replace red=red*treat;

*create interaction with the season dummy variables;

generate gs1=green*s1;

generate gs2=green*s2;

generate gs3=green*s3;

generate gs4=green*s4;

generate ys1=yellow*s1;

generate ys2=yellow*s2;

generate ys3=yellow*s3;

generate ys4=yellow*s4;

generate rs1=red*s1;

generate rs2=red*s2;

generate rs3=red*s3;

generate rs4=red*s4;

*add back in average color effects;

tab colorcode, gen(color);

*add zip code and then demographic data;

order stno week;

sort stno week;

merge stno using zip, keep(zip) nokeep uniqusing;

drop _merge;

order zip;

sort zip;

merge zip using demogrdata.dta, keep(MedInc MedHouseValue HHSizeAverage) nokeep;
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drop _merge;

rename HHSizeAverage hhsize;

rename MedInc medinc;

rename MedHouseValue housevalue;

*order stno week week_text zip traffic sum_unitsoz sum_units sum_sales sum_cost avg_units
avg_sales med_units med_sales avg_unitsoz med_unitsoz p mp lp lmp c mc lc lmc stno1 stno2
stno3 stno4 stno5 stno6 stno7 stno8 stno9 stno10 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8 m9 m10 m11
m12 colorcode color1 color3 color2 green yellow red treat medinc hhsize housevalue;

sort stno week colorcode;

*save files as data, csv and space-delimited files;

save FW_structuraldata.dta, replace;

*change directory to the matlab data file;

cd "c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\

Energy and Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\

Structural Estimates\4-21-2010\";

* save FW_berrylogitdata_n.dta, replace;

* save FW_berrylogitdata.csv, replace;

* outsheet stno week traffic sum_unitsoz p lp lmp c lc lmc

stno1 stno2 stno3 stno4 stno5 stno6 stno7 stno8 stno9 stno10

color1 color3 color2 green yellow red gtime ytime rtime time gtreat ytreat rtreat treat

medinc hhsize housevalue

p_sale p_method p_coo p_mercury p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_green p_yellow p_red

f_green f_yellow f_red n_green n_yellow n_red

mp mc m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8 m9 m10 m11 m12 gs1 gs2 gs3 gs4 ys1 ys2 ys3 ys4 rs1 rs2
rs3 rs4

using "FW_structuraldata_formatlab.txt", nonames replace;

*only treatment and color variables (no interactions between colors and time or treat) for full 2
years;

outsheet stno week traffic sum_unitsoz p lp lmp c lc lmc

stno1 stno2 stno3 stno4 stno5 stno6 stno7 stno8 stno9 stno10

color1 color3 color2 green yellow red

medinc hhsize housevalue

p_sale p_method p_coo p_mercury p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_green p_yellow p_red
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f_green f_yellow f_red n_green n_yellow n_red

mp mc m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8 m9 m10 m11 m12 gs1 gs2 gs3 gs4 ys1 ys2 ys3 ys4 rs1 rs2
rs3 rs4

using "FW_structuraldata_formatlab.txt", nonames replace;

*only treatment and color variables (no interactions between colors and time or treat) for first 5
mos of each years;

* outsheet stno week traffic sum_unitsoz p lp lmp c lc lmc

stno1 stno2 stno3 stno4 stno5 stno6 stno7 stno8 stno9 stno10

color1 color3 color2 green yellow red

medinc hhsize housevalue

p_sale p_method p_coo p_mercury p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_green p_yellow p_red

f_green f_yellow f_red n_green n_yellow n_red

mp mc m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 gs1 gs2 ys1 ys2 rs1 rs2

using "FW_structuraldata_formatlab_6mos.txt", nonames replace;

* outsheet for only 24 weeks of data;

* outsheet stno week traffic sum_unitsoz p lp lmp c lc lmc

stno1 stno2 stno3 stno4 stno5 stno6 stno7 stno8 stno9 stno10

color1 color3 color2 green yellow red gtime ytime rtime time gtreat ytreat rtreat treat

medinc hhsize housevalue

p_sale p_method p_coo p_mercury p_fish_total p_fish_meat p_green p_yellow p_red

f_green f_yellow f_red n_green n_yellow n_red

mp mc m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 gs1 gs2 gs3 gs4 ys1 ys2 ys3 ys4 rs1 rs2 rs3 rs4

using "FW_structuraldata_formatlab_alt.txt", nonames replace;

8.2.3 File: FW Struct Index (STATA)

*log close

clear

/*

DATA TO FEED INTO MATLAB FOR STRUCTURAL ESTIMATION

Calculation of substitution patterns and elasticities using Berry logit (market shares rather than
individual purchase decisions)

Latest update: May 20, 2009 by Eric Hallstein
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*/

*LAPTOP

global da="c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\

Energy and Resources Group\PhD\Research\

FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

cd "$da"

*DESKTOP

*global db="c:\Documents and Settings\Eric\My Documents\

Sugarsync-Professional\Energy and Resources Group\PhD\Research\

FishWise\Data\From Andronicos\Seatab\"

*cd "$db"

**==========================================================**

/*I need an index that tells me where store 1 week 1 ends then store 1 week 2**

store 1 week 3 etc store 1 week 155, then store 2 week 1 store 2 week 2 store 2 week 155,

till store 10 week 1 till store 10 week 101

data sorted by store week then product (color)

I will generate a pid color id

Now make a file for the index:

will generate number of observations in

each stno week, the starting observation in each stno week,

and in the matlab file we will use the one we need from the output of this do file*/

use FW_structuraldata.dta

*gen pid

*generate product identifier =1 if green, 2 if red, 3 if yellow

*note that order of colors is alphabetical

tostring colorcode, generate (pid)

destring pid, replace

order stno week colorcode pid

sort stno week pid

tab pid //this is just to doublecheck that have three obs in each store-week (e.g. market)

gen n=_n //this is the numbers the observations 1, 2, 3, ... N
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order n

egen start_n=min(n), by(stno week) //this gives the number of the 1st obs for each store_id wid

egen stop_n=max(n), by(stno week) //this gives where each store week ends

egen n_obs=count(n), by(stno week) //this gives the number of obs in each store week

duplicates drop stno week start_n n_obs stop_n, force

/*this just keeps one observation per store week. since the start_n and n_obs are the same value
within each

store week, you can do this, or you could collapse by stno week it doesn’t matter*/

tab week

/* 10 stores for 101 weeks in theory. However, after Andronicos divests or closes

stores #9 and #10, we only have 8 stores. You can see this effect in the second half

of the table*/

keep stno week start_n n_obs stop_n

sort stno week

save indexn_fish_6mos.dta, replace

*added the delimiter to be a space (I think)

*change directory to the matlab data file

cd "c:\users\mago\Documents\Sugarsync-Professional\

Energy and Resources Group\PhD\Research\FishWise\Structural Estimates\4-21-2010\"

outsheet stno week start_n stop_n n_obs using indexn_fish.txt, nonames delimiter(" ") replace

8.2.4 File: setup.m

%As of April 26, 2010

%Last revision by Eric Hallstein

%Setup.m creates a matlab datanut.mat file that is read into several

%functions, including: demand_rc.m, jacob.m, varcov.m, and elastic_fish.m.

%By using the datanut.m file, the code is shorter because you do not need

%to re-create all the variables in each function. Instead, you just load

%datanut.mat.

%Aviv had 47 cities, 2 quarters, 24 brands : 94 markets, 2256 observations.

%In the FW paper I have 10 stores, a maximum of 101 weeks, and 3 products per
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%store-week. The three products are each of the color-coded types of

%seafood (green, yellow or red).

%The matrix V contains 500 simulated normal draws per market.

%VARIABLES and DIMENSIONS

% nobs=2676

% cdid for expanding to data (nobs x 1) - assigns obs to markets

% cdindex indexes markets to obs (markets x 1)

% s_jt nobs x 1

% x1 nobs x vars

% x2 nobs x 1 price

% iv cost x 2 and all vars in x1 other than p

% v numbMarkets x Ns

% The output of this file is cdid, cdindex, s_jt, x1 Z x2, iv, v

clear

%change if want to do just 100 draws

Ns = 500; % number of simulated "indviduals" per market

%%load indices================

load indexn_fish.txt;

%created in nutIndex3-23-2009.do

%has first store_id then week_id then start_n stop_n n_obs, where n is a store-week

% make cdindex= vector that tells us where each week/store ends

%ends in the vectors with "nrows" rows, store one first all weeks, by week all products, first first
week, thgen second week, etc

%store two etc

indexn=indexn_fish;

%define cdindex

cdindex=indexn(:,4);

%T=nmarkets=size(indexn_nut,1); %defined below

%% Load data==================

%load draws numbermarkets by Ns = v

%v_orig5=randn(1000,500);

%save v_orig5.mat;
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load v_orig.mat;

%v=v_orig;

v=v_orig(1:size(cdindex,1),:); % save this matrix and reload

%save v.mat; %this is the v matrix we have been using since March 2009

%load v.mat;

%v=dlmread(’rdraws500.txt’,’ ’);

%Ns=100; %100 draws in the original Nevo code - we chose 500 to help the

%function converge

%v=dlmread(’rdraws.txt’,’ ’);

%will be expanded by cdid in demand_rc.m

%rdraws=randn(size(cdindex,1),Ns);

%save rdraws.txt rdarws -ascii;

J=3; %number of products pid

%define total_markets

%load data sent from Eric called FW_berrylogitdata_n.dta run FW Structural 3-11-2009.do

x1n=dlmread(’FW_structuraldata_formatlab.txt’,’\t’);

%Note that color1 color2 and color3 are not interacted with time or treatment - they are

%average effect. The colors with names (green, yellow, and red) are the interaction

%between color and treatment. That is, green, yellow nand red represent store-week

%combinations receiving the labeling treatment.

% **********************

% for full data set (2 years)

% **********************

%column 1 stno

%column 2 week

%column 3 traffic

%column 4 sum of units sold in ounces

%column 5 average price

%column 6 ln(average price)

%column 7 ln(median price)

%column 8 average of cost
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%column 9 ln(average cost)

%column 10 ln(median cost)

%column 11:20 store dummy variables

%column 21:23 color dummy variables (avg effect)

%column 24:26 green, yellow, red (trt effect)

%column 27 median income

%column 28 household size

%column 29 house value

%column 30 p_sale (percentage on sale)

%column 31 p_method (percentage wild catch method)

%column 32 p_coo (percentage produced in USA)

%column 33 p_mercury (percentage on low mercury list)

%column 34 p_fish_total (percentage of total sales)

%column 35 p_fish_meat (percentage on meat sales)

%column 36:38 fraction by color and number of SKUs

%column 39:41 percentage sold by color and weight

%column 42:44 number of skus by color

%column 45 median price

%column 46 median cost

%column 47 month 1

%column 48 month 2

%column 49 month 3

%column 50 month 4

%column 51 month 5

%column 52 month 6

%column 53 month 7

%column 54 month 8

%column 55 month 9

%column 56 month 10

%column 57 month 11

%column 58 month 12
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%column 59 gs1 (green season1 where season1 is dec, jan and feb)

%column 60 gs2

%column 61 gs3

%column 62 gs4

%column 63 ys1

%column 64 ys2

%column 65 ys3

%column 66 ys4

%column 67 rs1

%column 68 rs2

%column 69 rs3

%column 70 rs4

% ***********************

%get instrumental variables

iv=x1n(:,9:10); %ln of avg and median cost

%iv=[x1n(:,8) x1n(:,53)]; %avg and median cost

%create week time trend

tweek=x1n(:,2);

%tweek2=x1n(:,2).*x1n(:,2); %sing if use tweek and tweek2

gweek=tweek.*x1n(:,21);

yweek=tweek.*x1n(:,22);

rweek=tweek.*x1n(:,23);

%get price

x2=x1n(:,7); %ln of price

%x2=x1n(:,5); %price

p=x2;

%get quantity

purchsize=24; %average purchase size is 24 ounces

q=x1n(:,4)./purchsize;

TJ=size(q,1) ; % # of observations T is the number of store-weeks

%dummy variables
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effect=x1n(:,24:26); %equal one if receive label

%timedummies=[x1n(:,27) x1n(:,28)];

time=x1n(:,27:29);

%treatdummies=[x1n(:,31) x1n(:,32)];

treat=x1n(:,34);

%months=x1n(:,56:61);

%greenseason=x1n(:,67:69);

%yellowseason=x1n(:,58:60);

%redseason=x1n(:,62:64);

stdummies=x1n(:,12:20);

colorid=[x1n(:,21) x1n(:,23)];

%other control variables (sale, catch method, country of origen, low

%mercury, number of products, percentage of each color)

%pother=x1n(:,38:42); %for 24 weeks of data

%fcolors=[x1n(:,44) x1n(:,46)];

%ncolors=[x1n(:,50) x1n(:,51) x1n(:,52)];

%demog=x1n(:,36);

pother=x1n(:,30:35); %for full year of data

fcolors=[x1n(:,36) x1n(:,38)];

ncolors=[x1n(:,42) x1n(:,43) x1n(:,44)];

demog=x1n(:,28);

const=ones(TJ,1);

x1=[x2 colorid effect stdummies pother fcolors ncolors tweek];

clear stdummies;

clear pother;

clear fcolors;

clear ncolors;

%define s_jt;

M=x1n(:,3); %M is the estimated number of customers based on store traffic from Reid
Pomerantz

s_jt=q./M; %s_jt is the market share of good j in week t

%clear x1n;
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% set up program parameters

TJ=size(s_jt,1); % # of observations

K1=size(x1,2); % # of characteristics in linear utility (x1)

K2=size(x2,2); % # of characteristics in non-linear utility (x2)

T=size(indexn_fish,1); % # of markets

%define cdid. cdid assigns each observation to a store-week based on the

%data in cdindex and indexn - meaning three observations total per

%store-week, one for each label color

cdid=ones(TJ,1);

for j=2:size(cdindex,1)

cdid(cdindex(j-1)+1:cdindex(j),1)=j*ones(indexn(j,5),1);

end;

%create the matrix of right hand side variables

Z=[iv x1(:,2:K1)]; % all except for endogenous price (instead use iv)

%not done

%interact colorid=x1n(:,36:37); with iv costs

%green and red indicators (ommitted is yellow)

%iv1=iv.*colorid(:,1);

%iv2=iv.*colorid(:,2);

%Z=[iv iv1 iv2 x1(:,2:K1)]; % all except for endogenous price

clear iv;

save datafish.mat %saves everything in the current workspace, e.g. multiple files

8.3 Step 1: Estimate market shares given θ and δ.

For a given θ2 and δ, calculate the estimated market shares. θ2 either comes from the initial
starting “guess” or from the previous minimization of the objective function. δ either come from
the Berry logit or from the previous minimizatoin of the objective function.

Three matlab functions: mufunc.m, ind_choiceprob.m and mufunc.m.
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8.3.1 mufunc.m

function mu = mufunc(x2,theta2w)

% This function computes the non-linear part of the utility

% The non-linear part of utility is the random utility part (mu_ijt in the

% Guide). Note that FW folder contains a ’muval’ function that does the

% same thing.

% theta2w is the full matrix theta2 (w refers to wide format, although this does

% matter in seafood paper because theta2 is 1x1).

% Original code written by Aviv Nevo, May 1998,

% Modified by Sofia Villas-boas, March 2009 nut paper

% Modified by Eric Hallstein, November 2, 2009

global Ns vfull

[TJ K2] = size(x2); %for FW, nobsx1

mu = zeros(TJ,Ns); %initialize mu to save calculation time (preloads matrix)

for i = 1:Ns

v_i = vfull(:,i); %nobsx1 just pulls column

mu(:,i) = x2.*v_i*theta2w(:,1); %matrix dimensions: (nobsx1).x(nobsx1)x(1x1)=nobsx1

%element-by-element multiplication

%of x2 and v_i

%this creates a nobs x ns matrix

%theta2w weights the v_i, which is

%then multiplied by price to

%provide the unobserved

%heterogeneous part of utility

end

8.3.2 ind_choiceprob.m

function p_ijt = ind_choiceprob(mval,expmu)%where mval=exp(delta)

% This function computes the "individual" choice probabilities

% ’ind_sh’ is the same file
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% p_ijt = ind_sh(expmval,expmu), where m=exp(delta)

% described on page 532 of Guide

% Written by Aviv Nevo, May 1998

% Modified by Villas-boas, March 2009

% Annotated by Hallstein, October 2009

global Ns cdindex cdid

mvalexp=kron(ones(1,Ns),mval); %repeats exponentiated value of mval as many times as there
are draws

eg = expmu.*mvalexp; %=exp(delta+mu), note that expmu comes from deltafunc, dimensions of
1xns

temp = cumsum(eg); %sums all elements, so should be a scalar

sum1 = temp(cdindex,:);

sum1(2:size(sum1,1),:) = diff(sum1);

denom1 = 1./(1+sum1);

denom = denom1(cdid,:);

%vector of all individual choice probabilities of size Ns*T*Jx1

p_ijt = eg.*denom;

8.3.3 mktsh.m

function sjt = mktsh(w, expmu)

% This function computes the predicted market share for each product

% Have both the linear and non-linear part of utility

% sjt = mktsh(w, expmu) where w=exp(delta),expmu=exp(mu)

% Written by Aviv Nevo, May 1998,

% Modified by Villas-boas, March 2009 nut paper

global Ns

sjt = sum( (ind_choiceprob(w,expmu))’ )/Ns;

sjt = sjt’;
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8.4 Step 2: The “Contraction”

For a given θ2, calculate the δ that equates the observed and predicted market shares. This is the
“contraction” step.

Matlab function: deltafunc.m

8.4.1 deltafunc.m

function delta = deltafunc(theta2)

% delta = deltafunc(theta2)

% This function computes the mean utility level delta.

% ie the Berry-contraction ("inner loop")

% Written by Aviv Nevo, May 1998

% Modified by Sofia Villas-boas March 2009

% Modified by Eric Hallstein November 2009

global theta2_i theta2_j x2 s_jt

load startvalues.mat % loads delta_old w_old theta2_old

%increase tolerance level as theta2 comes closer to its optimum

if max(abs(theta2-theta2_old)) < 0.01;

tol = 1e-9;

flag = 0;

else

tol = 1e-6;

flag = 1;

end

% recreate full theta2 matrix

theta2w = full(sparse(theta2_i,theta2_j,theta2));

% calculate random utility part mu_{ijt} and taking exp(mu)

expmu = exp(mufunc(x2,theta2w));

%% Berry Contraction ("inner loop")

norm = 1;

avgnorm = 1;

i = 0;
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while norm > tol*10^(flag*floor(i/50)) && avgnorm > 1e-3*tol*10^(flag*floor(i/50))

% the following two lines are equivalent; however, the latter saves on the number of exponents

% computed at therefore speeds up the computation by 5-10% :

% delta = delta_old + log(s_jt) - log(mktsh(w_old,expmu));

w = w_old.*s_jt./mktsh(w_old,expmu);

%measureing distance between new and old value

temp1 = abs(w-w_old);

norm = max(temp1);

avgnorm = mean(temp1);

w_old = w;

i = i + 1;

end

disp([’# of iterations for delta convergence: ’ num2str(i)])

if flag == 1 && max(isnan(w)) < 1;

w_old = w;

theta2_old = theta2;

save startvalues.mat w_old theta2_old

end

delta = log(w);

8.5 Step 3: Compute the value of the objective function

Compute the error term (as a function of the δ – the mean utility term - calculated in Step 2), and
calculate the value of the objective function.

Matlab function: gmmobjg.m.

8.5.1 gmmobjg.m

function [J,D2J] = gmmobjg(theta2)

% [J,D2J] = gmmobjg(theta2)

% This function computes the GMM objective function
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% J: GMM function value

% D2j: gradient of GMM wrt theta2

% Written by Aviv Nevo, May 1998.

% Modified by Bronwyn Hall, April 2005, to add gradient,

% Modified by Sofia Villas-boas, March 2009, for nut paper

% Modified by Eric Hallstein, November 2010, for FishWise paper

global invPHI theta1 x1 Z

delta = deltafunc(theta2);

disp(theta2)

% Calculating the GMM objective function (appendix p.5):

% The following deals with cases were the min algorithm

% drifts into region where the objective is not defined

if max(isnan(delta)) == 1

J = 1e+10; %GMM objective

D2J = 0;

else

theta1 = inv(x1’*Z*invPHI*Z’*x1)*x1’*Z*invPHI*Z’*delta;

xi = delta - x1*theta1; %unobserved characteristics \xi_{jt}

J1 = xi’*Z*invPHI*Z’*xi; %GMM objective

J = J1;

if nargout>1 % if # of arguments of gmmobjg.m exceeds 1,

% then calculate Jacobian (this is Hall’s extension)

load startvalues.mat %contains delta_old w_old theta2_old

D2delta = jacob(w_old,theta2)’; % calculate analytical jacobian of

% delta wrt theta2 (appendix eq. A-4)

D2J = 2*D2delta*Z*invPHI*Z’*xi; % gradient of GMM objective function wrt theta2

end

end

load iteration_stats.mat

theta2tried=[theta2tried theta2];

GMMfval_obtained=[GMMfval_obtained J];
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save iteration_stats.mat theta2tried GMMfval_obtained

save xi.mat xi

disp([’GMM objective: ’ num2str(J)])

8.6 Step 4: Minimize the objective function

Search for the value of θ2 that minimizes the objective function.

Mablab functions: gmmobjg.m and jacob.m

8.6.1 jacob.m

function D2delta = jacob(w_old,theta2)

% D2delta = jacob(w_old,theta2_old)

% This function computes the Jacobian of the implicit function delta(theta2)

% that defines the mean utility

% Written by Aviv Nevo, May 1998,

% Modified by Eric Hallstein, November 2010, for FishWise paper

global Ns theta2_i theta2_j cdid cdindex vfull x2

v=vfull;

theta2w = full(sparse(theta2_i,theta2_j,theta2));

expmu = exp(mufunc(x2,theta2w));

shares = ind_choiceprob(w_old,expmu);

clear expmu

[TJ,K2] = size(x2);

D = size(theta2w,2) - 1;

D2delta1 = zeros(size(cdid,1),K2*(D + 1)); %initialize D2delta

%% This part calculates all components of the analytic gradient (appendix, eq A-4)

% computing (partial share)/(partial sigma)

for i = 1:K2

xv = (x2(:,i)*ones(1,Ns)).*v(cdid,Ns*(i-1)+1:Ns*i);

temp = cumsum(xv.*shares);
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sum1 = temp(cdindex,:);

sum1(2:size(sum1,1),:) = diff(sum1);

D2delta1(:,i) = mean( (shares.* (xv-sum1(cdid,:)) )’ )’;

clear xv temp sum1

end

rel = theta2_i + (theta2_j - 1) * max(theta2_i) ;

%%% Jacobian

% computing (partial delta)/(partial theta2)

D2delta = zeros(size(cdid,1),size(rel,1));

n = 1;

for i = 1:size(cdindex,1)

temp = shares(n:cdindex(i),:);

H1 = temp*temp’;

H = (diag(sum(temp’)) - H1)/Ns;

D2delta(n:cdindex(i),:) = - inv(H)*D2delta1(n:cdindex(i),rel);

n = cdindex(i) + 1;

end

8.6.2 demand_rc.m

% last revised April 22, 2009

% This program computes the random coefficeints discrete choice model described

% the "A Research Assistant’s Guide to Discrete Choice Models of Demand," NBER technical

% paper #221 (published in JEMS 2000, Vol. 9(4) and "Measuring Market Power in the

% Ready-to-Eat Cereal Industry," NBER WP #6387 (published in Econometrica 2001, Vol. 69(2).

% Written by Aviv Nevo, May 1998.

% Modified by Bronwyn Hall, April 2005 for Matlab 7 compatibility

% Modified by Lorenz Kueng, March 2009 to improve transparency of code

% Modified by Eric Hallstein and Sofia Villas Boas, March 2009, for fishwise paper

%just a random coeff on price parameter

% The following renaming of variables were necessary:

% **new name** **previous name**
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% invPHI invA

% Ns ns

% Z IV

% theta2_i theti

% theta2_j thetj

% T nmkt

% J nbrn

% theta1_old t

% delta_old mvalold

% w_old mvalold

%cd ’C:\TOBACKUP\My_papers\paper_NRI\StructuralDemand\nutdem’

clc; clear all;close all;

global invPHI Ns J x1 x2 s_jt Z vfull theta1 theta2_i theta2_j cdid cdindex

%% Load data==================

load datafish.mat;

% this file is cdid, cdindex, s_jt, x1, x2, iv, v, Z

%start demand estimation

%% Starting values of model parameters

% starting values. zero elements in the following matrix correspond to %

% coeff that will not be max over,i.e are fixed at zero. %

% diag(SIGMA)

%theta2w=[0.2332];

theta2w= [ 0.5];

% create a vector of the non-zero elements in the above matrix, and the %

% corresponding row and column indices. this facilitates passing values %

% to the functions below. %

[theta2_i, theta2_j, theta2]=find(theta2w); %store non-zero values only

horz=[’ mean sigma’];

vert=[ ’price ’];

% create weight matrix

invPHI = inv(Z’*Z);
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%% Initial values via IV regression (Logit with homogeneous consumers)

% Logit results and save the mean utility as initial values for the search below

% (p.533 and appendix p.)

% compute the outside good market share by market

temp = cumsum(s_jt);

sum1 = temp(cdindex);

sum1(2:size(sum1,1)) = diff(sum1); % Tx1 vector of sums of shares within each market

outshr = 1.0 - sum1(cdid,:); %TJx1 vector of outside good shares

% Berry ’94 IV regression as starting value for theta1

theta1_old = inv(x1’*Z*invPHI*Z’*x1)*x1’*Z*invPHI*Z’*(log(s_jt)-log(outshr) );

save theta1Logit.txt theta1_old -ascii;

% in "Econometric issues" in folder in yellow page with title

%Standard Errors for IV estimators.

delta_old = x1*theta1_old; % Fitted log shares

resid=log(s_jt)-log(outshr)-delta_old;

a=x1’*Z;

ze=Z.*(resid*ones(1,size(Z,2)));

s=resid’*resid/150063;

vcov=s*inv(a*inv(Z’*Z)*a’); %greene p.292

se=sqrt(diag(vcov));

save seLogit_specif1.txt se -ascii;

clear a omega se;

% starting value for BLP contraction on w^h (appendix p.4)

%delta_old = x1*theta1_old; % Fitted log shares

w_old = exp(delta_old); % Compute shares

theta2_old = zeros(size(theta2)); % Zero out old theta2 (starting value of theta2=0

% since with logit, no random coefficients)

% store starting vales for conttraction step (inner loop) and gmm

% optimization (outer loop) in startvalues.mat

save startvalues.mat delta_old w_old theta2_old %used in var_cov.m !

clear delta_old w_old theta2_old temp sum1
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%simple OLS

invX=inv(x1’*x1);

t= invX*x1’*(log(s_jt)-log(outshr));

save tols.txt t -ascii;

%standard errors ols white

delta0=log(s_jt)-log(outshr); %observed mean values%

invX=inv(x1’*x1);

t=invX*x1’*delta0;

mvalold=x1*t;

resid=delta0-mvalold;

a=x1’*x1;

x1e=x1.*(resid*ones(1,size(x1,2)));

omega=invX*x1e’*x1e*invX;

vcov=inv(a*invX*a’)*a*omega*a’*inv(a*invX*a’);

se=sqrt(diag(vcov));

save seOLS.txt se -ascii;

clear a omega se;

%First Stage is done in the do file interactinstruments.do

%% BLP optimization (outerloop)

% stack individual tast shocks J times

vfull=v(cdid,:); %v is Tx(K2*Ns), vfull is TJx(K2*Ns)

% remember to run part 1 first

% optimization options

%options = optimset(’GradObj’,’on’,’TolFun’,0.0001,’TolX’,0.0001);

options = optimset(’GradObj’,’on’);

tic % Start stopwatch

% let’s make some iteration statistics (Leslie)

theta2tried=0;

GMMfval_obtained=0;

save iteration_stats.mat theta2tried GMMfval_obtained

% the following line computes the estimates using a Quasi-Newton method %
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% with an *analytic* gradient %

% Note: BLP contraction (inner loop) is embeded in the GMM objective function gmmobjg

% [theta2,fval,exitflag,output] = fminunc(’gmmobjg’,theta2,options)

[theta2,fval,exitflag,output] = fminsearch(’gmmobjg’,theta2,options)

% the following line computes the estimates using a simplex search method

%theta2 = fmins(’gmmobjg’,theta2)

comp_t = toc/60; % Stop stopwatch and record time

%Statistics (Econometrics)

%% computing the s.e.

vcov = var_cov(theta2);

se = sqrt(diag(vcov))

save seRC.txt se -ascii;

save theta1RC.txt theta1 -ascii;

save theta2RC.txt theta2 -ascii;

%%% Print results

disp(output)

disp([’GMM objective: ’ num2str(fval)])

disp([’run time (minutes): ’ num2str(comp_t)])

diary off

%% Iteration statistics

load iteration_stats.mat

theta2tried=theta2tried(2:size(theta2tried,2));

GMMfval_obtained=GMMfval_obtained(2:size(GMMfval_obtained,2));

plot(theta2tried,GMMfval_obtained,’o’)

save iteration_stats.mat theta2tried GMMfval_obtained

8.7 Step 5: Estimate elasticities

Based on parameter estimates, calculate own- and cross-price elasticities with and without the
FishWise labels.

Matlab function: elastic_fish
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8.7.1 elastic_fish

%elastic_fish.m

diary elastic_fish

% as of August 28, 2009

% last revision by Eric on August 28 2009

% added code at end of file to calculate mean elasticities

% with and without labels

% previous revision by Sofia in May 2009

clc; clear all;close all;

global invPHI Ns ns J x1 x2 s_jt Z vfull theta1 theta2_i theta2_j cdid cdindex

%% Load data==================

load datafish.mat; %created by setup.m

%Given Random Coefficients Demand Parameters, and simulated individual shares.

%This Matlab program computes the descriptive statistics of the elasticities

% FishWise paper

%np=3; %let np be the number of products:

%define cdindex

%T=size(indexn,1);

nweek=T; %NUMBER OF time periods

%%% set up program parameters

%TJ=size(s_jt,1) ; % # of observations

%K1=size(x1,2); % # of characteristics in linear utility (x1)

%K2=size(x2,2); % # of characteristics in non-linear utility (x2)

nrows=TJ;

Ns=500;% stack individual tast shocks J times

ns=Ns;

vfull=v(cdid,:); %v is Tx(K2*Ns), vfull is TJx(K2*Ns)

clear v;

% remember to run part 1 first

%————————————————————-

%load REQUIRED DATA........................
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%————————————————————-

%M=dimension of the market, kept as parameter from demand

%we will assume that M is constant for all months for now

% have slightly more granular data for market size from Andronicos

%————————————————————-

% ESTIMATE SHARES HERE 28*100 BY 100 MATRIX,

%————————————————————-

%load required linear and nonlinear parameters

load theta1RC.txt; %Loading demand parameters%

theta1=theta1RC;

load theta2RC.txt;

nlp_m=abs(theta2RC);

theta2w=nlp_m;

%from demand_rc.m- demand side computation

% estimate shares

%Estimated the shares given theta2w=nlp_m and theta1

%expmu=exp(mufunc(x2,theta2w)); %function that computes nonlinear part of utility

%mval=exp(x1*theta1); %this computes the linear part of utility

%se_jt=mktsh(expmu,mval); %the estimated shares

%save sharesRc.txt se_jt -ascii;

%load sharesRc.txt; %just a vector if needed

%se_jt=sharesRc;

expmu=exp(muval(x2,theta2w)); %function that computes nonlinear part of utility

mval=exp(x1*theta1); %this computes the linear part of utility

se_jt=ind_sh(mval,expmu); %the estimated shares are nobs by NS

%load pid.txt;

%—————————————————————————

%Compute elasticities (do it week by week ). Random Coefficients Case.

%—————————————————————————

%—————————————————————————

%For Logit: Dsj/Dpk=alpha sj(1-sj) j=k; -alpha sj sk j/=k.
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%ForRC: Dsj/Dpk=1/NS(sum(alpha_n sjn (1-sjn))) ,j=k;

% -1/NS(sum(alpha_n sjn skn)), o.w.

%where alpha_n=alpha+pi D_n+sigma v_n.

%——————————————————————————-

np=3;

ela=zeros(nrows,np);

for j=1:T %Begin week loop

%j

if j==1 %week one is different in terms of the rest of loop

npw=3;

temps=se_jt(1:cdindex(j),:)’;

v=vfull(1:cdindex(j),1:Ns);

De_r=Sp_just_v(ns,temps,nlp_m,theta1,npw,v); %the output is npw by npw

%Compute elasticities for this week

sh=sum(temps)/ns;

%price

tempp=p(1:cdindex(j));

for mm=1:np

%disp(’multiplying by p’)

ela(1:np,mm)=De_r(:,mm).*tempp;

end;

for mm=1:np

%disp(’multiplying by sh’)

ela(mm,:)=ela(mm,:)./sh;

end;

else

% j

%disp(’Week’)

npw=cdindex(j)-cdindex(j-1);

temps=se_jt(cdindex(j-1)+1:cdindex(j),:)’;

v=vfull(cdindex(j-1)+1:cdindex(j),1:Ns);
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%compute for 43 products as usual;

De_r=Sp_just_v(ns,temps,nlp_m,theta1,npw,v); %the output is npw by npw

sh=sum(temps)/ns;

%price

tempp=p(cdindex(j-1)+1:cdindex(j));

for mm=1:npw

ela(cdindex(j-1)+1:cdindex(j),mm)=De_r(:,mm).*tempp;

%disp(’multiplying by p’)

end;

for mm=1:npw

ela(cdindex(j-1)+mm,:)=ela(cdindex(j-1)+mm,:)./sh;

end;

end; %of if%

end; %Week loop

matrix_el=zeros(np,np,nweek); % estimated own and cross-price elasticities by weak

for j=1:nweek

if j==1

matrix_el(:,:,j)=ela(1:cdindex(j),:);

else

matrix_el(:,:,j)=ela(cdindex(j-1)+1:cdindex(j),:);

end;

end;

%meanElWeek=zeros(np*nweek,3);

%stack by weeks

%for j=1:nweek

% if j==1

% meanElWeek(1:3,1:3)=(matrix_el(1:3,1:3,j));

% else

% row=(j-1)*np+1;

% meanElWeek(row:row+np-1,:);

% %should have an equal sign
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% end;

%end;

%save meanElWeek.txt meanElWeek -ascii;

for jj=1:np

for kk=1:np

mean_el(jj,kk)=mean(matrix_el(jj,kk,:));

end;

end;

%create dummy variable by store-week for presence/absence of label

colortreat=x1(:,4:6); %columns from matrix x1 containing info on whether received color label

anycolor=sum(colortreat,2); %sums rows of matrix colortreat so that a 1 means that received
color label

%add a column to matrix ela that contains dummy variable

label_ela=[ela anycolor];

%reformat label_ela into a 3-dimensional matrix for calculating means

matrix_ellabel=zeros(np,np+1,nweek); % estimated own and cross-price elasticities by weak

for j=1:nweek

if j==1

matrix_ellabel(:,:,j)=label_ela(1:cdindex(j),:);

else

matrix_ellabel(:,:,j)=label_ela(cdindex(j-1)+1:cdindex(j),:);

end;

end;

%eliminate weeks with no labels and calculate mean

labelweeks=find(anycolor>0); %records the line # on which the "1" is found

label_elan=label_ela(labelweeks,:); %pulls observations from ela that correspond to the numbers
in labelweeks

nlabelweeks=size(label_elan,1)./3; %counts number of store-weeks (e.g.markets) where labels in
place

for jj=1:np

for kk=1:np

mean_labelel(jj,kk)=mean(label_elan(jj,kk,:));
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end;

end;

%eliminate weeks with labels and calculate mean

nolabelweeks=find(anycolor<1); %records the line # on which the "1" is found

nolabel_elan=label_ela(nolabelweeks,:); %pulls observations from ela that correspond to the
numbers in labelweeks

nnolabelweeks=size(nolabel_elan,1)./3; %counts number of store-weeks (e.g.markets) where
labels in place

for jj=1:np

for kk=1:np

mean_nolabelel(jj,kk)=mean(nolabel_elan(jj,kk,:));

end;

end;

save meanEl_fish.txt mean_el -ascii;

save elasticrc_fish.txt ela -ascii -double -tabs;

save mean_labelel.txt mean_labelel -ascii;

save mean_nolabelel.txt mean_nolabelel -ascii;

8.8 Step 6: Estimate margins given θ

Estimate predicted margins (price-cost) for a local multi-product monopoly based on BLP
parameter estimates, first by calculating the S matrix, the matrix of partial derivatives of share
with respect to price from the FOCs, and by using this matrix to calculate the margins.

Matlab function: sp_just_v, margins.

8.8.1 sp_just_v

function f=Sp_just_v(ns,ts,nlp_m,theta1,npw,v);

%Calculates partial s_jm/partial p_km, or the S matrix created by writing

%the FOCs in matrix form.

%The sp_just_v.m function is a loop within a loop in the program margins.m.

%Output of a single loop of sp_just_v is a npw x npw matrix, Dr_rc, with own and
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%cross-price partial derivaties of share with respect to price for each

%product week.

%Created for Fishwise structural paper.

%Sofia Villas Boas and Eric Hallstein, November 2009.

% the full temps is the matrix of individual choice probabilities created by ind_sh.m

% temps is npw x ns matrix, or for first week, 3 by 500 matrix after

% inversion

ts=ts’; % 3 x 500

alpha=theta1(1); %the linear price coefficient comes first

nlp_p=nlp_m; % this is theta2w

sig_p=nlp_p(1,1); % sigma

Dr(1:npw,1:npw)=0;% 3 x 3

for j=1:npw % down

for k=1:npw % across

if j==k % diagonal elements

% as outlined on p. 6 of Nevo’s appendix

% t = (linear price parameter + non-linear price param * v) * individual market

% share * (1-individual market share)

% [(1x500) + (1x1)(1x500)] x (1x500)(1x500)

% t is 1x500, one row for each color in a market

t=(alpha*ones(1,ns)+sig_p*v(j,:)).*ts(j,:).*(1-ts(j,:));

Dr_rc(j,k)=sum(t’)’/ns; % average

else

% for j /= k

% t = (linear price parameter + non-linear price param * v) * individual market

% share j * (individual market share k)

t=-(alpha*ones(1,ns)+sig_p*v(k,:)).*ts(j,:).*ts(k,:);

Dr_rc(j,k)=sum(t’)’/ns;

end;

end;

end;
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f=Dr_rc;

margins

%margins.m

%this program computes margins for

%model of andronikos retail local multiproduct monopolist pricing

diary marginsFish

%Last revision: November 2, 2009 by Eric Hallstein

%This program uses estimates and data sent to Sofia by Eric on Sept 29, 2009

%————————————————————————–

%using demand RC specification and just a random parameter on the

%price coefficient due to a normal shock.

%This Matlab program computes the price-cost margins for all products

%for the retail level

global theta1 nlp_m cdid cdindex vfull ns cdid;

%————————————————————-

%data loading and preparation

%————————————————————-

load datafish.mat;

load theta1RC.txt;

theta1=theta1RC;

clear theta1RC;

load theta2RC.txt;

theta2=theta2RC;

clear theta2RC;

nlp_m=theta2;

%cdindex; This vector tells us where each week ends in the vectors with

%nrows/J rows (in this case 910 rows)

%cdid This vector expands weekly data to all products/weeks (e.g. assigns

%each observation to a product week)

theta2w=nlp_m; %in this case it is just one parameter (the reason we define theta2w is when we
add more nonlinear parameters

%into nlp_m and then some are set to zero, then theta2w
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%just captures the non-zero ones and gets fed into the

%functions therafter. If we want to add more at some point

%I am defining now so that then it is easier to expand the

%code

%————————————————————-

% ESTIMATE SHARES HERE 2800*100 BY 100 MATRIX,

%————————————————————-

vfull=v(cdid,:);

ns=Ns;

%Estimate the shares given theta2w=nlp_m and theta1

expmu=exp(muval(x2,theta2w)); %function that computes nonlinear part of utility

mval=exp(x1*theta1); %this computes the linear part of utility

se_jt=ind_sh(mval,expmu); %the estimated shares are nobs by ns

nrows=size(x1,1);

%define a 3 by 3 matrix of retail ownership

%—————————————————————————

%Compute price-cost margins (do it week by week ).

%—————————————————————————

%only mixing parameter is the price parameter, so for each draw n, alpha_n=alpha+sigma v_n.

%——————————————————————————-

pcmr=zeros(nrows,1);

nweek=size(cdindex,1);

for j=1:nweek %Begin week loop

if j==1 %week one is different in terms of the rest of loop%

npw=cdindex(j); % npw is equal to 3 in first week

temps=zeros(npw,ns); % 3 x 500

tempr=zeros(npw,1); % 3 x 1

v=zeros(npw,ns); % 3 x 500

temps=se_jt(1:cdindex(j),:)’; % 500 x 3 because inverted

v=vfull(1:cdindex(j),:); % 3 x 500

Tr=ones(npw,npw); % 3 x 3
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%Compute price-cost margins for this week

De_r=Sp_just_v(ns,temps,nlp_m,theta1,npw,v); % 3 x 3

Der(:,:)=-(Tr.*De_r(:,:)); % reverses the signs in De_r

invDr(:,:)=inv(Der(:,:)); % inverted S matrix from lyx notes - 3 x 3

sh=sum(temps)’/ns; % share by color - 3x1

tempr(:,1)=invDr(:,:)*sh; % (3x1)=(3x3)x(3x1)

pcmr(1:cdindex(j))=tempr; % is p-c in my notes

clear Tr

% rest of weeks are slightly different

else

npw=cdindex(j)-cdindex(j-1); % for example, in product-week 2, 6-3=3

temps=zeros(npw,1,ns); %3x1x500

tempr=zeros(npw,1); %3x1

v=zeros(npw,ns); %3x500

temps=se_jt(cdindex(j-1)+1:cdindex(j),:)’; %3x500

v=vfull(cdindex(j-1)+1:cdindex(j),:); %3x500

Tr=ones(npw,npw); %3x3

%Compute price-cost margins for this week

De_r=Sp_just_v(ns,temps,nlp_m,theta1,npw,v); %the output is npw by npw

Der(:,:)=-(Tr.*De_r(:,:));

invDr(:,:)=inv(Der(:,:));

sh=sum(temps)’/ns;

tempr(:)=invDr(:,:)*sh;

pcmr(cdindex(j-1)+1:cdindex(j))=tempr;

clear Tr

end; %of if%

end; %Week loop

save pcmretail.txt pcmr -ascii;
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8.9 Step 7: Simulate policy alternatives

Calculate equilibrium prices for each week given parameter estimates (theta1 and theta2) from the
rc logit model.

Matlab functions: eq_price, simul.

eq_price

function f=eq_price(X0);

%This function calculates the equilibrium price given

%theta1 and theta2 from the rc logit estimation.

%Used, together with simul.m, to estimate the different

%FishWise policy scenarios

%Last revised November 2009

%Eric Hallstein

global week

%Note that there is no analytic jacobian code in this function below.

%so fsolve does the finite difference jacobian

%instead, since I have set option ’Jabobian to ’off’.

%begin reading data etc

load datafish.mat;

np=cdindex(week); %let np be the number of products, week passed from simul.m

nweek=size(cdindex,1); %number of weeks

nrows=size(p,1);

j=week;

op=X0; %initial price guess in search for Nash equilibrium

ns=Ns; %can define less here to speed up

nobs=size(p,1);

n=nobs;

load pcmretail.txt;

ret0=pcmretail;

%compute predicted marginal costs

load datafish.mat

c_rec_all=p-ret0; %recovered costs
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%load parameters estimated from demand side, e.g. theta1 and theta2

load datafish.mat;

load theta1RC.txt;

theta1=theta1RC;

clear theta1RC;

%=====================TO DO========================================

%change parameters of demand to simulate no red or do we change shares of

%red to be zero in line 86 below computing shares but then substituting

%them as zero for red?

%This step is where we need to figure out what to do

%do we restrict the q of red to zero and then re estimate margins and find

%price? %then no yellow once we figure out what to do here modify this

%function

%==================================================================

load theta2RC.txt;

theta2=theta2RC;

clear theta2RC;

nlp_m=theta2;

%cdindex; This vector maps market weeks back to observations, telling us

%the number of each observation where each market week ends

%cdid This vector assigns obs to market weeks

theta2w=nlp_m;

%in this case it is just one parameter (the reason we define theta2w is

%when we add more nonlinear parameters into nlp_m and then some are set

%to zero, then theta2w just captures the non-zero ones and gets fed into the

%functions therafter. If we want to add more at some point I am defining

%now so that then it is easier to expand the code.

%————————————————————-

% ESTIMATE SHARES HERE 2800 BY 500 MATRIX,

%————————————————————-

vfull=v(cdid,:);
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if j==1

npw=ncdindex(j);

v=zeros(npw,ns); %3x500

v=vfull(1:ncdindex(j),:);

x1weekn=x1(1:ncdindex(j),1); %3x1, this is the price

c_rec=c_rec_all(1:ncdindex(j),1);

Tr=ones(npw,npw); %3x3

else

npw=ncdindex(j)-ncdindex(j-1);

v=zeros(npw,ns);

v=vfull(ncdindex(j-1)+1:ncdindex(j),:);

x1weekn=x1(ncdindex(j-1)+1:ncdindex(j),2:npw); %

c_rec=c_rec_all(ncdindex(j-1)+1:ncdindex(j),1);

Tr=ones(npw,npw);

end;

f=zeros(size(op));

x2week=[op]; %non linear vars for each week, in this case our starting guess of price

expmu=exp(muvalweek(x2week,theta2w,v,ns)); %code error?

KK=size(x1week,2); %returns number of columns

x1week=[op x1weekn(:,2:KK)];

mval=exp(x1week*theta1);

se_j=ind_shweek(mval,expmu,ns); %all ns shares for all the products in this week

%this is the line we might change

temps=se_j’;

De_r=Sp_just_v(ns,temps,nlp_m,theta1,npw,v);

Der(:,:)=-(Tr.*De_r(:,:));

invDr(:,:)=inv(Der(:,:));

sh=sum(temps)’/ns;

tempr(:,1)=invDr(:,:)*sh;

mr=tempr;

f=op-c_rec-mr;
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max(abs(f));

simul

%program simul.m

%begin code for Fishwise policy simulations

%last revised November, 2009

%uses fsolve, global variable week to solve eq_price(X)=0

global week

warning off MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix

%load margins pre policy change

load pcmretail.txt;

ret0=pcmretail;

%compute predicted marginal costs

load datafish.mat

c_rec_all=p-ret0; %recovered costs

nweek=size(cdindex,1); %number of weeks

nrows=size(p,1);

new_pricen=zeros(nrows,1);

new_price=p; %start with the old prices in calculation of new prices

week=1 %start with the first week

tic

while week<nweeks+1;

disp(’Week’)

k=week

disp(’its going down down down down...’)

%define price guess X0, which is used to start search for Nash Equilibrium

if k==1

% X0=c_rec(1:ncdindex(j),1)+ret0(1:ncdindex(j),1)+wholup0(1:ncdindex(j),1);

X0=new_price(1:ncdindex(k),1); %is a 3x1 vector of starting prices

else

% X0=c_rec(ncdindex(j-1)+1:ncdindex(j),1)+

% ret0(ncdindex(j-1)+1:ncdindex(j),1)+wholup0(ncdindex(j-1)+1:ncdindex(j),1);
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X0=new_price(ncdindex(k-1)+1:ncdindex(k),1); %is a 3x1 vector of starting prices

end;

%===========================================================

% do simulation now——————————————

%compute for week j the new Nash equilibrium

%options = optimset(’Display’,’iter’,’TolFun’,.00001,’TolX’,.00001,’MaxIter’,100);

X=fsolve(’eq_price’,X0); %fsolve tries to solve the equations in ’eq_price’ starting at X0

%store new price for this week

if j==1

price_vector(1:ncdindex(j),1)=X;

else

price_vector(ncdindex(j-1)+1:ncdindex(j),1)=X;

end;

%comp_t=toc/60

week=week+1;

end;

comp_t=toc/60

save priceVector.txt price_vector -ascii;
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